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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Research Environment

As the amount of information in information systems grows, it is harder

for the users to find relevant information for their needs [137]. Not only

is the information hard to find, but it is not connected to other relevant

information—thus getting an extensive understanding about a topic is

challenging. These issues are intensified in the massive World Wide Web,

which was estimated to contain 11.5 billion indexable web pages already

in 2005 [102], and almost 50 billion of them in a more recent study [263].

The full text search employed by many search engines has several limi-

tations. A simple search algorithm does not distinguish significant words

from non-significant ones in the document, leading to the loss of precision

of the search [46]. The issue can be compensated by ordering the search

results based on their assessed relevancy for the search task [181], effec-

tively displaying the most relevant results first. On the other hand, all

significant terms regarding the information content of the document might

not appear in the document, decreasing the recall of the search [114].

The Semantic Web1 [28, 77] is an extension of the current World Wide

Web, providing technologies for processing information based on their

semantics. Managing textual contents on the conceptual level resolves

the issues of purely lexical full text search, such as handling synonymy

and homonymy. A practical subtopic of the Semantic Web is the Linked

Data [27, 112] concept, which is a method for publishing data in an inter-

linked way. The semantic interoperability and interlinking of the infor-

mation contents in the web changes the nature of the web from the web

of documents to the web of data. These technologies enable building of

1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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services on top of the integrated datasets, for example, providing users

novel search and recommendation interfaces, thus improving information

findability.

Ontologies are at the core of the Semantic Web infrastructure, as they

model the domains of interest in a formal, machine-understandable way.

An ontology acts as a shared conceptualization of a domain [98, 35, 244],

enabling different parties to use a common language when communicating

about the domain [100]. When information objects are described with meta-

data [222, 17, 71, 46] referring to concepts of an ontology, machines can

interpret their meanings. This semantic content annotation enables, e.g.,

the integration of heterogeneous data collections and automatic reasoning

based on the properties of concepts [143, 239].

An ontology can be built by a domain expert, but also methods for auto-

matic and semi-automatic ontology generation exist [176]. Also the content

annotation can be done manually or (semi-)automatically [159, 234, 276].

In addition to ontologies, semantically lighter knowledge organization

systems (KOS) originating from library and information science, such as

subject headings, classifications, and thesauri can be used to harmonize

the used terminology in content descriptions and search [124, 95]. KOSs

can also be utilized in, e.g., query expansion, cross-language search, and as

a navigation aid for accessing contents. Knowledge organization systems

can be interlinked in order to facilitate the integration of data described

using different KOSs, by utilizing the methods of ontology mapping [127]

and matching [233].

An alternative method for using explicit ontology-based metadata for

improving the information findability is to use automatic methods analyz-

ing the contents of information objects. For example, natural language

processing methods can be used to identify the meanings of words based

on their context in a text document [53]. However, the strength of using

explicit metadata is its applicability also to non-textual objects, such as

images and videos, as otherwise text search would not be possible without

reliable content analysis methods.

For facilitating the use of ontologies, specialized software systems—

ontology servers, have been proposed for publishing ontologies and pro-

viding services for using them [79, 68, 9, 108, 60]. Most of the ontology

server implementations introduced in the Semantic Web research have

been designed for developing ontologies, and not for their actual usage,

e.g., in content annotation or information retrieval, and therefore lack
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crucial functionalities needed in applications [9]. The common function-

alities of ontology servers include user interfaces for visualization and

browsing of ontologies, and searching for concepts in an ontology. Several

implementations also provide application programming interfaces (API)

for the programmatic use of the ontologies. In addition to APIs, ontology

functionalities may be integrated into client systems with user interface

components.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The aim of this thesis is to provide methods and technological solutions for

publishing knowledge organization systems in such a way that they can be

utilized cost-effectively in external applications. As a solution, the notion of

an ontology service is presented. An ontology service is a software system

that can be used by ontology developers for publishing their ontologies,

and by content indexers, information searchers, and application developers

to use ontologies in their tasks. The user needs for knowledge organiza-

tion systems are analyzed, and based on them a set of requirements for

functionalities is formulated. As a proof-of-concept system, implementa-

tions of such an ontology service are provided and their application to

real life cases is reported. The KOSs used in the cases include Finnish

and international thesauri, lightweight ontologies covering general and

domain-specific concepts, and semantically richer biological nomenclatures

and classifications.

The objectives of the ontology services presented in this thesis are:

• Ontology publication channel. Provide a complete publication work-

flow for the ontology developers to publish an ontology, or a new version

of it.

• Heterogeneous ontologies. Support for distinct ontology formats by

using a harmonizing data model and configuration options.

• Tools for metadata creation. Provide means to ontology-based con-

tent indexing.

• Support for distributed content creation. Facilitate content cre-

ation in distributed workflows, where content is curated by independent

parties and aggregated into one system, e.g., a web portal.

• Facilitate search tasks. Support the use of published ontologies in
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information retrieval by offering functionalities, e.g., for query expansion.

• Multiple ontologies and repositories. The users should be able to ac-

cess multiple ontologies, even originating from different ontology services,

simultaneously in a coherent way.

• Programmatic access. Applications should be able to use the on-

tologies via application programming interfaces (API) for searching for

concepts and getting their properties.

• Evaluation by applying into practice. The applicability of the ser-

vices will be tested by building a proof-of-concept system, which is piloted

in real life scenarios.

• Promote complex KOSs. The system should support not only simple,

but also richer knowledge organization systems.

Based on these objectives that guide the design and implementation of

the ontology services this thesis seeks to find solutions for the following

research questions (RQ):

1. How can lightweight ontologies be published on the Semantic Web so

that they can be utilized in content indexing and information retrieval

tasks?

2. How can a collection of independent or interconnected ontologies—in dif-

ferent formats and repositories—be published and utilized using shared

user interfaces and APIs?

3. How can richer knowledge organization systems, such as biological

nomenclatures and classifications, be managed as an ontology and pub-

lished using an ontology service?

The research questions are answered with the publications I–VIII. Table 1.1

shows which research questions the individual publications contribute to.

The contributions of the publications are summarized in Chapter 3.

1.3 Research Process and Dissertation Structure

The research presented in this thesis has been conducted by applying the

methodologies of design science [182, 116, 211] and action research [24, 42,
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Research question PI PII PIII PIV PV PVI PVII PVIII

RQ1 x x x

RQ2 x x

RQ3 x x x

Table 1.1. The relationship between the research questions and the publications.

62].

Design science is a technology-oriented paradigm in the information sys-

tems discipline that aims to create things that serve human purposes [182].

The significance of a research is determined by the value or utility it

provides—does it work, is it an improvement? Instead of new theories,

the outcomes of design science are innovative and useful artifacts, which

include constructs, models, methods, and implementations. The process of

design science includes two phases: building and evaluation. The nature of

design science tends to be applied: it exploits knowledge created by basic

research to develop new technologies. However, the created artifact and

its working environment might not be well understood, and in such case

the artifact itself presents new scientific questions. By designing, building,

and applying an artifact, knowledge and understanding about a problem

domain and its solution is achieved [116]. As opposed to routine design

and systems building work, design science builds novel ways to solve im-

portant, unsolved problems or provides more effective or efficient ways to

address previously solved problems. The solutions are generalizable and

provide new knowledge for the application domain. The applicability of the

artifact is evaluated in real-world scenarios by observational, analytical,

experimental, testing, or descriptive methods.

Complementing the technological aspect of design science, action re-

search emphasizes the social elements of information systems research.

In an action research setting, scientists and the subjects of the study col-

laborate in order to study and solve problems in organizations [24]. The

research involves two phases: the diagnostic stage to analyze the current

situation and the therapeutic stage to carry out changes to improve the

situation. In contrast to case studies, in action research the researcher

is involved in the studied phenomenon and the research is carried out in

a more rigorous way [23]. The rigor is ensured by following the action

research cycle: diagnosis, action planning, action taking, evaluating, and

specifying learning.

The design of the ontology services presented in this thesis is based on
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analyzing the user requirements of ontology users and existing ontology

server implementations by a) conducting a literature and system review, b)

formulating illustrative use scenarios, and c) running a prototype system

as a living lab service, gathering feedback from the actual users of the

system. Based on the cyclic nature of design science and action research,

similar methods have been used to evaluate the purposefulness of the

developed ontology services. The prototype system itself acts as a proof of

concept, demonstrating the utility or suitability of the software artifact for

the given requirements [210]. Furthermore, using the system in an action

research setting in real use cases evaluates the effects of the system use

in real-world situations. By basing the functionalities of the system on

existing research and illustrative use scenarios, the utility of the system is

ensured.

This thesis is organized as follows. The theoretical background of the

work is presented in Chapter 2. Building on the theory and based on

the publications included, the results of the thesis are summarized in

Chapter 3. Finally, the implications of the results, the validity of the work,

and further research are discussed in Chapter 4.
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2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1 Modeling Knowledge Organization Systems

2.1.1 Knowledge Organization Systems

Knowledge organization systems (KOS) originate from library and infor-

mation science, where they are used as schemes for organizing information

and promoting knowledge management [124, 95]. Examples of different

types of KOSs include classification schemes, subject headings, authority

files, taxonomies, thesauri, and ontologies [124, 119, 238, 95]. They provide

a controlled vocabulary in the given domain of interest, and harmonize

the terminology used to describe the information items in information

collections, e.g., in digital libraries or document databases.

In its simplest form, a controlled vocabulary is a list of terms, where

each term corresponds to a concept of the domain. It can also include other

information about the terms, such as synonyms, descriptions, and source

information. A taxonomy arranges the terms in a controlled vocabulary

into a hierarchy, aiding the users selecting a suitable term in, e.g., content

description or information retrieval [91]. Extending taxonomies, thesauri

may include richer information about the terms, such as associative rela-

tions between them [91]. Guidelines for creating, displaying, and managing

thesauri are documented in international and national standards, such as

ISO 25964 [6, 66] and SFS 5471 [2].

Thesauri and other controlled vocabularies are used primarily for im-

proving information retrieval [11, 236]. This is accomplished by using the

concepts or terms of a thesaurus in content indexing, content searching,

or in both of them, thus simplifying the matching of query terms and

the indexed resources (e.g., documents) when compared with using free,
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uncontrolled natural language. The relations of thesauri can be utilized

in information retrieval, for example by expanding query terms to more

specific terms based on the concept hierarchy. Multilingual thesauri can

be used for cross-language search where the information contents or the

related metadata are expressed in different language than the one used by

the end user.

Knowledge Organization Systems, such as thesauri, are of great benefit

for the Semantic Web [19, 282, 193, 106, 262, 278], enabling semanti-

cally disambiguated data exchange and integration of data from different

sources, though not to the same extent as ontologies [240] where the se-

mantics of concepts is defined in more refined and machine-understandable

ways [232, 10]. Ontologies based on thesaurus-like structures can be called

lightweight ontologies [82, 159, 93, 143].

The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [188, 19, 189] de-

veloped within W3C is a data model and a syntax for expressing concept

schemes such as thesauri, and is largely compatible with the ISO 25964

thesaurus standard [66, 139]. SKOS provides a standard way for cre-

ating vocabularies and migrating existing vocabularies to the Semantic

Web. SKOS solves the problem of diverse, non-interoperable thesaurus

representation formats by offering a standard convention for presentation.

Existing thesauri can be transformed into SKOS format via conversion

processes [261, 245, 193, 237, 282]. When a thesaurus is expressed as a

SKOS vocabulary, it can be processed with standard RDF/SKOS tools in a

uniform way.

There are also methods for converting thesauri into semantically richer

OWL ontologies [262, 136, 44, 162]. Compared with SKOS conversion

techniques, the OWL-based methods cannot be fully automated, as they re-

quire human effort for refining the semantic relations of the concepts [162].

Especially the is-a hierarchy of the ontology needs to be carefully con-

structed since the hierarchy of a thesaurus may have been built using a

mix of different hierarchical relations [136, 162], which cannot be used as

is for, e.g., subclass reasoning. The use of existing thesauri as the basis for

ontologies enables the backwards compatibility with legacy data annotated

with the thesauri, and facilitates the publication of the data as Linked

Data.

This thesis seeks to develop publication methods for the cost-effective

utilization of KOSs in, e.g., content indexing and information retrieval. In

this context, SKOS is applied as a harmonizing model for representing
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KOSs.

2.1.2 Interlinked Ontologies

In Linked Data paradigm, entities can be linked on many levels: data

instances [112, 140, 103], metadata schema fields [267], and concepts of

ontologies [286] can be interlinked to facilitate interoperability between

datasets. Linking the data through ontologies allows additional interoper-

ability due to the inferred knowledge gained through the shared ontology

semantics [121]. When integrating datasets that use different ontolo-

gies (or KOSs), the ontologies need to be reconciled. Ontology reconcili-

ation [104, 283] is a broad term, covering ontology merging, alignment,

and integration. Most of the reconciliation methods are automatic or semi-

automatic, which can lead to lower quality [32], especially if the ontologies

were originally expert-made [73].

To faciliate the interoperability between different ontologies, there have

been efforts to establish guidelines for the creation and management of

ontologies, e.g., in the context of the OBO Foundry initiative [235]. The

focus in OBO Foundry is on coordinating the development of different

ontologies in the biomedical domain under shared principles. General,

domain-independent ontology design principles have been proposed by

several researchers [99, 260, 101, 191, 273, 89]. Linked Open Vocabularies

(LOV) [267] is an effort on building a high quality catalogue of reusable

vocabularies, and making their interconnections visible. Instead of KOSs,

LOV focuses on metadata schemas.

Ontology linking methods are used also in ontology modularization [243,

7], where ontologies are divided into smaller interlinked parts to facilitate

distributed development and re-use. There have been several efforts on

building a general upper ontology [184] that can be used as a foundational

basis for domain ontologies. Some of the upper ontologies have been

developed from scratch, such as CYC [170], while, e.g., the Suggested

Upper Merged Ontology SUMO [194] was created by merging existing

ontologies.

For ensuring the consistency of interlinked ontologies, the changes of the

ontologies have to be communicated to the dependent ontologies, e.g., by

applying methods from the field of ontology evolution [281, 111, 169, 81,

128]. Methods include the detection of changes in an updated ontology by

using logs [242, 157, 144] or comparing two versions of the ontology [164,

272]. To facilitate the processing of changes, different change types can be
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identified [246, 186], or more abstract change patterns can be constructed

from atomic changes [160, 157, 144]. There has also been research on the

nature of the change types the users are most interested in [37]. Also, the

extra challenges of distributed ontology development [160, 241, 175, 146]

have to be addressed when operating with interlinked ontologies.

This thesis aims to design methods and tools for managing and publishing

an interlinked cloud of cross-domain ontologies in such a way that they can

be utilized using shared user interfaces and APIs. The approach is based

on modularizing the ontology development work into an upper ontology

and domain ontologies extending it, and keeping track of their semantic

dependencies.

2.1.3 Biological Nomenclatures and Taxonomies

Management of names and taxonomies of organisms in biology is an

example use case for the need of a complex KOS that cannot be rep-

resented using simple, general KOS presentation languages, such as

SKOS. In biology, taxonomy refers to the discipline that identifies, de-

scribes, and names groups of organisms (taxa) based on their shared

characters [150]. The organism groups are organized into taxonomic hi-

erarchies. Taxon names and classifications are important when integrat-

ing biological data from multiple sources [225, 201, 145, 253], and are

therefore considered central resources, for example in biodiversity man-

agement [25, 200, 228, 215, 85, 86, 105, 206, 219]. The changing nature of

the names poses challenges for their management [148, 166, 208, 229].

There are several issues that make the biological nomenclatures and

classifications a suitable domain for the study of the modeling and pub-

lishing a rich KOS as an ontology. 1) Biological names are not stable or

reliable identifiers for organisms as they or their meaning change in time.

2) The same name can be used by different authors to refer to different

taxa, and a taxon can have more than one name. 3) Taxonomic knowledge

is changing all the time and increases due to new research results. The

number of new organism names in biology increases by 25,000 every year

as new taxa to science are discovered [163]. At the same time, the rate

of changes in existing names has accelerated by the implementation of

molecular methods suggesting new positions to organisms in taxonomies.

4) The notion of ’species’ in the general case is actually very hard to define

precisely. For example, some authors discuss as many as 22 different ways

of defining the concept of species [185].
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Figure 2.1. A hypothetical example of changes in taxonomic concepts and taxon names
in time. First, two separate species A and B partly overlap (a). Then the two
species are merged into a single species that has the name A, and the name B
becomes a synonym to the name A (b). Finally, the species A is split into two
separate species. The name A remains a valid name with a narrower meaning,
and the name C is given to the new taxonomic concept. The black squares
illustrate the biological characters of organisms, and the ellipses describe the
limits of taxonomic concepts.

Although biological naming convention is regulated by nomenclature

codes, e.g., International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) [138]

and International Code of Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants

(ICN) [187], the names cannot be used as reliable identifiers when re-

ferring to taxa due to their ambiguity. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical series

of changes in taxonomic concepts and their names. The border between

the two species is unclear, and later the two species are merged into a

single one, which is finally split into two (or more) species again. The taxon

names may or may not change accordingly. Both the taxonomic concepts

and their names change over time, and tracing the meaning of a name is

impossible without a reference to a study. The reason for the continual

changes is that every study has a different set of taxa, biological characters,

and methods, and consequently their results are different.

A species checklist is a collection of names of organisms of a certain

taxonomic group, compiled into a single taxonomic hierarchy by scientific

experts. Checklists often present the species occurring in a particular

geographical area. Comprehensive reference lists and catalogues of the

names have been proposed as a solution to facilitate the access to the names

and harmonize their usage [285, 105, 65, 208, 225, 173]. The need for such

a list has been recognised, e.g., for vascular plants by the Convention on

Biological Diversity (CBD) [5].

There are efforts on curating or aggregating taxon names from authorita-

tive sources covering all species groups in the world, such as the Catalogue

of Life (CoL) [223], the Encyclopedia of Life (EoL) [207], the Universal
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Biological Indexer and Organizer (uBio) NameBank [225], WikiSpecies1,

the NCBI Taxonomy database [76], Open Tree Taxonomy [120], GBIF

ChecklistBank [94], Index to Organism Names (ION)2, and BioNames [203].

Other efforts are focusing on specific taxonomic groups or regions, such as

ZooBank [215], the International Plant Names Index (IPNI) [55], World

Register of Marine Species [51], Fauna Europaea [64], and the Atlas of

Living Australia3.

Berendsohn [25] introduced the concept of a ”potential taxon” to overcome

the name ambiguity issues. A potential taxon is a combination of a taxon

name and a literature reference to the taxonomic concept, that can be

used, e.g., in databases for taxon references, enabling the interlinking of

differing taxonomic views [26]. The importance of persistent identifiers for

organism names has been further discussed by several researchers [200,

209, 225, 205, 219].

Pullan et al. [214] presented the Prometheus data model for manag-

ing taxonomic nomenclature and multiple related classifications sepa-

rately, while Ytow et al. have developed the Nomencurator data model

for representing and managing taxonomic nomenclature in a relational

database [280]. Page [200] presented a simple data model for present-

ing taxon names and their relations, using using Life Science Identifiers

(LSID) for identifying them. The use of LSIDs has been suggested also

by organizations publishing taxonomic data [212, 56, 221], and piloted,

for example in the Catalogue of Life database [148]. Further, Schulz et

al. [228] presented an ontology model of biological taxa and its application

to physical individuals. The model is based on a single unchangeable clas-

sification. Franz and Peet [85] formulated the use of semantics in relating

taxa to each other, within a single taxonomic hierarchy and between two

distinct hierarchies. Franz and Thau [86] evaluated the limitations of

applying ontologies to the scientific names and concluded that ontologies

should focus either on a nomenclatural point of view or on strategies for

aligning multiple taxonomies.

As a use case for taxonomic ontologies, Lepage et al. [171] have im-

plemented the Avibase database system for managing and organizing

taxonomic concepts from major bird taxonomic checklists. There are also

practical efforts on publishing taxonomic concepts as Linked Data, such

1http://species.wikimedia.org
2http://www.organismnames.com
3http://www.ala.org.au
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as Taxonconcept.org4 and Geospecies5 that aim to provide Linked Open

Data identifiers for species concepts and link them to related data from

different sources. Chawuthai et al. [48] have presented an ontology model

for managing the change of taxonomic concepts and publishing them as

Linked Data.

In addition to data models that are focused on taxonomic information,

there are metadata schemas for exchanging biodiversity data on broader

scope, such as Darwin Core (DwC) [61, 277], the related Taxonomic Concept

Transfer Schema (TCS) [251, 155], created by the Biodiversity Information

Standards (TDWG), Access to Biological Collection Data (ABCD) [125],

and Biological Collections Ontology (BCO) [271]. Darwin Core has a set

of taxonomic extensions, Global Names Architecture (GNA) Profile [220],

that introduces properties for richer nomenclatural details of taxa. Also, a

semantically refined version of Darwin Core, Darwin-SW [22], has been

proposed.

Methods of ontology versioning [161], evolution [195], and matching [233,

74] are relevant in management of taxonomic and nomenclatural informa-

tion, as there exist multiple views on taxonomy and taxonomic knowl-

edge changes as new research results are published. Thus, systems

that support the usage of multiple versions of ontologies [128] and con-

cepts [252] simultaneously are needed. There are approaches that are

focused on life science ontologies, providing support for mapping ontolo-

gies [97, 110, 158], and systems for matching taxonomic concepts between

databases [115, 202, 148, 51, 36, 218, 266, 84].

This thesis uses biological nomenclatures and classifications as an exam-

ple use case of modeling and managing a richer KOS as an ontology. The

focus is on practical management of the names and their changes.

2.2 Publishing and Using Knowledge Organization Systems

2.2.1 Ontology Servers

Once an ontology is modeled and serialized in some format, such as SKOS

or OWL, it can be published for the wider community to be used as a

shared domain model. In order to facilitate the usage of ontologies, on-

4http://www.taxonconcept.org
5http://lod.geospecies.org
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tology servers [79, 68, 9, 108, 60] have been proposed for publishing on-

tologies and vocabularies on the web. Together with ontologies they have

been considered a key resource for enabling the vision of the Semantic

Web [136, 18, 108, 60]. The motivation for publishing ontologies using

ontology servers instead of making them available as mere data files is to

support the use of ontologies in applications. Ontology servers can provide

ready-to-use services that can be integrated into information systems in

a cost-effective way. Without such services, the user organizations have

to implement the common functionalities for accessing ontologies in their

own systems, leading to redundant work.

Parallel terms with ontology server are ontology library, ontology reposi-

tory, and ontology service, each with a slightly different emphasis on the

topic. In addition, the community of Networked Knowledge Organization

Systems (NKOS)6, that aims to develop web-based information services to

support the description and retrieval of diverse information resources us-

ing KOS, uses the terms terminology registry and terminology services [95].

Common to these systems is that they are intended for publishing, manag-

ing, sharing, finding, and reusing ontologies and vocabularies for content

indexing, information retrieval, content integration, and other purposes.

Traditionally, the main focus in ontology server systems has been in sup-

porting ontology development instead of the runtime usage of ontologies

such as indexing and ontology-based end-user applications [68, 9]. The

features of the systems vary greatly as they are designed for different

purposes and based on specific user requirements [60].

An ontology server can support different phases in the ontology lifecycle,

which can be defined as 1) design, 2) commit, and 3) runtime [9], or in

a more fine-grained way as 1) acquisition, creation, and modification of

vocabularies, 2) publication of vocabularies, 3) access, search, and discovery,

4) use, and 5) archiving and preservation of vocabularies [95]. The different

lifecycle phases involve different user groups, which can be classified into

ontology developers, ontology users, and application developers [60], or

similarly in the NKOS community into KOS owners or creators, end users,

and system developers [95]. The design phase covers tasks involved in

ontology development, such as ontology engineering or editing, storing,

versioning, mapping, and publishing. Once an ontology is published, the

commit phase refers to the activity where a user is trying to find a suitable

ontology for her needs, and needs support for discovering and evaluating

6http://nkos.slis.kent.edu
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candidate ontologies. In the runtime phase, the user needs tooling for

finding concepts for a given task, such as content indexing. Based on

a survey of ontology servers, d’Aquin and Noy [60] have identified the

key functions of an ontology server to be search, browsing, selecting and

evaluating ontologies, and programmatic access to ontologies. Similar

features have been recognized also by other researchers [108, 18, 95].

Most ontology servers are web-based systems that catalogue ontologies

on a specific domain, such as biomedical sciences [235, 279, 196, 52], agri-

culture7, oceanography [224, 167], government8, by a specific organization,

such as Library of Congress Linked Data Service9, or with no such restric-

tion. They provide access mechanisms to ontologies as user interfaces,

APIs, or both of them [9, 60]. The user interfaces typically include search

and browsing functionalities for finding ontologies and concepts in them.

Search functionalities can be provided as string search based on the labels

or other textual properties of the concepts, and utilizing the semantic rela-

tions of the concepts. Browsing interfaces typically visualize the structure

of an ontology as a hierarchical tree or as a graph, where the concepts

are presented as nodes and the relations as arcs between them. Ontology

servers can provide users with listings of available ontologies, which are

often classified based on different criteria. In some implementations, the

set of ontologies can be further filtered and investigated using a faceted

search.

Some ontology servers have been implemented for publishing a single,

specific ontology, such as SUMO Browser [230] and GTAA Browser [40],

whereas some systems focus on providing a directory-like listings

of ontologies, such as DAML Ontology Library10, Protégé Ontology

Library11, OBO Foundry [235], oeGOV, OntologyDesignPatterns.org [33],

SHOE ontology library [113], Basel Register of Thesauri, Ontologies &

Classifications (BARTOC) [168], and TaxoBank [122]. There are sys-

tems that focus on the ontology development and editing functionalities,

such as iQvoc [20], PoolParty [226], VocBench [43], TemaTres12, SKOS

Shuttle13, TopBraid Enterprise Vocabulary Net [255], SKOS editor [50],

7http://agroportal.lirmm.fr
8http://oegov.us
9http://id.loc.gov
10http://www.daml.org/ontologies/
11http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
12http://www.vocabularyserver.com
13http://skosshuttle.ch
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PeriodO gazetteer [231], Neologism [21], Open Metadata Registry [213],

WebOnto [69], Adapted Ontology Server [49], Ontolingua Server [75], and

Medical Ontology Server [92].

Inter-ontology relations are considered important in several ontology

servers, such as BioPortal [196], ACOS [172], MMI Ontology Registry

and Repository [224], CATCH Vocabulary and alignment repository [264],

ROMULUS [156], and Ontohub [190], as they support the creation and

representation of concept mappings. There are systems that emphasize

community-based aspects, such as uploading, rating and commenting on

the ontologies. These ontology servers include, e.g., BioPortal, ACOS, and

CupBoard [58].

There exist several search engines that crawl the web for RDF data and

index them, such as Swoogle [67], Watson [59], and Sindice [198] for any

data, whereas OntoSelect [41] and Falcons [217] are designed especially

for ontologies. OntoSearch2 [254] is a similar ontology search engine, but

it uses its own repository as opposed to crawling the public web. Such

systems can be useful when searching for suitable ontologies to use in

applications, and provide an overview of web-published ontologies in a

specific domain.

Many ontology servers provide APIs for accessing the ontologies, typi-

cally for querying for ontologies and/or their concepts, and getting infor-

mation about them. There are several specifications for APIs, such as

Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) Ontology Service [4]

and Ontology Web Services (OWS) [57]. There are API implementations

for processing ontologies in programming languages, e.g., the Java-based

SKOS API [151], OWL API14, and the APIs in DOGMA Server [141] and

KAON Server [197]. For accessing ontologies on the web, there are several

ontology servers that provide Web Service (SOAP) APIs, e.g., SKOS Web

Service API [257], OCLC Terminology Services [269], Ontology Lookup

Service (OLS) [52], Watson, CATCH Vocabulary and alignment reposi-

tory, and NERC Vocabulary Server [167]. A more recent approach is to

provide access to ontologies through a RESTful HTTP API, such as in

the case of SISSVoc [54], OCLC Terminology Services, Otago Ontology

Repository [204], BioPortal, iQvoc, PoolParty, NERC Vocabulary Server,

HIVE [96], TemaTres, and SKOS Shuttle. SPARQL [107] is the standard

way to provide an application interface to Semantic Web databases, and it

can be used also to access ontology repositories. Similarly, general RDF

14http://owlapi.sourceforge.net
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libraries can be used for processing ontologies, such as Apache Jena15

and RDFLib16. Ontology servers such as OCLC Terminology Services and

BioPortal provide widgets, user interface components that can be inte-

grated into applications, to enable ontology-based search functionalities in

applications.

To facilitate simultaneous access to several ontology servers, shared

access mechanisms and protocols are needed. Open Ontology Repository

(OOR) [18] is an initiative that aims to specify an architecture and in-

terfaces for interoperability between ontology repositories. Also other

researchers have emphasized the importance of interoperability between

ontology repositories [60, 108]. Ontohub is an ontology repository engine

that follows the ideas of the OOR initiative, and provides inter-repository

access by defining a generalized federation API that needs to be imple-

mented in the participating repository or as a wrapper around the legacy

API of the repository. Common Ontology API Tasks (OntoCAT) [8] is a

programming interface to query multiple ontology repositories seamlessly

from an application. The system is based on wrappers that are imple-

mented for each supported ontology repository. OLS2OWL [90] is a plugin

for Protégé ontology editor enabling simultaneous queries to multiple on-

tology servers by using a similar wrapper approach as in OntoCAT. JSKOS-

API [168] is a general HTTP API for accessing knowledge organization

systems, with methods for concept search and lookup. By implementing the

API in multiple ontology servers or using wrappers, it is possible to provide

inter-repository search and browsing interfaces. There are also general

protocols for accessing knowledge bases, such as the Open Knowledge Base

Connectivity (OKBC) [47], and agent communications languages FIPA-

ACL [3], the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [80],

and the Semantic Agent Programming Language (S-APL) [152].

Regarding the different aspects of ontology servers, the focus of this

thesis is to provide publication channels for ontologies in different formats

and support for their runtime use, e.g., in a network of distributed content

creation. One of the design principles is the support for the use of multiple

ontologies and ontology repositories simultaneously.
15https://jena.apache.org
16https://rdflib.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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2.2.2 Semantic Annotation and Information Retrieval

The typical use cases for ontologies and other knowledge organization sys-

tems are semantic annotation and information retrieval. Both these tasks

can be facilitated with ontology services. In ontology-based manual an-

notation human cataloguers create content descriptions using ontological

concepts [159, 199, 16]. The annotation process is usually guided by index-

ing guidelines and conventions that may be general [1, 15] or shared by

particular disciplines or organizations. The created metadata can be based

on a specific schema, which can be a simple collection of key-value-pairs,

such as Dublin Core [63], or a semantically richer model with relations

between the individual metadata fields [250, 227]. The annotation task

can be defined as a process of analyzing the content to be annotated, find-

ing relevant ontological concepts from the selected ontologies, and storing

them in metadata fields. The process can be streamlined and made more

effective with different kinds of automated tools [17].

Based on a user study, Hildebrand et al. [118] have identified the follow-

ing use cases of a human annotator for a concept search:

• The user already knows the concept she would like to use as a descriptor

for the content, and wants to find the concept from the used thesauri.

• The user does not know the most suitable concept for the content descrip-

tion beforehand and she needs to examine the thesauri to find one.

• The user suspects that the used thesauri do not contain a concept she

would need for the task, and she needs to ensure this before she adds a

new concept into one of the thesauri.

The human annotator’s task to find the best matching concepts for her

needs can be aided by providing concept search and browsing functional-

ities. These general functionalities can be provided by ontology servers

as APIs and user interface components that can be used for integrating

them into applications. The importance of such services for thesaurus

use, sharing, and interoperability has been emphasized by several re-

searchers [95, 183, 216, 284, 30, 119, 124]. Such an approach relates to

the notion of service-oriented architecture (SOA) [231, 70, 154], where

software components are provided as technology independent services to

other applications to be used over a network through a communication

protocol.
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Regarding the ontology services discussed in the previous section, OCLC

Terminology Services provides a widget for querying controlled vocabu-

laries and displaying information about their terms in the sidebar of the

Internet Explorer browser, and transferring selected terms into a web-

based cataloging application [269]. BioPortal provides web widgets that

can be integrated into web applications, for concept search, selection, and

visualizing ontologies [196]. The use of SKOS Web Service API as web

widgets has been demonstrated in the STAR project by providing function-

alities for concept search, expansion, and presentation [31].

Hildebrand et al. [117] have implemented a configurable autocompletion

search widget for RDF repositories, based on which Amin et al. [14] have

conducted a user study on the organization strategies for the autocom-

pletion suggestions to provide effective means of navigation and finding

relevant terms. Further, Hildebrand et al. [118] performed a user study in

which museum professionals used the widget for annotation. They reported

on different strategies for matching, sorting, grouping, and displaying con-

textual information for the autocompletion suggestions. Malaisé et al. [179]

conducted a user study on expert annotators using GTAA Browser, and

concluded that the users mainly used the alphabetical search functionality

to find relevant concepts, whereas the concept hierarchy browser was not

used that much.

The ability of the information retrieval systems to produce relevant

search results depends on the user’s ability to represent her information

needs in a query [270]. If the vocabularies used by the user and the system

are not shared, or if the vocabulary is used in different levels of specificity,

the search results are usually poor. Query expansion has been proposed to

solve these issues and to improve information retrieval by expanding the

query with terms related to the original query terms [45]. Query expansion

can be based on a corpus, e.g., analyzing the co-occurrences of terms,

or on knowledge models, such as thesauri [83, 274] or ontologies [270].

Methods based on knowledge models are especially useful in cases of

short, incomplete query expressions with few terms found in the search

index [270, 274].

Ontology-based query expansion can be used interactively to guide the

user to formulate his query, for example by providing an autocompletion

text search for disambiguating and selecting ontological concepts [132],

and automatically by adding concepts to the initial query based on their

ontological relations [34, 123, 29, 180, 149]. Typical relationships used in
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query expansion are the synonym, hyponym, hypernym, and associative

relations [14, 126, 147, 142, 72]. When considering general associative

relations, caution should be exercised as their use in query expansion can

lead to an uncontrolled expansion of result sets, and thus to potential loss in

precision [256, 126]. In an experiment by Navigli and Velardi [192], it was

noted that extracting the query expansion terms from the sense definitions

of the query terms from an ontology produced better results than using

the taxonomic relations (e.g., synonym, hypernym). Ontology-based query

expansion can also be used for cross-language information retrieval [45],

and in addition to general-purpose ontologies, domain-specific ontologies

can be utilized, e.g., for spatial query expansion [88]. A concrete example

of a terminology service with query expansion support is the FACET

Web demonstrator [30] that provides a web service and user interface for

accessing thesauri.

This thesis aims to develop practical solutions and tools for ontology-

based content annotation and information retrieval. The common user

tasks of such workflows are catered by providing user interface components

and APIs that can be integrated into external applications.
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3. Results

In the following, the results to the research questions of this thesis are

presented. Furthermore, the results are reflected against previous research

in Chapter 4.

3.1 Ontology Services (RQ1)

The research question 1 concerns publishing thesauri in such a way that

they can be easily and cost-effectively used in ontology-based workflows,

especially in content indexing and information retrieval.

1. How can lightweight ontologies be published on the Semantic Web so

that they can be utilized in content indexing and information retrieval

tasks?

The publications I–III provide solutions for this question by presenting

ontology services. The main idea is to publish the ontologies not only

as data, but as services that can be used by humans and machines for

integrating ontology-based functionalities into applications, provided as

user interfaces and application programming interfaces (API). The func-

tionalities of the developed ontology services were developed based on the

analysis of the user groups of ontologies, acting in different phases of the

life cycle of an ontology.

The main user groups of ontologies were identified as 1) ontology de-

velopers, 2) content creators, 3) information searchers, and 4) software

developers. In Publication I, their needs for using ontologies are classified

into the following tasks.

1. Designing the ontologies. The structure and modeling principles of

an ontology are developed based on the analysis of the subject domain
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and the use cases of the ontology. Ontology developers need tools for

creating the ontology, collaborative editing, reuse, and alignment.

2. Populating the ontologies. An ontology may contain a high amount

of instances, e.g., people, organizations, and places. To save efforts, they

can be harvested from existing sources, or collected from the end users.

Tools may provide support for content collection and updating processes.

3. Publishing the ontologies. To promote the use and reuse of an on-

tology, the ontology owners can make it accessible to the users. Prior

to publishing the ontology, its quality can be ensured with manual and

automatic methods.

4. Finding, comparing, and committing to ontologies. When there

is a need to use an ontology in an information system, the information

architect of the system needs support for selecting a suitable ontology for

her needs.

5. Ontology-based semantic application creation. Application de-

velopers need to learn, evaluate, and apply methods for integrating

ontologies into applications, e.g., by using user interface components and

APIs.

6. Ontology-based semantic content creation. The work of content

indexers can be facilitated by providing tools, e.g., for browsing the ontolo-

gies, searching and selecting concepts, and (semi-)automatic indexing.

7. Ontology-based end-user applications. Application developers can

utilize an ontology for building end-user applications, such as semantic

portals, to facilitate information findability. The ontology can function as

an educational resource for end users to learn about its domain.

The common functionalities for utilizing ontologies in ontology-based

applications of different kinds were identified as concept search, browsing,

and selection. The developed user interfaces, widgets, and APIs are de-

signed to support these basic tasks. The proposed ONKI ontology service is

based on several implementations of ontology servers suited for ontologies

of different kinds due to distinct needs for accessing them. For example,

a natural way to display a thesaurus is a tree-like visualization, whereas

the users of geographical ontologies may prefer map-based user interfaces.

Publication II presents an ontology server for thesaurus-like, lightweight

ontologies, the ONKI SKOS system. The system supports publishing of
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syntactically, semantically, and structurally differing thesaurus formats,

with the requirement that the thesaurus has to be in RDF format and

have some basic structure including concepts, their labels, and possible

inter-concept relations.

Existing thesauri in legacy formats can be converted into W3C’s SKOS

data model, which acts as a harmonizing model for expressing knowledge

organization systems. Such thesauri can be published in the ONKI SKOS

server, which then provides functionalities for the users of the ontology.

Thus, organizations developing thesauri do not have to implement their

own thesaurus-specific publication systems and the users can use different

thesauri with shared tools. The real-life benefits of using the ONKI SKOS

server have been demonstrated by applying the system to use cases of

a) content indexing in health promotion and cultural heritage context,

among others, and b) information retrieval in the collections of the Finnish

museums of forestry. The ONKI service enables content creation in a

distributed network of organizations, where each organization uses shared

ontologies and ontology services for accessing them, thus harmonizing the

created metadata and facilitating information integration.

Publication III gives a detailed view on how the query expansion facil-

ities of the ontology service are used in practice in information retrieval

scenarios. The query expansion widget uses the semantic relations of the

ontology to refine the query with additional query terms to increase the

recall of the search. For example, if the user is searching for ”animals”,

the query can be expanded to include also ”cats” and ”dogs” based on the

concept hierarchy.

As a proof of concept for the process of converting a legacy thesauri

into the SKOS data model and publishing it in the ONKI SKOS service,

the case of Finnish General Thesaurus YSA, is reported. YSA has been

developed in the National Library of Finland since 1987 and is widely used

in libraries, museums, and archives in Finland. In addition to YSA, over

80 national and international vocabularies, taxonomies, and ontologies are

published in the ONKI SKOS system.

The user interface of the ONKI service, including the ontology directory,

search view, and ontology browser have been developed in an iterative

process where different versions of the system have been published and

made accessible online as ONKI1 (Publication I), ONKI2 [258], ONKI3 [12],

and ONKI Light [248]. The ONKI system has been run as a living lab

ontology service since the official announcement in the autumn of 2008,
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and before the successor service, Finto1 of the National Library of Finland,

was publicly released in January 2014, the ONKI service had over 10 000

monthly users (excluding the widget and API users), with 400 registered

user domains for the widget and API use.

3.2 Publishing Multiple Ontologies (RQ2)

The research question 2 extends the research question 1 by introducing

the dimension of multiple ontologies and ontology repositories used simul-

taneously.

2. How can a collection of independent or interconnected ontologies—in dif-

ferent formats and repositories—be published and utilized using shared

user interfaces and APIs?

Such a multi-ontology scenario is prevalent in many cases, for example

when indexing content with more than one ontology, or when trying to find

and choose a relevant ontology for a specific use case. The publications IV

and V present methods for solving issues in such use cases.

Publication IV discusses the publication of an ontology cloud consisting

of individual, interconnected ontologies. The system is based on an upper

ontology and domain-specific ontologies extending it. The publication

process involves merging the component ontologies into a single, coherent

representation, and using the ONKI service to publish it to end users.

The structure of the ontology cloud appears as a single whole to the users,

without emphasizing the ontology boundaries. Thus, the users should be

able to use it in a straightforward way, for example in content indexing,

focusing only on the main task of choosing relevant concepts, not ontologies.

The motivation for building such an ontology cloud is to facilitate the

data integration of heterogeneous datasets from different domains, using

domain-specific ontologies. The approach complements other existing

techniques in data integration on the Semantic Web—data entity linking

in Linked Open Data (LOD) and metadata schema linking in Linked

Open Vocabularies (LOV). The formation of an ontology cloud can be more

efficient since the mappings between ontologies can be reused for different

datasets. Using an upper ontology as the base for the cloud instead of

mapping individual ontologies on a one-to-one basis eliminates redundant

1http://finto.fi
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mapping work.

For building such an ontology cloud for end users, ontology development

and management processes need to take into account the semantic depen-

dencies between the individual ontologies. This includes the identification

of conceptually overlapping parts of the ontologies to avoid redundant

development work, and the communication of the changes of the upper on-

tology to the domain ontologies extending it. The feasibility of the approach

was demonstrated in practice by building the ontology cloud KOKO of more

than 47,000 concepts, based on the Finnish General Finnish Ontology YSO

and 15 domain ontologies. The ontologies were developed by a network of

domain experts, where each organization took responsibility for managing

a single domain. Based on the experiences in building KOKO, a set of seven

principles guiding the building and management process of the cloud, was

formed. The principles are general enough to be applied to other ontology

clouds as well. The principles aim to streamline the ontology development

process and ensure the semantic integrity of the resulting cloud, especially

concerning the transitive subclass hierarchies of concepts. The developed

approach of the proactive linking of ontologies as part of their development

phase instead of mapping them afterwards aims to minimize redundant

work and maximize interoperability.

Publication V discusses an environment consisting of several ontology

repositories, where users need to access the repositories concurrently. The

proposed Normalized Ontology Repository (NOR) approach allows access-

ing ontology repositories using shared tools and user interfaces based on

a) harmonizing the representation of concepts in ontologies by using the

SKOS data model, and b) providing a uniform API that encompasses the

general ontology access needs, such as functionalities for getting the meta-

data of ontologies in the repository, searching for concepts, and querying

their properties.

Based on the approach, it is possible to give the user an overview of

the ontologies available in a set of ontology repositories. This helps the

user to choose a suitable ontology repository or a specific ontology for her

needs. The user can browse the ontologies using a uniform browser view,

eliminating the need for learning to use ontology-specific user interfaces.

The NOR API and concept representation is an extra layer on an ontology

repository, meaning the functionalities of the repository are not restricted

in any way. When the user has found a suitable ontology, she can move

from the uniform NOR browser to the possible own, specialized user inter-
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face provided by the underlying ontology repository. This mechanism is

motivated because different ontologies might benefit from access mecha-

nisms of different kinds, such as user interfaces and APIs. The system also

allows the simultaneous usage of public ontology repositories and private

repositories of organizations.

To demonstrate the feasibility of NOR, it has been applied in real-life

use scenarios. The ONKI ontology repository itself uses such an approach

for providing a uniform user interface for searching and browsing over 80

vocabularies and ontologies published in the ONKI SKOS backends. The

backends encompass ontologies in different RDF-based formats, such as

SKOS and RDFS, which are accessible via an HTTP API that provides

a concept search functionality and normalizes the representation of the

concepts. The ONKI frontend provides users with a possibility to perform

a global search to all the ontologies at the same time. The system also in-

cludes a directory listing of all the ontologies available and offers a faceted

search view to them, so the user can find such ontologies, for example,

whose subject domain is ”business” and are published by ”FinnONTO

Consortium”. The directory listing is built using a uniform metadata

representation of the ontologies in the system. ONKI Widget uses the

NOR approach in an even more heterogeneous environment, by providing

users with access to not only ONKI SKOS backends, but also to the ONKI

Geo ontology server [131], offering access to the geographical ontology of

Finnish contemporary place names. The approach has also been tested by

implementing a metasearch prototype for accessing the ontologies of ONKI

and BioPortal repositories simultaneously, and even for accessing more

general data repositories than ontology repositories, the CultureSampo

portal [178] and SAHA metadata editor [165].

The relationship between the ontology cloud and NOR methodologies is

a complementary one. The ontology cloud enables interoperability on the

ontology level, whereas the NOR approach is focused on compatibility on

the ontology service level. Building an ontology cloud requires mapping

effort between the domain ontologies and the general upper ontology,

and thus makes evident the relations between datasets described using

different domain ontologies. On the other hand, in the NOR approach the

ontologies are presented using a harmonized data model, but there is no

need to map the ontologies to each other on the concept level. Thus, the

system can be used for simultaneously accessing and processing even a set

of mutually unrelated ontologies with shared tools.
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3.3 Complex Knowledge Organization Systems (RQ3)

The research question 3 concerns the applicability of the Semantic Web

technologies to managing richer KOSs as ontologies and publishing them

using ontology services.

3. How can richer knowledge organization systems, such as biological

nomenclatures and classifications, be managed as an ontology and pub-

lished using an ontology service?

As a case study, the publications VI–VIII present the modeling and man-

agement of biological names and classifications. The proposed solution is

an ontology model for taxonomic concepts and their scientific and vernacu-

lar names. Publication VI presents the Taxon Meta-Ontology (TaxMeOn)

model which is aimed for the following data: 1) species checklists and map-

pings between them, 2) vernacular name collections, and 3) the changes of

scientific names and classifications, and differing opinions of taxonomic

concepts based on biological research results. The model makes a dis-

tinction between the taxonomic concept and its name. Thus, they can be

managed separately, and the nomenclatural changes and re-classifications

of a concept can be tracked and managed.

The model is flexible in a sense that it is designed to be suitable for

data with different levels of details. The simplest use case is to express a

static list of taxon names, but the model also supports more complex needs

of representing the changes of names and taxonomic concepts. As the

model is based on Linked Data, it offers possibilities to link divergent data

serving divergent purposes and detailed information with more general

information.

An advantage of the model is its practicality and applicability to real-life

use cases. This is demonstrated by applying it into three use cases: 1)

publishing biological species checklists in an ontology service (27 lists,

over 80,000 names), 2) collaborative management of vernacular names (ca.

26,000 taxa), and 3) management of individual scientific name changes

resulting from biological research results (9 genera).

Publication VII presents the use case of applying TaxMeOn into modeling

and publishing species checklists of scientific names, and compares the

ontology model with storing the checklists in a legacy relational database.

The model allows mapping of taxa between different checklists (e.g., based

on their congruency) and representing and managing the changes in taxo-
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nomic concepts, their classifications, and names in individual checklists.

The main advantages of the ontology model as opposed to a traditional

database are the linkability to other datasets, extendability of the data

model, (re)usability of the data via standard publication mechanisms, and

possibility to edit the data with standard RDF tools. This means that the

ontologies can be utilized in applications using general ontology services,

without the need to implement domain-specific access mechanisms for

biological name collections.

The species checklists were published in the ONKI ontology service, fa-

cilitating their reuse via user interfaces and APIs. The ONKI browser

interface can be used for searching and browsing taxa, finding currently

valid names, and tracing the temporal changes in the scientific names.

The ONKI autocompletion widget provides a way for integrating an access

mechanism to checklists into user applications, e.g., a content management

system. Furthermore, HTTP and SOAP APIs are available for program-

matic access and a SPARQL endpoint for querying the ontologies.

Publication VIII gives a more thorough presentation on how the TaxMeOn

model can be applied into management of vernacular names. The model

provides a solution for managing the approval process of common names,

supporting the temporal tracking of their changes via statuses and their

time stamps. The system is used by the Finnish Biology Society Vanamo2

to manage the Finnish names of vascular plants in a collaborative way.

In the typical workflow, a new common name is first proposed for a plant,

after which it can be accepted to be the recommended name, and finally it

can be made an alternative if another recommended name is introduced

later.

We present the complete workflow for managing a vernacular name

ontology from a collaborative development of the ontology to publishing it

as Linked Open Data and in an ontology service which makes it accessible

to the general public. The ontology is available in machine-processable

RDF format, with explicit semantics, e.g., the hierarchical relations are

set between the plant URIs, facilitating data integration and information

retrieval in cases where data is combined from heterogeneous sources. The

plant name ontology helps harmonizing the terminology, which in turn

enhances communication between various users. Application developers

can utilize the ontology by using the plant name URIs for unambiguous

referencing to plant species.

2http://www.vanamo.fi
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The applicability of the TaxMeOn model for its most complex use case,

the management of individual scientific name changes based on biological

research, has been demonstrated with a test dataset representing changes

in the taxonomic classification of Afro-tropical beetle family Eucnemidae

in Publication VI. The family has gone through numerous taxonomic treat-

ments. For example, the position of the species Pterotarsus historio in the

taxonomic classification has changed 22 times and at least eight taxonomic

concepts are associated to the genus Pterotarsus. The TaxMeOn repre-

sentation of the dataset encompasses the different conceptions of a taxon

(e.g., Pterotarsus), the temporal order of the changes, and the references to

scientific publications whose results justify these changes. Such a detailed

information source provides a unified view of a complex taxon, which can

be beneficial even to the researchers of biology, as the details of taxa have

traditionally been scattered across the original publications, and piecing

them together can be difficult and time-consuming. The detailed data

can be further linked to other datasets with less taxonomic information,

such as species checklists, which provides their users with more precise

information.

3.4 Summary

To summarize the results, the research questions are re-visited in this

section.

1. How can lightweight ontologies be published on the Semantic Web so

that they can be utilized in content indexing and information retrieval

tasks?

To faciliate the use of ontologies, they should be published as ontology

services to fulfill the needs of different user groups, supporting their work-

flows during the phases of the life cycle of an ontology, e.g., in content

indexing and information retrieval. For the cost-efficient reuse of the

ontologies, user interface components and APIs can be used to integrate

ontology-based functionalities into applications. The common function-

alities for ontology use include concept search, browsing, and selection.

W3C’s SKOS data model can be used for harmonizing different legacy

thesauri, which facilitates their publication via shared mechanisms in on-

tology services. Ontologies of different kinds might benefit from differing

user interfaces, e.g., a thesaurus can be visualized as a tree, whereas a
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geographical ontology might employ a map view.

2. How can a collection of independent or interconnected ontologies—in dif-

ferent formats and repositories—be published and utilized using shared

user interfaces and APIs?

A set of interconnected ontologies can be combined into an ontology cloud

that can be made accessible to end users via an ontology service as a

single representation encompassing the different domains of the member

ontologies. For building such an ontology cloud, ontology development

and management processes need to take into account the semantic depen-

dencies between the individual ontologies. The ontology development can

be streamlined by formulating practical ontology design principles that

guide the work and ensure the consistency of the cloud. The use of multi-

ple ontology repositories simultaneously can be accomplished by using a

shared upper data model for the ontologies, e.g., SKOS, and providing a

shared API for accessing the ontologies. The approach facilitates, e.g., the

building of aggregated ontology directories and global search on a network

of ontology repositories.

3. How can richer knowledge organization systems, such as biological

nomenclatures and classifications, be managed as an ontology and pub-

lished using an ontology service?

Designing an ontology model for the specific needs of the domain, and

mapping it to a harmonizing data model, e.g. SKOS, allows the publication

of the ontology in shared ontology services. This way, the ontology can be

accessed with general ontology user interfaces and APIs, without losing the

detailed representation of the information. In the case study of biological

names and classifications, the main modeling solutions in the TaxMeOn

model are the separation of the taxonomic concepts and names, represen-

tation of the changes and their temporal order, and mappings between

the different conceptions of the taxonomic concepts. The management and

publication workflow of the ontology can be implemented using a general

RDF editor and ontology service.
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4. Discussion

Traditional, comparative evaluation of the models, processes, and tools de-

veloped in this thesis is difficult, as the systems provide novel solutions for

the problems described in Chapter 1. In particular, evaluation of Semantic

Web applications is difficult as the usefulness and usability of the systems

depend on multiple factors: the quality of the heterogeneous source data

used, the underlying search and inference software, and the user inter-

face [265]. In more mature fields of computer science, such as in relational

databases or text-based information retrieval, established data models and

search algorithms are often available to be used as building blocks for cre-

ating new methods. In Semantic Web, such existing components are rare,

and they usually have to be designed for every application. The state adds

complexity to the development process and requires a level of maturity

from the system to be properly evaluated. Unless all the components are

of high quality, the system is not useful for the user.

As the evaluation method in this thesis, the extensive application to prac-

tice has been used as a proof of concept with the developed artifacts being

adjusted based on real-life experiences in accordance with the principles

of action research. Burstein and Gregor [42] have proposed criteria for

evaluating systems development research, covering the following aspects:

1) theoretical and practical significance, 2) internal validity, 3) external

validity, 4) objectivity, and 5) reliability. In the following, the research of

this thesis is evaluated according to these criteria.
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4.1 Theoretical Implications

4.1.1 Ontology Services (RQ1)

In comparison to the earlier ontology server research presented in Chapter 2,

the main contribution of the ONKI ontology service model is the tight in-

tegration and support for the runtime use of ontologies, focusing on the

content indexing and information retrieval use cases. Many previous

efforts have been focusing on development and editing capabilities [20,

226, 43, 50, 231, 21, 213, 69, 49, 75, 92] of ontology servers, or merely

publishing ontologies via ontology directories [235, 33, 113, 168, 122] or

ontology browsers [40, 230] without providing modular components or web

services that can be integrated into external applications. The developed

system is domain-agnostic, general solution for publishing and using on-

tologies, and thus is not restricted to a single KOS or domain, as opposed

to several other ontology servers. Compared with general semantic web

search engines [67, 59, 198], the ONKI system provides focused support

for ontology-based tasks, e.g., by displaying concept hierarchies. Ontology

search engines [41, 217, 254], on the other hand, are tools suited especially

for finding suitable ontologies, but not for using individual ontologies, e.g.,

in content indexing.

ONKI widget for integrating concept search and selection functionalities

into external applications is similar to the widget models and implemen-

tations of the OCLC Terminology Services and BioPortal. The ONKI

approach is more general than the OCLC widget, as ONKI widget can

be integrated directly into the user interface of the application, and is

not used as a separate browser toolbar. ONKI widget aims to provide

a streamlined user experience, where the ontology-based functionalities

are served with as little interference with the original user interface as

possible. ONKI widget [268] was published earlier than the BioPortal

widget [275], to the best of the author’s knowledge1. The autocompletion

component by Hildebrand et al. for general RDF repositories is based

on similar ideas as ONKI widget. However, ONKI widget is focused on

ontology-based interactions and is packaged as a ready-to-use service. One

of the novelties of ONKI widget is the combination of the autocompletion

1The history of the NCBO Widgets (BioPortal) documentation page
https://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/NCBO_Widgets dates to 12 May
2009.
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search and ontology browsing mechanism. Thus, the user can start the

concept search task by typing in a query term, select a matching concept,

and further refine the selection by browsing the ontology, e.g., to find more

specific concepts based on the concept hierarchy. The system also sup-

ports semantic query expansion in similar vein as piloted in the FACET

Web demonstrator and STAR project widgets, but has been made publicly

available as a widget that can be integrated into external applications.

The HTTP and SOAP API of the ONKI service provide high level ab-

straction access to ontologies with a compact API specification, focusing

on supporting concrete use cases of content indexing and information

retrieval. The APIs are web-based, meaning they can be utilized in dis-

tributed systems, promoting loosely coupled services and complying with

the resource- [78] and service-oriented [70] architectures. The use of the

APIs is not tied to a single ontology modeling or programming language, as

opposed to implementations such as SKOS API and OWL API, or general

RDF libraries, such as Jena and RDFLib. Compared with the general RDF

query language SPARQL, ONKI is focused on providing ontology-based

functionalities on a more abstract level.

The common functionalities of an ontology server identified in this study

based on the analysis of the user requirements of KOS—the concept search,

browsing, and selection—are supported by previous literature [60, 108, 18,

95]. Also, the decision of using the SKOS vocabulary as the harmonizing

model for publishing KOSs is reaffirmed by existing research [261, 237, 54,

50].

4.1.2 Publishing Multiple Ontologies (RQ2)

The ontology cloud model presented in this thesis is based on the idea of

expressing multiple interlinked ontologies as a single coherent system,

published in an ontology service. Previous research on the inter-ontology

support in ontology servers has been focused on the creation and repre-

sentation of concept mappings between individual ontologies [196, 172,

224, 264, 156, 190], and not providing them as a shared, easy-to-use, cross-

domain ontology for use cases such as content indexing. The model is

supported by previous research on upper ontologies [184, 170, 194] and

ontology modularization [243, 7], where the ontology content is divided

into subsets based on the generality and domain of the concepts.

The presented principles and methods for the creation and management

of the ontology cloud complement the previous guidelines for ontology
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interoperability [235] and general ontology design principles [99, 260, 101,

191, 273, 89], by emphasizing the importance of the consistency of the

concept hierarchy. The proposed methods and tools for identifying the

overlappings of the participating ontologies and propagating the changes

of the upper ontology to the domain ontologies aim to ensure that the

ontology cloud is valid, up-to-date, and easy to use. The cloud model

is based on utilizing existing legacy thesauri, and as such the system

maintains the backward compatibility with existing annotations, providing

a cost-efficient way to publish legacy data as Linked Data.

The NOR approach of accessing multiple ontology repositories simulta-

neously is based on a distributed architecture, whereas many previous

ontology server models are centralized services. The system is not tied

to a single ontology server implementation, but is based on a shared API

instead. The NOR API is comprised of access methods to ontologies and

concepts on a high abstraction level, with a focus on the concept search

and representation of concept information and ontology metadata. The

API is not based on a specific ontology language, as opposed to lower level

APIs, such as SKOS API and OWL API. On other hand, in contrast to

general knowledge and agent communication languages, such as OKBC,

FIPA-ACL, KQML, and S-APL, NOR API is focused on practical use cases

of content indexing and information retrieval. To avoid the building of

extraneous wrappers, which are used in many federated ontology access

systems [8, 90], NOR is designed to be lightweight and simple in order to

be easy to implement in ontology servers. The approach of using a highly

abstracted API and harmonizing metadata model is similar to the more

recent approaches of Ontohub and JSKOS-API, of which the latter uses

the same SKOS data model and basic methods of entity search and lookup

as NOR API. The ontology metadata used in NOR utilizes the existing

metadata models VoID [13], Dublin Core, and FOAF [38], complements

them by adding information of the NOR endpoint address, and can be

extended with other ontology and dataset description vocabularies, such as

Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV) [109] and Data Catalog Vocabulary

(DCAT) [174].

4.1.3 Complex Knowledge Organization Systems (RQ3)

The developed TaxMeOn model for managing biological nomenclatures

and classifications is an example of how a rich KOS can be modeled and

maintained as an ontology and published in an ontology service. Compared
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with traditional species databases that aim to aggregate taxon names from

various sources and harmonize their usage [223, 207, 225, 76, 94, 215, 64],

TaxMeOn provides an explicit data model that is a general solution for

managing heterogeneous biological name collections, and not tied to a

single database system. As the model is based on Linked Data technologies,

the data model can be extended in a flexible way and integrated with

other data sources. The use of URIs as global identifiers in TaxMeOn is

supported by the previous research which has emphasized the need for

persistent identifiers when referring to taxa [25, 200, 209, 225, 205, 219],

either in the form of a taxon name combined with a literature reference or

a technical string.

Compared with previous ontology models on taxonomic information [228,

85, 86, 48], TaxMeOn is focused on practical name management of species

checklists, research results, and other nomenclatural collections. The

model supports the management of parallel classifications and nomenclat-

ural conceptions of taxa in a semantically rich way, whereas some of the

previous research have concentrated on modeling a single, unchangeable

classification [228, 76]. Many Linked Data publishing projects of biological

data and biodiversity data models [61, 251, 125, 220] are not focused on

semantic rigor and therefore do not promote the machine processability of

the contents optimally.

4.1.4 Summary

The theoretical implications of the methods and tools presented in this

thesis are summarized in Table 4.1, by re-visiting the objectives of the

ontology services defined in Section 1.2.

4.2 Practical Implications

4.2.1 Ontology Services (RQ1)

ONKI service provides out-of-the-box support for publishing and utilizing

SKOS vocabularies and other lightweight ontologies in, e.g., content index-

ing, without needing to implement application specific user interfaces for

end users. The system caters for many common, sharable tasks in ontology-

based applications related to, e.g., concept finding, browsing, selecting, and

query expansion. Lots of work and costs can be saved by implementing
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Objective Methodological and technological solutions

Ontology publication channel General publication channel for various ontologies, created by different

parties, including user-uploaded ontologies and ones fetched from external

sources by automated processes.

Heterogeneous ontologies Support for ontologies in different RDF-based formats, not tied to a single

domain, modeling language, or a publisher.

Tools for metadata creation Widgets and APIs that can be integrated into applications to support ontology-

based cataloging practices.

Support for distributed content creation Public living lab ontology service that can be used by a heterogeneous network

of memory organisations for creating interoperable metadata based on shared

ontologies.

Facilitate search tasks The widgets and APIs support information retrieval by providing query ex-

pansion and cross-language search facilities.

Multiple ontologies and repositories Publication of interlinked ontologies as a coherent, cross-domain cloud, and

ability to perform federated search and uniform access to multiple ontology

repositories based on a harmonized data model and shared API.

Programmatic access HTTP and SOAP APIs for common ontology-based tasks, including concept

search and lookup.

Evaluation by applying into practice The feasibility of the developed ontology services has been demonstrated by

extensive piloting in diverse use cases.

Promote complex KOSs Rich knowledge organization systems can be mapped to a harmonizing data

model, such as SKOS, and published in shared ontology services. The man-

agement of such a KOS can be realized using a general RDF editor.

Table 4.1. The objectives of the ontology services and the corresponding solutions pre-
sented in this thesis.

such functionalities in standard ways and providing them for production

use as ready-to-use services. In this way, the use patterns of utilizing vocab-

ularies in the user interface can be harmonized, which makes the systems

easier to learn and use, as there is no need for vocabulary-specific access

mechanisms. The ONKI service provides simple, yet powerful APIs and

an autocompletion widget for content indexing and query expansion. The

services can be used not only in ontology-based applications, but in legacy

systems, which can utilize the ontologies in a similar way as traditional

thesauri.

ONKI has been run as a living lab service since 2008 and has acted

with the KOKO ontology cloud as the backbone of the Finnish national

ontology infrastructure [136], which aims to enhance the interoperability

of the collections of museums, libraries, archives, companies, and other

organizations. Also, several international ontologies, such as Iconclass2,

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)3, the United Nations Standard Products

and Services Code (UNSPSC)4, and Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary

2http://www.iconclass.nl
3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
4http://www.unspsc.org
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(IPSV)5, have been published in ONKI to facilitate their use in applications.

The ONKI service has been used in the distributed ontology-based content

creation approach of several semantic portals, such as CultureSampo,

HealthFinland [247], and BookSampo [177]. The ontology infrastructure

has gained maturity in Finland, and through technology transfer, ONKI’s

production level successor, Finto service has been run by the National

Library of Finland since 2014 [249].

4.2.2 Publishing Multiple Ontologies (RQ2)

The design principles and tools presented in this thesis for building and

managing a cloud of interlinked ontologies have been used to build the

cross-domain KOKO cloud of Finnish ontologies. The ontologies are based

on existing, established thesauri that have been used in various organi-

zations for describing heterogeneous contents. The users of the legacy

thesauri have been shifting to use the KOKO cloud, which facilitates the

cross-domain interoperability of their datasets, as the novelties of KOKO

include the mappings between the individual domain ontologies and the

semantic consistency of the concept hierarchies. The maintenance and fur-

ther development of the KOKO cloud have been transferred to the National

Library of Finland, where it is managed by a network of domain ontology

developers using the ontology cloud design principles and tools that are

being further developed by the library.

The NOR approach of accessing multiple ontology repositories has been

used as the internal architecture of the ONKI service, where multiple

ontology backend servers are accessed and their information is aggregated

by the frontend server. The system enables global search on the distributed

ontology network, facilitating the comparison of different ontologies and

using multiple ontologies simultaneously, e.g., in content indexing. By

publishing ontologies using a shared API and metadata format, the users

can access the ontologies using common tools and interfaces, making it

easier for them to start using new ontologies and ontology repositories,

and integrating them into external applications. The workflow of the users

is streamlined as they do not have to access the ontology repositories

separately and be familiar with the repository-specific user interfaces,

modeling solutions, and other features. For the ontology publishers, NOR

aims to increase the visibility of the ontologies as it is easier to incorporate

5http://id.esd.org.uk/IPSV
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them into services that aggregate ontologies from different sources, such

as ontology directories. The approach is applicable also to other kinds of

data sources in addition to ontology repositories.

4.2.3 Complex Knowledge Organization Systems (RQ3)

The developed TaxMeOn model is a practical solution for managing various

kinds of biological name collections. Its design principles include using

terminology that is established in biology, focusing only on taxonomic

information, and supporting data of various levels of granularity and of

alternative views, in order to be simple, yet flexible to use. Accompanying

the data model, the research presented in this thesis has contributed by

providing a collaborative ontology maintenance and publication workflow

utilizing existing tools, such as SAHA metadata editor and ONKI ontology

service. By following the approach, it is straightforward and cost-efficient

to develop and publish new ontologies for public use. The use of HTTP URIs

as identifiers instead of LSIDs that are used in many previous taxonomic

databases [148, 51, 55, 225, 215, 64] simplifies the publishing process

and use of the taxonomic nomenclature. The system relies on standard

resolving and locating mechanisms of the web infrastructure, without the

need to implement a specialized LSID resolver.

As a proof of concept of the ontology model, several species checklists

of the Finnish Museum of Natural History have been converted into

TaxMeOn ontologies and published in the ONKI service. Different stake-

holders, such as environmental authorities or biodiversity researchers, can

use the system for cataloging, finding, and integrating information from

heterogeneous sources, enabling the use of unambiguous taxon references.

The ability to link scientific and vernacular names together is useful espe-

cially in the citizen science context and information retrieval by laymen as

non-professionals might not be familiar with scientific nomenclature.

4.2.4 Summary

The practical implications of the methods and tools presented in this thesis

are summarized in Table 4.2, by discussing how the ontology services and

models have been applied in the case studies.
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Feature Application in a case study

Creation of interoperable metadata for memory organizations and semantic portals
Shared ontologies Semantic interoperability of heterogeneous data sources by creating ontology-

based metadata.

Support for legacy data By basing the ontologies on existing thesauri backwards compatibility to pre-

viously created contents is achieved.

Tools for content indexing Support for common cataloging workflows in a cost-effective way, minimizing

manual work.

Building the Finnish national ontology infrastructure
National level ontology services Free public services support the creation of standardized metadata in a

shared way by governmental agencies, companies, and other organizations.

Formation of the KOKO cloud A single interlinked representation of a set of domain ontologies makes the

cross-domain data integration possible, acting as semantic glue. The redun-

dant work of ontology developers can be eliminated as the overlapping parts

of individual ontologies are identified.

Management process of the KOKO cloud The domain ontologies are kept up-to-date regarding the changes of the gen-

eral upper ontology, ensuring the validity and consistency of the ontology

cloud.

Harmonized data model and API Multiple ontologies, possibly originating from different repositories can be

used simultaneously with shared tools in ontology-based workflows, e.g., in

content indexing.

Management and publication of biological name collections
Support for diverse name resources The data model can be used for various kinds of name collections, facilitating

their interoperability and linking.

Temporal management The changes and different interpretations of the names and classifications can

be tracked and controlled, supporting the scientific processes of taxonomy.

Extendability and external linking The data model can be expanded to support new use cases and linked to exter-

nal data sources providing additional information.

Tools for complete workflow The processes for creating, managing, publishing, and using name collections

are supported by general RDF editors, ontology services, and the web infras-

tructure.

Table 4.2. The features of the ontology services and models presented in this thesis and
their application in the case studies.
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4.3 Reliability and Validity

The reliability refers to the consistency of the research process and its

stability over time and across researchers and methods. The research

questions and objectives of this study are stated in Chapter 1, and the

research questions are revisited when the results of the study are presented

in Chapter 3. The developed models and prototype systems are presented

explicitly in Chapter 3, and discussed in more details in the individual

publications that are included in the thesis. The objectivity of the research

is ensured by describing the research methods, the ontologies used in

the study, and the organizations involved. The author of the thesis has

no competing interests regarding the research presented and does not

recognize personal biases that might affect the process.

The internal validity concerns the achievement of the stated objectives

of the research and requirements of the developed systems, the alternative

methods, and the limitations of the research. The models and systems

developed meet the objectives presented in Chapter 1 as discussed in

Chapter 3 and Sections 4.1 and 4.2, as evidenced by applying them in

real-world use cases. The ONKI service has been used for publishing

several ontologies, integrating them into external applications for creating

interoperable metadata of distributed collections of museums and other

organizations, and run as a living lab for supporting the users, including

content indexers, information searchers, ontology developers, and applica-

tion developers. The developed ontology models and principles have been

used for the creation and management of the ontology cloud KOKO and sev-

eral biological nomenclatures. The system demonstrates its applicability

to the simultaneous usage of multiple ontologies and ontology reposito-

ries. The models and software implementations have been compared with

relevant related work.

The usability of the user interface of the ONKI system was evaluated

and improved by Rami Alatalo [12]. Based on the conducted user survey

and interviews focusing on professional content indexers, and heuristic

evaluation of the ONKI2 user interface, a new version of the user interface

was built. The resulting user interface ONKI3 gained a mean usability

score of 48/100 in the System Usability Scale (SUS) [39], based on a user

survey. Considering the varying use cases and needs of the target users,

the score can be viewed as decent.

In September 2011, a user inquiry was conducted for the users of the
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ONKI service using an online questionnaire, consisting of Likert scale and

open-ended questions. The inquiry received 107 responses from Finnish li-

braries, museums, archives, research institutes, and government agencies.

The preliminary results of the inquiry were presented in a FinnONTO

project board meeting [259]. Below, key findings regarding the functional-

ities of ONKI are summarized, based on the respondents who answered

that they use ONKI daily or weekly.

• 58 % of the users regard the functionalities of ONKI as good or excellent

for their needs, whereas 40 % of them think that the functionalities are

poor or satisfactory.

• 57 % of the users who use the concept search continuously or occasion-

ally regard the functionalities of ONKI as good or excellent for their

needs, whereas 38 % of them think that the functionalities are poor or

satisfactory.

• 45 % of the users who the use the ontology browsing continuously or

occasionally regard the functionalities of ONKI as good or excellent for

their needs, whereas 36 % of them think that the functionalities are poor

or satisfactory.

• 55 % of the users think that ONKI is as good or better than the VESA

Web Thesaurus Service6, as opposed to 28 % who think that ONKI is

worse than VESA.

When comparing ONKI with VESA, it should be noted that the results

give insight on the usefulness of the two systems in relation to each other,

not on the absolute quality of the systems. Based on the responses, the

most used functionality of ONKI is the concept search. Overall, the ONKI

service was regarded as important.

While the ONKI service can be considered an abstract concept, the

concrete implementation introduces some limitations. For example, the

KOSs that are to be published in the system need to be serialized in

the RDF format. RDF is a non-proprietary format, and converting data

into it is straightforward in many cases, but some complex data models

might require careful and laborious design work. The proposed content

6A majority of the Finnish libraries, museums, and other memory organizations
have used VESA previously to access established Finnish thesauri maintained
by the National Library of Finland. VESA has been since replaced by the Finto
service.
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indexing methods are mainly manual, meaning they require expensive

human efforts, though the methods streamline existing manual indexing

processes and thus aim to save costs. In addition to manual indexing, the

ontologies published in the ONKI system can be used via APIs, which can

be used as components in automatic annotation systems.

The external validity refers to the generalizability of the research results

and congruency with prior theory. The applicability of the developed meth-

ods to other settings has been ensured by demonstrating representative,

diverse use cases in the proof-of-concept systems. The ONKI service has

been used as a publishing platform for national and international thesauri

and ontologies, covering different domains, ontology modeling languages,

owners, and users. In addition to lightweight ontologies, the ONKI APIs

and autocompletion widget have been used for accessing more complex geo-

graphical ontologies and biological classifications, with use cases in content

indexing and query expansion. The tool that was developed for detecting

overlappings between ontologies has been used not only in building the

KOKO cloud, but also for generating the first version of a combined ontol-

ogy of legal concepts, based on three vocabularies in the field of the Finnish

legislation [87]. The NOR approach has been tested in three different use

cases, including a demonstration involving an external ontology repository.

The TaxMeOn model for biological nomenclatures has been applied into

three distinct types of name collections, each with specific requirements.

The systems presented in the thesis have been designed by taking the

previous research into account. The key functionalities of the ONKI service

and NOR API are supported by the previous work on ontology servers,

as the user requirements and common tasks in ontology-based workflows

identified in this thesis are similar to findings by other researchers. The

principles of building the ontology cloud complement existing, general

ontology design patterns. The TaxMeOn model aims to be a simple, yet

semantically rich solution, taking inspiration both from more theoretical

modeling approaches and practical publishing efforts of the previous work.

4.4 Recommendations for Further Research

The research presented in this thesis paves way for future work on several

areas. Deeper understanding about the roles and requirements of different

ontology user groups and the suitability of the developed interfaces and

tools for them would require more thorough user evaluation. The work
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includes testing of the user interfaces of the ONKI service and the suit-

ability of the APIs for various use cases. The use of ontology services in

information retrieval needs to be further studied, as more information

is required for the optimal selection of the relations used for expanding

the queries, and for improving the user interactions in the ONKI widget.

Such insight can be gained by conducting a formal evaluation covering

alternative options.

Concerning the publication of ontologies, it would be beneficial to make

the different versions of an ontology available for the users, not only

the latest version as in the ONKI service. By doing so, users would be

able to compare the different versions of ontologies, analyze their changes,

change frequencies, etc. Access to historical versions of ontologies is needed

especially in situations where the user has content that has been indexed

with an older version of the ontology and wishes to make it compatible

with the current version. Implementing such functionalities would require

further research on ontology versioning and visualization methods and

their application to concrete use cases.

Regarding the management of a cloud of interlinked ontologies, the

processes and tooling for tracking and communicating the changes of the

upper ontology to domain ontologies need to be refined. In addition, a more

formal process for the development and overall coordination of the ontology

cloud would further guide the ontology developers and streamline their

work. Research on methods for validating the consistency of the ontology

cloud is needed in order to ensure the high quality of the cloud, e.g., to

avoid logical errors when reasoning over the class hierarchies. The work of

developing the management processes of the ontology cloud is currently

underway in the National Library of Finland.

The NOR API that is used for accessing multiple ontology repositories

simultaneously could be extended to allow more functionalities. In order

to keep the basic API as simple and cost-effective to implement as possible,

the extensions could be defined as optional modules that are not required

to be implemented in every ontology repository participating in the NOR

network. The possibilities for the extensions include more fine-grained

ways to restrict the concept search, support for mappings between on-

tologies, and ranking of the search results, e.g., based on the ontology or

repository they are included in.

To facilitate the development and maintenance of biological nomencla-

tures using the TaxMeOn model, user-friendly tools are needed, as the
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existing, generic RDF editors do not support efficient management of such

complex ontologies. The user interface of the tool should hide the complexi-

ties of the data model and present the data in an intuitive and established

way to biologists. To this end, research on developing a configurable RDF

editor that can be adjusted to different data models would be beneficial.

The TaxMeOn model could be extended with new structures to enable a

more fine-grained modeling of hybrid taxa and taking into account the

distinct features of zoological and botanical nomenclature. The value of

the species checklists and name collections published in the ONKI service

could be added by developing or using mapping tools to generate links from

taxon names to complementing datasets, such as DBpedia.
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Abstract. This paper discusses problems of creating and using ontol-
ogy library services in production use. One approach to a solution is
presented with an online implementation—the Finnish Ontology Library
Service ONKI— that is in pilot use on a national level in Finland. ONKI
contributes to previous research on ontology libraries in many ways:
First, mashup and web service support with various tools is provided
for cost-efficient utilization of ontologies in indexing and search appli-
cations. Second, services covering the different phases of the ontology
life cycle are provided. Third, the services are provided and used in real
world applications on a national scale. Fourth, the ontology framework
is being developed by a collaborative effort by organizations representing
different application domains, such as health, culture, and business.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web1 is based on ontologies [1,2,3]. With the help of ontologies,
the content and services on the Web can be described with metadata in an
explicit, machine “understandable” way which enables, for example, interoper-
ability on a semantic level and intelligent semantic searching and browsing of
heterogeneous distributed content in semantic portals [4,5,6]. Utilizing ontolo-
gies, including thesauri and other vocabularies, in new and existing applications
requires efficient tools for finding, managing, searching and browsing ontologies.
Ontology library systems2 offer functions for managing, adapting and standard-
izing groups of ontologies, for indexing content with ontologies, and for utilizing
ontologies in applications [6,7,8,9].

This paper discusses the requirements for ontology library systems from a
practical viewpoint, and presents an approach for building such a service. As a
concrete result of the research and a case study, the national Finnish Ontology
Library Service ONKI3 is presented. ONKI is a major objective of the National

1 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw
2 Ontology library systems are referred to in the literature with terms “ontology

servers” and “ontology services”, too. We use the term “ontology library systems”
to encompass all these meanings.

3 http://www.yso.fi/

L. Aroyo et al. (Eds.): ESWC 2009, LNCS 5554, pp. 781–795, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Semantic Web Ontology project FinnONTO (2003–2010)4 which aims at devel-
oping a Semantic Web ontology infrastructure on a national level in Finland [6].
The consortium behind the initiative represents a wide spectrum of functions of
the society, including libraries, health organizations, cultural institutions, gov-
ernment, media, and education.

In the following, we first set requirements for an ontology library system in
terms of services at different phases of ontology development and usage. After
this, the ONKI system and its services are presented along the same phases, and
the implementation is discussed. The system has been used in several case ap-
plications that are briefly surveyed next. In conclusion, related work is discussed
and contributions of ONKI summarized.

2 Requirements for an Ontology Library Service

Requirements for ontology library services can be identified by analyzing the life
cycle of an ontology. Based on literature [8,7] and our own work, we identify
following parts to be typical in a life cycle of an ontology.

1) Designing the ontologies. The first step in the life cycle of an ontology is to
design the structure and modelling principles of the ontology based on analysis
of the subject domain and by identifying the business and application problems
the ontology is intended to solve. The foundational classes, properties and in-
stances of the ontology are created. Sometimes the ontology may also be based
on existing vocabularies such as a thesaurus, which are then “ontologised”. The
main actors of this phase are workgroups and individual ontologists. Ontology
libraries should provide support e.g. for collaborative ontology editing, reuse
and alignment [10]. 2) Populating the ontologies. Ontologies may consist of huge
amounts of instances such as people, organisations and places. Populating and
maintaining the information can either be a one-time effort or constantly contin-
uing process even after the ontology has been published. Populating may be e.g.
a community-based distributed effort or based on utilizing existing registries and
sources as input. Ontology libraries should support such content collection and
updating processes. 3) Publishing the ontologies. When an ontology has been
created, methods for publishing and promoting it are needed to ensure that the
ontology is actively used to achieve the benefits of creating the ontology in the
first place. In addition to provide such publishing and promoting mechanisms,
the ontology library should also have mechanisms - both manual and automatic
- for ensuring the quality of the ontologies to be published. The main actors
of this phase are the ontology owners. 4) Finding, comparing and commiting
to ontologies. When considering using ontologies for some purpose, the finding
of suitable ontologies require support from the ontology library. Typical users
of this phase are information architects. 5) Ontology based semantic application
creation. Learning, evaluating and implementating ontology services to appli-
cations require functionalities from the ontology library service for making this

4 Our work is funded by the National Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation
(Tekes) and a consortium of 38 companies and public organizations.
http://www.seco.tkk.fi/projects/finnonto/
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process as fluent and easy as possible - and to support the wide usage of ontolo-
gies in applications [11,12]. Typical users of this phase are software architects.
6) Ontology based semantic content creation. Ontologies are mostly used for de-
scribing and indexing content semantically. Ontology libraries should support
the work of content indexers by providing efficient tools and services for e.g.
browsing ontologies, finding and fetching concepts for annotating purposes [9] or
automatically indexing documents [13]. 7) Ontology-based end-user applications.
Ontological content search, semantic browsing, semantic portals are examples of
typical ways to provide the end-user with benefits from using ontologies in an
applications (see e.g. [4,5,6,14]). Ontology libraries should support creating such
end-user applications by providing services for the application builders. Ontol-
ogy libraries may also provide services directly to the end-users such as the
possibility to learn about some domain with the help of ontologies.

3 Finnish Ontology Library Service ONKI

The Finnish Ontology Library Service ONKI is a pilot system for addressing
the requirements of an ontology library service on a national scale, but with the
special focus on ontology publishing and using them in content indexing, and
information retrieval through both user and application interfaces [14,6]. ONKI
contains currently over 40 ontologies from various domain areas (see Table 1).
Most of the ontologies are freely available to anybody to test and use in their
applications.

3.1 Designing the Ontologies, Populating the Ontologies

Ontologies developed within the ONKI framework are mostly created with the
Protégé5 editor. Version management of the ontology files is done with Subver-
sion6. In many cases, the ontologies are based on an existing thesaurus or other
content which have first been transformed with an custom-made program to
OWL and then been refined ontologically by the ontologist using Protégé and
by aligning the ontologies with the Finnish Upper Ontology YSO [6]. Populat-
ing the ontologies have been done either with Protégé by the ontologist(s) or
collaboratively with the browser-based annotation editor SAHA [15]. For many
ontologies, populating have been done with custom-made programs.

Quality of the ontologies is controlled using three ways: gate keeping, quality
requirements and training. Gate keeping is practised by selecting only trusted
participants in the ontology creation and publishing which include both com-
panies, governmental and non-governmental organizations. Typically the main
author of any single ontology in ONKI is the leading authority in Finland of
the respective domain. Quality requirements enforced in ONKI cover ontology
presentation and ontology creation process issues. The ontology should be pre-
sented using some RDF-based ontology language, such as SKOS, OWL or RDF

5 http://protege.stanford.edu
6 http://subversion.tigris.org/
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Table 1. A selection of ontologies currently available in ONKI (The amount of concepts
consists classes and/or instances, depending on the ontology.)

Ontology Concepts Format Public?

Upper and Holistic Ontologies
Holistic Collaborative Finnish Ontology KOKO ca. 30,000 OWL yes
General Finnish Upper Ontology YSO 20,649 OWL yes
General Finnish Thesaurus YSA 26,633 SKOS yes
Wordnet ca. 230,000 SKOS yes

Cultural Ontologies
Ontology for Museum Domain MAO 6,775 OWL yes
Ontology of Applied Arts TAO 29,940 OWL yes
Finnish Ontology of Photography VALO 22,596 OWL yes
Ontology for music MUSO 21,650 OWL yes
Art and Iconography classification Iconclass 26,636 SKOS yes
Kaunokki thesaurus for fictive literature 4,373 SKOS yes
Music thesaurus MUSA 931 SKOS yes
Art & Architecture Thesaurus AAT 27,992 OWL no

Agriforest and Natural Science Ontologies
Agriforest Ontology AFO 26,612 OWL yes
Ontology of Birds AVIO 11,161 SKOS no
Ontology of Mammals MAMO 6,059 SKOS no

Health Ontologies
Medical Subject Headings MeSH 24,355 SKOS yes
European Multilingual Thesaurus on Health Promotion HPMULTI 1,271 SKOS yes

Business Ontologies, Governmental Ontologies
Seafaring thesaurus MESA 1,448 SKOS yes
United Nations Standard Products and Services Code UNSPSC 20,794 SKOS no
Finnish Governmental Thesaurus VNAS 6,342 SKOS yes

Instance Ontologies
Finnish Geo-ontology SUO ca. 800,000 OWL yes
Finnish Time-Location Ontology SAPO 1,102 OWL yes
Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names TGN (exluding USA) 142,990 OWL no
Getty Union List of Artist Names ULAN ca. 100,000 OWL no

Schema. The consistency of the ontologies is checked including syntax check-
ing (valid RDF) and conceptual checking manually by the ontologists. One of
the most important ways to enforce the quality is that the ontologies in ONKI
library are created using a common development process and modelling idea
which are supervised by the core YSO developer team [6]. This promotes using
compatible development processes in all other ontologies also and thus provides
a more compatible collection of ontologies as a result. If possible, ontologies are
aligned with a common upper ontology, the Finnish Upper Ontology YSO. This
alignment to YSO adds value to YSO, the ontology at hand and the ONKI Li-
brary as a whole, because each additional alignment adds new possibilities to
find concept relations. To spread good practices and knowledge about the mod-
elling methods used in YSO and other relevant ontologies, training is provided
to ontology developers. To enforce the reuse of ontologies, the license of the pub-
lished ontologies should allow publishing, using and redeveloping the ontology as
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freely as possible. The default license used for ONKI ontologies is the Creative
Commons license7.

3.2 Publishing the Ontologies

Publishing an ontology in ONKI typically contains the following phases: First,
the ontology to be published is added to the Subversion repository and the
needed configurations for the ontology are created [16]. Second, a URI normal-
ization for the ontology to be published is done where the original URIs are
transformed to persistent numeric URIs (PURIs). Instead of (typically) human
readable URIs we propose that URIs should not contain any reference to human
languages to avoid unnecessary needs for changing the concept URIs e.g. when
translating the ontology to some other language8. For example, instead using
the URI “myonto:semanticweb” we propose using the URI “myonto:p12345”.
Third, if the ontology is published part of the KOKO ontology, the automatic
updating of KOKO takes place. Finally, the ontology is added to ONKI and
made available via different services such as human user interfaces and machine
APIs.

If the ontology is maintained in some external system it can be published using
ONKI by establishing a publishing pipeline from the external system to ONKI.
This method has been used e.g. in publishing the General Finnish Thesaurus
YSA, maintained by the National Library of Finland [16]. The thesaurus is
fetched each night from the National Library’s server using the MARCXML
format9. The content is then transformed to SKOS and finally published in
ONKI. ONKI provides also an upload functionality “Your ONKI” for publishing
SKOS (or other) ontologies in the library. When an ontology has been uploaded,
it is moderated by the server administration and if the content is suitable, it
will be added to the library. ONKI quality requirements presented earlier are
recommended also for Your ONKI submissions.

3.3 Ontology Discovery, Ontology Library Service Evaluation

To support finding, evaluating and choosing an ontology for specific purposes
each ontology is described with metadata including title, description, classifica-
tion, version information and available access methods. Depicted in Figure 1 is
the main user interface with the list of available ontologies, which also shows
the available access methods for each ontology. Access methods are described
later, but include e.g. the possibility to browse and search the ontologies. The
ontologies can be described and documented in a wiki, part of the ONKI system.

The list of ontologies is available in RDF for machine usage. When allowed by
the publishing license, current and previous versions of ontologies are available
for downloading.

7 http://creativecommons.org/
8 The idea of stable URIs is also discussed in http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI
9 http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/
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Fig. 1. List of ontologies in ONKI. Each ontology contains the links to the available
access methods such as the ontology-specific browser.

3.4 Ontology-Based Semantic Content Creation

For users creating semantic content, e.g. by describing resources by using onto-
logical concepts, ONKI service provides the ONKI Selector, depicted in Figure 2
[9]. With ONKI Selector content creators can find suitable concepts for their
annotation tasks. When the ONKI Selector is integrated into a HTML input
field, the field turns into a semantic autocompletion search interface. When typ-
ing search string into the input field, the matching concepts are returned as a
hit list. Desired concepts can be selected from the list and added to the content
creation application. Depending on the use case, concept’s URI, label or both of
them can be fetched to the application.

In combination with the ONKI Selector, domain-specific ONKI browsers can
be used to browse the ontologies when searching for suitable concepts. The
browsers have a “Fetch Concept” button which returns the selected concept
into the content creation application. ONKI SKOS Browser[16] is an ontology

Fig. 2. ONKI Selector
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Fig. 3. ONKI SKOS Browser

Fig. 4. ONKI Geo Browser

browser for thesaurus-like class ontologies. It supports visualizing and brows-
ing of vocabularies conforming to SKOS recommendation, and also RDF(S) and
OWL ontologies with additional configuration. ONKI SKOS Browser consists
of three main components: 1) concept search with semantic autocompletion, 2)
concept hierarchy and 3) concept properties, as depicted in Figure 3. ONKI Geo
Browser [17] is used for accessing geographical instance data with a map inter-
face, as depicted in Figure 4. It provides unambiguous place identifiers (URIs)
and coordinates for arbitrary points or polygons to be used in content annota-
tion. ONKI People [18] is used for browsing and searching ontologies of persons,
organizations, and similar instance registries.

3.5 Ontology-Based End-User Applications

For ontology-based end-user applications ONKI service provides means for find-
ing ontological concepts and using them, e.g., in information retrieval tasks.
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Compared to a simple free text search field, the ONKI Selector aids user to find
query concepts with autocompletion search and ontology browsers. The ONKI
Selector is useful even if the application is not ontology-based. In that case the
labels of the concepts can be used as query terms.

To increase the recall of the information retrieval tasks, ONKI Selector per-
forms query expansion by ontological inference. The properties used for per-
forming the query expansion can be configured separately for each ontology. In
class ontologies, a concept is typically expanded to its subconcepts. The query
expansion could also be based on partonomy, associative relationships or other
relations between concepts. In geographical instance data, a place instance is ex-
panded to places that have historically had overlapping regions with the place.
Other possible query expansion methods include partonomy, places with shared
regional borders etc.

3.6 Ontology-Based Semantic Application Creation

ONKI services may be integrated into semantic applications at the user inter-
face level by using the ready-to-use user interface component ONKI Selector,
domain-specific ONKI Browsers, and by using application programming inter-
faces (API). ONKI supports the software developer in using ONKI services with
the help of helper applications such as the ONKI Selector Builder, depicted in
Figure 5, which helps the developer to generate the JavaScript code needed for
integrating ONKI Selector into web-based applications. When the desired con-
figuration properties have been set in the ONKI Selector Builder, the resulting
JavaScript code can be copied into the application being developed.

Fig. 5. ONKI Selector builder
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ONKI API provides methods for accessing ontologies, e.g., for searching for
concepts, getting metadata of an ontology and performing ontology-based query
expansion. ONKI API is implemented as Web Service (SOAP) and JavaScript
interface. ONKI API contains the following methods:

– search(query, lang, maxHits, type, parent) - for searching for the ontological
concepts. Returns a list of matching concepts.

– expandQuery(URI, lang, maxHits, type) - for querying for the query expan-
sion for a concept. Returns a list of concepts.

– getLabel(URI, lang) - for fetching a label for a given concept URI in a given
language.

– getAvailableLanguages() - for querying for the supported languages of an
ontology. Returns a list of language codes.

– getAvailableTypeUris() - for querying for the concept types (rdf:type rela-
tions) existing in the ontology. Returns a list of URIs.

Software developers can also utilize the RDF files of the ontologies published
in the ONKI service. All concept and instance URIs are designed so that they
function also as URLs. When the URI of a concept is accessed with a web
browser, the relevant view is opened in the ONKI browser. This means that the
URI itself acts as a functional link when added to a HTML page. In accordance to
W3C10, if the URI is accessed with an RDF aware system, the machine readable
RDF presentation of the content is returned instead of the ONKI browser’s
HTML presentation.

4 Implementation and Usage Statistics

The ONKI service is constituted of a loosely coupled set of independent appli-
cations such as the ONKI SKOS and ONKI Geo servers which are combined
by using a lightweight facade service made with an Apache web server, Apache
rewrite rules and PHP scripts. Back-end ONKI applications conform also to
the ONKI API described in section 3.6. Technologies used for implementing the
various back-end applications include Java, Semantic Web Framework Jena11,
MySQL database, Lucene index12, Direct Web Remoting DWR for AJAX func-
tionalities13, Varnish HTTP accelerator14 and shell scripts and Subversion ver-
sion management system. The ontologies are presented internally in various RDF
formats, typically in SKOS or OWL. With the help of ontology-specific config-
urations, the ontologies are served to the user in a uniform way.

The ONKI is running as a pilot service publicly available on the web. It was
officially launched in September 200815. During year 2008 ONKI had ca. 36,000

10 http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/
11 http://jena.sourceforge.net
12 http://lucene.apache.org
13 http://www.directwebremoting.org
14 http://varnish.projects.linpro.no
15 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG2YhK17ifs
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Table 2. ONKI usage statistics for November 2008

Service Hits

Human interfaces
ONKI-SKOS Browser 89,346
ONKI Selector Widget 54,384
Persistent URI redirects 4,415
ONKI Selector builder 1,103
Web Service builder 1,403
ONKI-IRMA 495
ONKI-Geo Browser 203
ONKI-Geo coordinates Browser 168

Application interfaces
Web service calls 87,388
Javascript calls 18,816

Total 257,721

unique visitors and ca. 104,000 visits. 91 organizations outside the research group
have registered an access key for using the JavaScript and web service interfaces
which of 25 have actually implemented a test application using the components.
For an overview, table 2 presents the usage statistics of the main ONKI function-
alities for a representative month16. The most popular ontologies are the Medical
Subject Headings, the Finnish Upper Ontology YSO, the General Finnish The-
saurus YSA and the Ontology for Museum Domain MAO where each ontology
got over ten thousand hits during the month.

5 Case Applications Using ONKI

5.1 Content Creation: HealthFinland, CultureSampo and Tilkut

HealthFinland and CultureSampo are two major pilot applications of the
FinnONTO project [6]. They demonstrate the usage of Semantic Web tech-
nologies in the contexts of health promotion and cultural heritage. Both sys-
tems uses ONKI as the ontology server for indexing content especially with the
the browser-based annotation editor SAHA17 [15]. For example (Figure 6), the
Finnish General Ontology YSO [6] has been added as a ONKI Selector compo-
nent to SAHA for finding and fetching annotation concepts.

The web laboratory Owela18 of the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
has implemented a service for collecting and sharing text and image clips from
the Web19. In the service one can organize the clips into folders and tag them
with different categories. The ONKI Selector is used for tagging the clips.

16 The hits represents user activities of the system. Outliers caused e.g. by web crawlers
have been removed as far as possible.

17 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/services/saha/
18 http://owela.vtt.fi/
19 http://owela.vtt.fi/tilkut
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Fig. 6. The Finnish General Ontology connected to SAHA

5.2 Content Search: Kantapuu.fi and eViikki

Kantapuu.fi20 is a web user interface for browsing and searching for collections
of Finnish museums of forestry. The collection items are annotated with terms
from General Finnish Thesaurus YSA, Thesaurus for Museum Domain MASA
and Agriforest Thesaurus. Kantapuu.fi search page is a web form into which
query strings are typed as free text. The query strings can be placed into spe-
cific fields, e.g. “keywords”, “place of use” or “time of use”. We have created
a demonstration page containing a Kantapuu.fi’s search form with integrated
ONKI Selectors which can be used for selecting query terms to be used in the
Kantapuu.fi search21. The ONKI Selector is used for finding terms from vocab-
ularies of the ONKI service. The used vocabularies are the same as those used
in the annotation process of the items, or actually their ontologized versions.
To find suitable query terms user can utilize the autocompletion search func-
tionality or the ONKI Browser. Thus, the user does not need to be familiar
with the vocabularies used in the annotations of the items, as in the case of free
text search. The ONKI Selector performs query expansion based on the selected
query terms. So, for example a query term “animals” would return items anno-
tated with term “cats”. When the desired query terms are selected, the actual
search to the Kantapuu.fi system can be executed.

The ONKI Selector Widget has also been integrated into the Viikki Science
Library22 reference database system eViikki23. eViikki is a search interface for
the library’s collections, which consist of scientific literature on agriforestry. The
ONKI Selector is used for populating the “keywords” field of the search form of
eViikki. The fetched concept labels are used in the information retrieval task.
Query expansion is not performed currently.

20 http://www.kantapuu.fi/
21 http://www.yso.fi/lusto
22 http://www.tiedekirjasto.helsinki.fi/english/
23 http://www-db.helsinki.fi/eviikki/eviikkihaku.html
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6 Related Work

Based on reviews on ontology library systems [7,8], the main focus in existing
systems tends to be in supporting ontology development and not the runtime
usage of ontologies such as indexing and ontology-based end-user applications.
Although ONKI provides support for the whole ontology life cycle, a major
contribution of ONKI is the support for indexing and other runtime needs.

The DAML Ontology Library24 is a classic implementation of an ontology
library. The ontologies can be accessed via different categories, such as meta-
data describing the ontologies such as keywords, Open Directory category25 and
submitting organization. Also information obtained from the ontologies such
as names of classes and properties can be used for finding relevant ontologies.
The main method for using the ontologies is to download them. In comparison,
ONKI provides application support for e.g. adding ontologies as mash-up and
web services to applications.

The Ontology Library Service ONKI provides methods for finding ontologies
and concepts amongst the ontologies published in the centralized service, whereas
Swoogle [19] and Watson [20] act as global Semantic Web search engines. They
crawl the web and index the RDF files they find. Such search engines can be
useful when searching for suitable ontologies to use in applications, providing an
overview of ontologies of some domain published on the web. The ONKI Service
is based on a different approach. It aims to be a community-based service that
gathers together the users of ontologies providing them ready-to-use ontological
functionalities which can be integrated into semantic applications.

Dameron et al. proposes that ontology services should be provided as Ontology
Web Services (OWS) which could be used in applications for automatically find
and use ontologies [12]. In ONKI we support the idea of providing application
interfaces to the ontology library, but extend the idea to a higher abstraction level
by providing also ready-to-use user interface components to avoid duplicated
work by re-implementing user interface and visualization functionalities.

Faviki26 is a semantic bookmarking service which uses Wikipedia’s27 term
identifiers for tagging web pages. In comparison, ONKI is focusing on publishing
ontologies and to support the creation of ontology-based indexing, content search
and other applications.

Freebase28 is a data repository on the web that aggregates information from
many sources and provides a single topic and identifier for each logical entity,
e.g. a person. One goal of ONKI is also to provide (optimally) single, shared
identifiers for ontological concepts which can be used to aggregate distributed
content repositories. Freebase is based on a bottom-up approach based on exist-
ing information e.g. in Wikipedia whereas ONKI ontologies are (typically) based
on top-down analysis of a domain and its relevant concepts.

24 http://www.daml.org/ontologies/
25 http://www.dmoz.org
26 http://www.faviki.com
27 With the help of DBPedia, http://dpbedia.org
28 http://www.freebase.com
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7 Discussion

This paper discussed the requirements of an ontology library system to sup-
port the different phases of an ontology life cycle and related user needs for
creation, publishing, maintaining and using ontologies. The Finnish national on-
tology library service ONKI addresses all phases of the ontology life cycle and
contributes especially in providing support for 1) collaborative ontology publish-
ing, 2) content indexing, and 3) information searching. The ontology services can
be used in external legacy and other applications as ready-to-use functionalities.
The new idea here is to support mash-up usage of ontologies in a way similar to
Google Maps and other similar services. Our approach of providing an integrable
autocompletion widget for external systems is the same as in [21].

The ONKI system supports syntactically, structurally and semantically het-
erogeneous content. RDF-based content representations such as RDF Schema,
SKOS and OWL can be easily published by the ONKI SKOS server. SKOS gen-
erators for especially thesauri presentation formats such as MARCXML, various
database schemas and text files has been implemented. Also multilingual content
is supported. ONKI has been built for and tested with real world data consist-
ing of ontologies, well-known thesauri and registries. The geographical ontology
SUO contains over 800,000 places in Finland, which is published using the ONKI
Geo server. The typical size of ontologies and thesauri published using the ONKI
SKOS server is tens of thousands concept, e.g., YSO contains 20,600 concepts.
For testing the scalability of ONKI SKOS, the Wordnet with 230,000 concepts
has been successfully presented with the system. The ONKI services have been
tested in various ways: the ONKI Selector as part of the SAHA editor in creat-
ing content for e.g. HealthFinland and CultureSampo and by external parties in
their indexing and search applications. The ONKI Browser has been tested by
expert users from e.g. the National Library of Finland.

To conclude, this full scale national ontology library service ONKI is novel
and has not been done before. There are currently thousands of individual users
and hundreds of organizations from different domains testing the ONKI system
and using it in pilot applications. The National Library’s commitment to ONKI
means that a substantial part of public and private organizations in Finland be-
gin to use ONKI – and most promisingly also the KOKO ontology – for indexing
and search, but also for publishing and accessing their ontologies and thesauri –
and to join the Semantic Web.

Future work include continuing observing how the ontology development, pub-
lishing and using community continues to build up around ONKI. We are most
interested in seeing what kind of new applications will emerge based on ONKI
and how well the concept of interlinked ontologies works in practice. DBPedia
could be an interesting repository to be published in ONKI. Research topics
include developing further methods for supporting community-based ontology
development, managing changes in ontologies and utilizing change history and
change propagation in e.g. inference and searching.
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Abstract. Vocabularies are the building blocks of the Semantic Web
providing shared terminological resources for content indexing, informa-
tion retrieval, data exchange, and content integration. Most semantic
web applications in practical use are based on lightweight ontologies and,
more recently, on the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)
data model being standardized by W3C. Easy and cost-efficient publi-
cation, integration, and utilization methods of vocabulary services are
therefore highly important for the proliferation of the Semantic Web.
This paper presents the ONKI SKOS Server for these tasks. Using ONKI
SKOS, a SKOS vocabulary or a lightweight ontology can be published
on the web as ready-to-use services in a matter of minutes. The services
include not only a browser for human usage, but also Web Service and
AJAX interfaces for concept finding, selecting and transporting resources
from the ONKI SKOS Server to connected systems. Code generation ser-
vices for AJAX and Web Service APIs are provided automatically, too.
ONKI SKOS services are also used for semantic query expansion in in-
formation retrieval tasks. The idea of publishing ontologies as services is
analogous to Google Maps. In our case, however, vocabulary services are
provided and mashed-up in applications. ONKI SKOS was published in
the beginning of 2008 and is to our knowledge the first generic SKOS
server of its kind. The system has been used to publish and utilize some
60 vocabularies and ontologies in the National Finnish Ontology Service
ONKI www.yso.fi.

1 Introduction

Thesauri and other controlled vocabularies are used primarily for improving in-
formation retrieval [1]. This is accomplished by using concepts or terms of a
thesaurus in content indexing, content searching or in both of them, thus simpli-
fying the matching of query terms and the indexed resources (e.g. documents)
compared to using natural language. For users, such as content indexers and
searchers, to be able to use thesauri, publishing and finding methods for them
as well as methods for integrating them with applications [2] are needed [3].
Thesauri are of great benefit for the Semantic Web1, enabling semantically dis-
ambiguated data exchange and integration of data from different sources, though

1 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/

L. Aroyo et al. (Eds.): ESWC 2009, LNCS 5554, pp. 768–780, 2009.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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not to the same extent as ontologies [4] where the semantics of concepts are de-
fined in more refined and “machine understandable” ways.

Publishing and utilizing thesauri is a laborious task because the representa-
tion formats of thesauri and features they provide differ from each other. When
utilizing thesauri one has to know how to locate a given thesaurus, and also
be familiar with the software the thesaurus is published with. A thesaurus can
even be published as a plain text file or even worse, as a paper document, with
no proper support for utilizing it. In such a case the users have to implement
applications for processing the thesaurus in order to exploit it. Therefore, stan-
dard ways for expressing and publishing thesauri would greatly facilitate the
publishing and utilizing processes of thesauri.

The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)2 [5] being developed
within W3C is a data model and a syntax for expressing concept schemes such as
thesauri. SKOS provides a standard way for creating vocabularies and migrating
existing vocabularies to the Semantic Web. SKOS solves the problem of diverse,
non-interoperable thesaurus representation formats by offering a standard con-
vention for presentation. Existing thesauri can be transformed into SKOS format
via conversion processes. When a thesaurus is expressed as a SKOS vocabulary,
it can be published as a RDF file on the web, allowing the vocabulary users to
fetch the files and process them in a uniform way. However, this does not solve
the problem of users having to implement their own applications for processing
vocabularies.

This paper argues that there are many common, sharable tasks in such
vocabulary-aware applications related to e.g. term/concept finding, browsing,
selecting, fetching, and query expansion. Lots of work and costs can be saved by
implementing such functionalities in standard ways [6] and by providing them
for production use as ready-to-use services without having to reimplement the
functionalities separately for each local application case. In this way, the use
patterns of utilizing vocabularies in the user interface can be harmonized, which
makes systems easier to learn and use.

Ontology servers [7,8] have been proposed for publishing ontologies and vo-
cabularies on the Semantic Web. Such servers are used for managing ontologies
and offering users access to them. For accessing SKOS vocabularies, there is the
Web Service based SKOS API3 developed in the SWAD-Europe project, and
the terminology service by Tudhope et al. [9]. There is also ongoing research by
the Networked Knowledge Organization Systems/Services (NKOS) community4

that focuses on enabling knowledge organization systems as networked inter-
active information services to support the description and retrieval of diverse
information resources through the Internet. However, general tools for providing
out-of-the-box support for utilizing SKOS vocabularies in, e.g., content indexing,
without needing to implement application specific user interfaces for end users
do not exist.

2 http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
3 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Europe/reports/thes/skosapi.html
4 http://nkos.slis.kent.edu/
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This paper fills this gap by presenting the ONKI SKOS Server for publish-
ing and utilizing thesauri and lightweight ontologies. In the following, ways of
presenting thesauri on the Semantic Web are first overviewed. After this, the
approach and implementation of the ONKI SKOS Server is presented followed
by descriptions of use cases of its services. In conclusion, contributions of the
work are summarized and directions for further research outlined.

2 Presenting Thesauri on the Semantic Web

W3C’s SKOS data model provides a vocabulary for expressing the basic struc-
ture and contents of concept schemes, such as thesauri, classification schemes
and taxonomies. The concept schemes are expressed as RDF graphs by using
classes and properties defined in the SKOS specification, thus making thesauri
compatible with the Semantic Web. SKOS is capable of representing vocabularies
which loosely conform to the influential ISO 2788 thesaurus standard [6].

Although semantically richer RDFS/OWL ontologies enable more extensive
ways to perform logical inferencing than SKOS vocabularies, in several cases
thesauri represented with SKOS are sufficient. In our opinion, the first and the
most obvious benefit of using Semantic Web ontologies/vocabularies in content
indexing is their ability to disambiguate concept references in a universal way.
This is achieved by using persistent URIs as the identification mechanism and is
a tremendous advantage when compared with the traditional idea of controlled
vocabularies where plain concept labels are used as identifiers. In such a case,
identification problems can be encountered e.g. with polysemous and homony-
mous labels, when dealing with multi-lingual resources, and with resources whose
labels may change as time goes by. For example, human names are transliterated
in many ways in different languages, may change due to marriage, a person may
have nick names, and so on. In such cases the labels of concepts are not a per-
manent identification method, and the references to the concepts may become
ambiguous or invalid.

URIs provide not only an identification mechanism, but also means for access-
ing the concept definitions and thesauri, when using the http URI Scheme5. Such
URIs can act as URLs, and with a proper server configuration provide the users
additional information about the referred concept6. In addition to these general
RDF characteristics, SKOS provides a way for expressing relations between con-
cepts suitable for the needs of thesauri, thus providing conceptual context for
concepts.

In short, using a common representation model such as SKOS for thesauri
greatly reduces the cost of (a) sharing thesauri, (b) using different thesauri in
conjunction within one application, and (c) development of standard software to
process them [6].

5 http://www.iana.org/assignments/uri-schemes.html
6 http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub/
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3 Utilizing Thesauri with ONKI SKOS Services

ONKI SKOS is an ontology server implementation for publishing and utilizing
thesauri and lightweight ontologies. It conforms to the general ONKI vision and
API, and is thus usable via ONKI ontology services as easily integrable user
interface components and APIs [2].

The Semantic Web applications typically use ontologies which are either
straightforward conversions of well-established thesauri, application-specific vo-
cabularies or semantically richer ontologies, that can be presented and accessed
in similar ways to thesauri [3,10]. Since SKOS defines a suitable model for ex-
pressing thesauri, it was chosen as the primary data model supported by the
ONKI SKOS Server.

ONKI SKOS can be used to browse, search and visualize any vocabulary
conforming to the SKOS specification, and also RDFS/OWL ontologies with
additional configuration. ONKI SKOS does simple reasoning, e.g., transitive
closure over class and part-of hierarchies. The implementation has been piloted
using various thesauri and ontologies from diverse domains. Piloted ontologies
include ontologies for cultural heritage (Art & Architecture Thesaurus AAT7,
28,000 concepts; Iconclass8, 27,000 concepts), health ontologies (Medical Subject
Headings MeSH9, 24,000 concepts), business ontologies (United Nations Stan-
dard Products and Services Code UNSPSC10, 21,000 concepts), geographical in-
stance ontologies (The Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names TGN11, 143,000
concepts), upper ontologies (General Finnish Upper Ontology YSO [3], 21,000
concepts), governmental ontologies (Finnish Governmental Thesaurus VNAS,
6,300 concepts) and natural science taxonomies (Ontology of Birds of the World
AVIO, 11,000 concepts; Ontology of Mammals of the World MAMO, 5,000 con-
cepts). However, not all of these ontologies are freely accessible due to licensing
issues.

When utilizing thesauri represented as SKOS vocabularies and published on
the ONKI SKOS server, several benefits are gained. Firstly, SKOS provides a
universal way of expressing thesauri. Thus processing different thesauri can be
done in the same way, eliminating the use of thesaurus specific processing rules
in applications or separate converters between various formats. Secondly, ONKI
SKOS provides access to all published thesauri in the same way, so content
indexers and end-users do not have to use thesaurus specific implementations
of thesaurus browsers and other tools developed by different parties, which is
the predominant way. Also, one of the goals of the ONKI ontology services is
that all the essential ontologies/thesauri can be found at the same location, thus
eliminating the need to search for other thesaurus sources.

The typical way to use thesaurus specific publishing systems in content in-
dexing and searching is either by using their browser user interface for finding

7 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/aat/
8 http://www.iconclass.nl/
9 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html

10 http://www.unspsc.org/
11 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/tgn/
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desired concepts and then copying and pasting the concept label to the used in-
dexing system12, or by using APIs for accessing and querying the thesaurus [9].
Both methods have some drawbacks. The first method introduces rather un-
comfortable task of constant switching between two applications and the clumsy
copy-paste procedure. The second method leaves the implementation job of the
user interface entirely to the parties utilizing the thesaurus.

While ONKI SKOS supports both the aforementioned thesauri utilizing meth-
ods, in addition, as part of the ONKI ontology services, it provides a lightweight
web widget for integrating general thesauri accessing functionalities into web
based applications on the user interface level. The ONKI Selector widget de-
picted in Figure 1 can be used to search and browse thesauri, fetch URI ref-
erences and labels of desired concepts and storing them in a concept collector.
Similar ideas have been proposed by Hildebrand et al. [11] for providing search
widget for general RDF repositories, and by Vizine-Goetz et al. [12] for provid-
ing widget for accessing thesauri through the side bar of the Internet Explorer
web browser.

When the desired concepts have been selected with the ONKI Selector they
can be stored into, e.g., the database of the application by using an HTML
form. Either the URIs or the labels of the concepts can be transferred into the
application providing support for the Semantic Web and legacy applications.
For browsing the context of the concepts in thesauri, the ONKI SKOS Browser
can be opened by pressing a button. Desired concepts can be fetched from the
browser to the application by pressing the “Fetch Concept” button. Thus, there
is no need for copy-paste procedures or user interface implementation projects.

For information retrieval use cases, ONKI SKOS provides support for find-
ing suitable query terms and expanding them by using ontological inference,
e.g., based on the concept subsumption, partonymy or associative relations be-
tween concepts. In legacy systems, which do not support URIs, the labels of the
concepts can be used as query terms. In this context, ONKI SKOS supports
multilingual search. If a thesaurus contains, e.g., English and Finnish labels for
the concepts, the relevant query concepts can be searched in English, while in
the actual information retrieval task the used query terms are in Finnish. This
is useful when the end-user does not understand the language of the terms used
in indexing the content of the underlying system.

The ONKI SKOS Browser (see Figure 2) is the graphical user interface of
ONKI SKOS. It consists of three main components: 1) semantic autocompletion
concept search, 2) concept hierarchy and 3) concept properties. When typing text
to the search field, a query is performed to match the concepts’ labels. The result
list shows the matching concepts, which can be selected for further examination.

When a concept is selected, its concept hierarchy is visualized as a tree struc-
ture. The ONKI SKOS Browser supports multi-inheritance of the concepts (i.e.
a concept can have multiple parents). Whenever a multi-inheritance structure
is met, a new branch is formed to the tree. This leads to cloning of nodes, i.e.

12 This is the way the Finnish General Thesaurus YSA has been used previously via
the VESA Web Thesaurus Service, http://vesa.lib.helsinki.fi/
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Fig. 1. ONKI Selector for concept finding

Fig. 2. The ONKI SKOS Browser

a concept can appear multiple times in the hierarchy tree. Next to the concept
hierarchy tree, the properties of the selected concept are shown in the user inter-
face. Mappings and other relations between concepts act as links allowing user
to browse thesauri. In context of geographical ontologies, the place instances
can be visualized on a Google Maps13 view, as depicted in the Figure 2, if the
instances contain coordinate information.

13 http://maps.google.com/
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The National Finnish Ontology Service ONKI14 provides documentation and
tools for software architects developing ontology-based applications and integrat-
ing ONKI services into them [13]. With ONKI Selector Builder a developer can
set the desired configuration properties for the ONKI Selector and generate the
needed JavaScript code to integrate the ONKI Selector into an application. Also,
a hands-on demonstration page for integrating the ONKI Selector is available.
The page contains a HTML form, into which the user can type HTML/JavaScript
code and see how the resulting page will look like in the end-user’s web browser.

The Web Service and AJAX interfaces of the ONKI SKOS server can be
used for querying for concepts by label matching, performing query expansion,
getting label for a given URI and for querying for supported languages and type
URIs of a thesaurus. For testing Web Service methods, a demonstration page is
provided at the ONKI service. One can try out the methods of the ONKI API
and examine the resulting SOAP request and response messages.

ONKI SKOS is implemented as a Java Servlet using the Jena Semantic Web
Framework15, the Direct Web Remoting library16 and the Lucene17 text search
engine.

4 Configuring ONKI SKOS with SKOS Structures

ONKI SKOS supports straightforward loading of SKOS vocabularies with
minimal configuration needs. For using other data models than SKOS, vari-
ous configuration properties are specified to enable ONKI SKOS to process the
thesauri/ontologies as desired. The configurable properties include the proper-
ties used in hierarchy generation, the properties used to label the concepts, the
concept to be shown in the default view and the default concept type used in
restricting the concept search.

When the ONKI SKOS Browser is accessed with no URL parameters, in-
formation related to the concept configured to be shown as default is shown.
Usually this resource is the root resource of the vocabulary, if the vocabulary
forms a full-blown tree hierarchy with one single root. In SKOS concept schemes
the root resource is the resource representing the concept scheme itself, i.e. the
instance of skos:ConceptScheme.

The concept hierarchy of a concept is generated by traversing the config-
ured properties. In SKOS these properties are skos:narrower and skos:broader
and they are used to express the hierarchical relations between concepts. Hier-
archical relations between the root resource representing the concept scheme
and the top concepts of the concept scheme are defined with the property
skos:hasTopConcept.

Labels of concepts are needed in visualizing search results, concept hierar-
chies, and related concepts in the concept property view. In SKOS the labels are

14 http://www.yso.fi/
15 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
16 http://directwebremoting.org/
17 http://lucene.apache.org/java
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expressed with the property skos:prefLabel. The label is of the same language as
the currently selected user interface language, if such a label exists. Otherwise
any label is used.

The semantic autocompletion search of ONKI SKOS works by searching for
concepts whose labels match the search string. To support this, the labels of the
concepts are indexed. The indexed properties can be configured. In SKOS these
properties are skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel and skos:hiddenLabel. When the user
searches, e.g., with the search term “cat”, all concepts which have one of the
aforementioned properties with values starting with the string “cat” are shown
in the search results. The autocompletion search also supports wildcards, so a
search with a string “*cat” returns the concepts which have the string “cat” as
any part of their label.

If a SKOS vocabulary contains concepts that are instances of subclasses of
skos:Concept, the search can be limited to certain types of concepts only. To
accomplish this, the types of the concepts (which are expressed with the property
rdf:type) are indexed. It is also possible to limit the search to a certain subtree
of the concept hierarchy by restricting the search to subconcepts of a specific
concept. To support this, also the parents of concepts are indexed.

Many thesauri include structures for representing categories of concepts. To
support category-based concept search in the ONKI SKOS Browser, another
search field is provided. When a category is selected from the category search
view, the concept search is restricted to the concepts belonging to the selected
category. SKOS includes a concept collection structure, skos:Collection, which
can be used for expressing such categories. However, skos:Collection is often
used for slightly different purposes, namely for node labels18. Thus, instances of
skos:Collection are not used for category-based concept search by default.

5 Converting Thesauri to SKOS—Case YSA

Publishing a thesaurus in the ONKI SKOS server is straightforward. To load a
SKOS vocabulary into the server, only the location path of the RDF file of the
vocabulary needs to be configured manually. After rebooting the ONKI SKOS,
the RDF file is loaded, indexed and made accessible for users. ONKI SKOS
provides the developers of thesauri a simple way to publish their thesauri.

There exists quite amount of well-established keyword lists, thesauri and other
non-RDF controlled vocabularies which have been used in traditional approaches
in harmonizing content indexing. In order to reuse the effort already invested de-
veloping these resources by publishing these vocabularies in ONKI SKOS server,
conversion processes need to be developed. This idea has also been suggested by
van Assem et al. [6] and Summers et al. [14]. We have implemented transforma-
tion scripts for, e.g., MARCXML format19, XML dumps from SQL databases
and proprietary XML schemas.

18 A construct for displaying grouping concepts in systematic displays of thesauri. They
are not actual concepts, and thus they should not be used for indexing. An example
node label is “milk by source animal”.

19 http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/
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An example of the SKOS transformation and publishing process is the case
of YSA, the Finnish General Thesaurus20. YSA is developed by the National
Library of Finland and is the most widely used controlled vocabulary in Finland.
YSA is published in the VESA Web Thesaurus Service, where it receives over 12
million user hits per year. YSA is simultaneously published in the ONKI SKOS,
currently in a pilot phase. During this year, the operation of the VESA service
will be ended, and the ONKI SKOS becomes the official publishing channel of
YSA.

To begin the SKOS transformation process, YSA is exported into MARCXML
format from the thesaurus management system of the National Library of Fin-
land. The resulting constantly up-to-date file is published at the web server of
the National Library of Finland, from where it is fetched via OAI-PMH proto-
col21 to our server. This process is automated and the new version of the XML
file is fetched daily. Instead of fetching the full file every day, the incremental
update feature of the OAI-PMH could be used, but we have not tested it. After
fetching a new version of the file, the transformation process depicted in Figure 3
is started by loading the MARCXML file (ysa.xml). The Java-based converter
first creates the necessary structure and namespaces for the SKOS model utiliz-
ing Jena Semantic Web Framework. Next, the relations in YSA are translated
into their respective SKOS counterparts, which is depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. The SKOS transformation process of YSA

A URI for the new concept entry is created through the unique ID in the
source file. The preferred and alternative labels are converted straightforwardly
from one syntax to another. Similarly the type and scheme definitions are added
to the SKOS model. Since the relations in the MARCXML refer not to the
identifiers but rather to the labels, the source file is searched for an entry that
has the given label and then its ID is recorded for the SKOS relation.

MARCXML record for the concept “pistols” can be seen in the left part of
Figure 4. The ID of the concept is denoted by the controlfield with tag attribute’s

20 http://www.nationallibrary.fi/libraries/thesauri/ysa.html
21 http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html
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Fig. 4. An example of the SKOS transformation of YSA

value “001” (“98138”). This ID value becomes the local name of the URI of the
corresponding SKOS concept. The category in which the concept belongs to is
depicted with the datafield with tag “072” (“ysa67”). The preferred label is the
value provided in the datafield with tag value “150” (“pistols”). Hierarchical and
associative relations are marked with datafield with tag value “550”, while the
subfield’s attribute code specifies which one of the relations is in question.

Once the SKOS transformation is ready, the converter fetches the labels for
the concept categories from a separate file (ysa-groups.owl) - these labels are
not included in the MARCXML file. Finally, a RDF file is written and imported
into ONKI SKOS.

6 Use Cases of ONKI SKOS

ONKI SKOS has been tested in several content indexing and information re-
trieval pilot applications.

6.1 Content Indexing

The browser-based annotation editor SAHA22 [15] has been used for creating
semantic content for semantic portals. The two major applications demonstrat-
ing Semantic Web technologies are HealthFinland23 [16] in the health promotion
context, and CultureSampo24 [17] in the cultural heritage context. Both systems
use the SAHA editor with the services provided by ONKI SKOS and the Na-
tional Finnish Ontology Service ONKI. ONKI Selector has been integrated into
SAHA for finding suitable concepts in content indexing.

The web laboratory Owela25 of the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
has implemented a service for collecting and sharing text and image clips from
the Web26. In the service one can organize the clips into folders and tag them with

22 http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/saha/?lang=en
23 http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/tervesuomi/
24 http://www.kulttuurisampo.fi/
25 http://owela.vtt.fi/
26 http://owela.vtt.fi/tilkut
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different categories. The ONKI Selector is used for tagging the clips keywords
from vocabularies published in the ONKI service.

6.2 Information Retrieval

Kantapuu.fi27 is a web user interface for browsing and searching for collections
of Finnish museums of forestry. The collection items are annotated with Finnish
terms from General Finnish Thesaurus YSA, Thesaurus for Museum Domain
MASA and Agriforest Thesaurus. Kantapuu.fi search page is a web form into
which query strings are typed as free text. The query strings can be placed into
specific fields, e.g. “keywords”, “place of use” or “time of use”. We have created
a demonstration page containing a Kantapuu.fi’s search form with integrated
ONKI Selectors which can be used for selecting query terms to be used in the
Kantapuu.fi search28. The ONKI Selector is used for finding terms from vocab-
ularies of the ONKI service. The used vocabularies are the same as those used
in the annotation process of the items, or actually their ontologized versions.
To find suitable query terms user can utilize the autocompletion search func-
tionality or the ONKI Browser. Thus, the user does not need to be familiar
with the vocabularies used in the annotations of the items, as in the case of free
text search. The ONKI Selector performs query expansion based on the selected
query terms. So, for example a query term “animals” would return items anno-
tated with term “cats”. When the desired query terms are selected, the actual
search to the Kantapuu.fi system can be executed. The users of the pilot system
have given positive feedback especially on the multilingual search possibility.

The ONKI Selector Widget has also been integrated into the Viikki Science
Library29 reference database system eViikki30. eViikki is a search interface for
the library’s collections, which consist of scientific literature on agriforestry. The
literature is annotated with terms from General Finnish Thesaurus YSA and
Agriforest vocabulary. The ONKI Selector is used for populating the “keywords”
field of the search form of eViikki. The fetched concept labels are used in the
information retrieval task. Query expansion is not performed currently.

7 Discussion

The main contribution of this paper is to show, both in principle and as a
deployed implemented service in use, how thesauri can be published and utilized
easily on the Semantic Web, emphasizing the benefits of the use of W3C’s SKOS
data model as a uniform vocabulary representation framework. The ONKI SKOS
server is presented as a proof of concept for a cost-efficient thesauri utilization
method. By using ONKI SKOS, general thesauri accessing functionalities can
be easily integrated into applications without the need for users to reimplement
their own user interfaces for this.
27 http://www.kantapuu.fi/
28 http://www.yso.fi/lusto
29 http://www.tiedekirjasto.helsinki.fi/english/
30 http://www-db.helsinki.fi/eviikki/eviikkihaku.html
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The utilization of the SKOS structures in an ontology server was described
in context of the ONKI SKOS server. The case of the Finnish General The-
saurus acts as one example on how an existing, widely used thesaurus can be
converted into the SKOS format and be published on the ONKI SKOS server.
At the moment some 60 international and national vocabularies, taxonomies,
and lightweight ontologies have been published online using ONKI SKOS and
the number is increasing. Finally, in order to demonstrate end-user benefits of
ONKI SKOS services, we provided some real world use cases of ONKI SKOS in
content indexing and information retrieval.

Future work for ONKI SKOS includes creating a more extensive Web Service
interface for supporting, e.g., querying for properties of a given concept and for
discovering concepts which are related to a given concept. The starting point
for this API will be the SKOS API. Also, version control techniques and other
support for vocabulary management (e.g. protocol for communicating vocabu-
lary changes to users) would be needed to support the development phase of
vocabularies.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an ontology-based query expansion
widget which utilizes the ontologies published in the ONKI Ontology
Service. The widget can be integrated into a web page, e.g. a search
system of a museum catalogue, enhancing the page by providing a query
expansion functionality. We have tested the system with general, domain-
specific and spatio-temporal ontologies.

1 Introduction

In information retrieval systems the relevancy of search results depends on the
user’s ability to represent her information needs in a query [1]. If the vocabularies
used by the user and the system are not the same ones, or if the shared vocab-
ulary is used in different levels of specificity, the search results are usually poor.
Query expansion has been proposed to solve these issues and to improve infor-
mation retrieval by expanding the query with terms related to the original query
terms. Query expansion can be based on corpus, e.g. analyzing co-occurences of
terms, or on knowledge models, such as thesauri [2] or ontologies [1]. Methods
based on knowledge models are especially useful in cases of short, incomplete
query expressions with few terms found in the search index [1, 2].

We have implemented a web widget providing query expansion functionality
to web-based systems as an easily integrable service with no need to change
the underlying system. The widget uses ontologies to expand the query terms
with semantically related concepts. The widget extends the previously devel-
oped ONKI Selector widget, which is used for selecting concepts especially for
annotation purposes [3].

The user does not have to be familiar with the ontologies used in content
annotations by utilizing the autocompletion search feature of the widget, as the
system suggests matching concepts as the user is writing the query string. Also,
to help the user to disambiguate concepts the ONKI Ontology Browsers [4] can
be used to get a better understanding of the semantics of the concepts, e.g. by
providing a concept hierarchy visualization.

The query expansion widget supports Semantic web and legacy systems1,
i.e. either the concept URIs or the concept labels can be used in queries. In

1 By legacy systems we mean systems that do not use URIs as identifiers.



legacy systems cross-language search can be performed, if the used ontology
contains concept labels in several languages. In addition to the widget, the query
expansion service can also be utilized via JavaScript and Web Service APIs. The
query expansion widget and the APIs are available for public use as part of
the ONKI Ontology Service2 [4]. The JavaScript code needed for integrating
the widget into a search system can be generated by using the ONKI Widget
Generator3.

The contribution of this paper is to present an approach to perform query
expansion in systems cost-effectively, not to evaluate how the chosen query ex-
pansion methods improve information retrieval in the systems.

2 Ontologies used for Query Expansion

The ONKI query expansion widget can be used with any ontology published in
the ONKI Ontology Service. The service contains some 60 ontologies at the time
of writing. Users are encouraged to submit their own ontologies to be published
in the service by using the Your ONKI Service4. In the following, we describe
how we have used different types of ontologies for query expansion.

2.1 Query Expansion with General and Domain-specific Ontologies

For expanding general and domain-specific concepts in queries we have used The
Finnish Collaborative Holistic Ontology KOKO5 which consists of The Finnish
General Upper Ontology YSO [5] and several domain-specific ontologies expand-
ing it. To improve poor search results caused by using vocabularies in different
levels of specificity in queries and in the search index we have used the transitive
is-a relation (rdfs:subClassOf 6) for expanding the query concepts with their sub-
classes. So for example, when selecting a query concept publications, the query
is expanded with concepts magazines, books, reports and so on.

Using other relations in addition or instead of the is-a relation in query expan-
sion might be beneficial. When considering general associative relations, caution
should be exercised as their use in query expansion can lead to uncontrolled
expansion of result sets, and thus to potential loss in precision [6, 7]. In case of
a legacy system (not handling URIs, using labels instead) the use of alternative
labels of concepts (synonyms) may improve the search. The relations used in the
query expansion of an ontology can be configured when publishing the ontology
in the ONKI Ontology Service.

2 http://www.yso.fi/
3 http://www.yso.fi/onkiselector/
4 http://www.yso.fi/upload/
5 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/ontologies/koko/
6 Defined in the RDFS Recommendation, http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/



2.2 Query Expansion with the Spatio-temporal Ontology SAPO

A spatial query can explicitly contain spatial terms (e.g. Helsinki) and spatial
relations (e.g. near), but implicitly it can include even more spatial terms that
could be used in query expansion [8]. For example, in a query “museums near
Helsinki” not only Helsinki is a relevant spatial term, but also its neighboring
municipalities. Spatial terms – i.e. geographical places – do not exist just in
space but also in time [9, 10]. This is especially true for museum collections where
objects have references to places from different times. This sets a requirement to
utilize also relations between historical places and more contemporary places in
query expansion. To provide these mappings we used a spatio-temporal ontology
SAPO (The Finnish Spatio-temporal Ontology) [11].

In SAPO regional overlap mappings are expressed as depicted in Figure 1,
where example Turtle RDF7 statements8 express that the region of the latest
temporal part of place sapo:Joensuu — i.e. the one valid from the beginning of
year 2009 — overlaps the region of the temporal part of sapo:Eno of years 1871–
2008. The temporal part of the place simply means the place during a certain
time-period such that different temporal parts might have different extensions
(i.e. borders) [11].

sapo:Joensuu(2009-)
sapo:begin

"2009-01-01" ;
sapo:overlaps

sapo:Eno(1871-2008) ,
sapo:Pyhaselka(1925-2008) ,
sapo:Joensuu(2005-2008) .

Fig. 1. Overlap mappings between
temporal parts of places.

sapo:Joensuu
sapo:unionof

sapo:Joensuu(1848-1953) ,
sapo:Joensuu(1954-2004) ,
sapo:Joensuu(2005-2008) ,
sapo:Joensuu(2009-) ;

sapo:overlapsAtSomeTime
sapo:Eno ,
sapo:Pyhaselka ,
sapo:Tuupovaara ,
sapo:Pielisensuu ,
sapo:Kiihtelysvaara .

Fig. 2. A place is a union of its tempo-
ral parts. Moreover, places may have
overlapped other places at some time.

For example, the place sapo:Joensuu is a union of four temporal parts, defined
in the example depicted in Figure 2. However, annotations of items likely utilize
places rather than their temporal parts. For this reason the model uses property
sapo:overlapsAtSomeTime to explicate that e.g. a place sapo:Joensuu has — at
some point in the history — overlapped together five different places (sapo:Eno
and four others). In other words, e.g. at least one temporal part of sapo:Joensuu
has overlapped at least one temporal part of sapo:Eno. We have used this more
generic property sapo:overlapsAtSomeTime between places for query expansion.

7 http://www.dajobe.org/2004/01/turtle/
8 The example uses the following prefix - sapo: http://www.yso.fi/onto/sapo/



3 A Use Case of the Query Expansion Widget

We have created a demonstration search interface9 consisting of the original
Kantapuu.fi search form10 and integrated ONKI widgets for query expansion.
Kantapuu.fi is a web user interface for browsing and searching for collections of
Finnish museums of forestry, using simple matching algorithm of free text query
terms with the item index terms. The ontologies used in the query expansion are
the same ones as used in annotation of the items11, namely The Finnish General
Upper Ontology YSO, Ontology for Museum Domain MAO12 and Agfiforest On-
tology AFO13. For expanding geographical places the Finnish Spatio-temporal
Ontology SAPO is used.

When a desired query concept is selected from the results of the autocomple-
tion search of the widget or by using the ONKI Ontology Browser, the concept is
expanded. The resulting query expression is the disjunction of the original query
concept and the concepts expanding it, formed using the Boolean operation OR.
The query expression is placed into a hidden input field, which is sent to the
original Kantapuu.fi search page when the HTML form is submitted.

An example query is depicted in Figure 3, where the user is interested in old
publications from place Joensuu. User has used the autocompletion feature of the
widget to input to the keywords field a query term “publicat”, which has been
autocompleted to the concept publications, which has been further expanded to
its subclasses (their Finnish labels). Similarly, the place Joensuu has been added
to the field place of usage and expanded with the places it overlaps.

The result set of the search contains four items, from which two are magazines
used in place Eno and the rest two are cabinets for books used in place Joensuu.
Without using the query expansion the result set would have been empty, as the
place Eno and the concept books were not in the original query.

4 Discussion

When implementing the demonstration search interface for the Kantapuu.fi sys-
tem with ONKI widgets we faced some challenges. If a query concept has lots
of subconcepts, the expanded query string may become inconveniently long, as
the concept URIs/labels of the subconcepts are added to the query. This may
cause problems because the used HTTP server, database system or other soft-
ware components may set limits to the length of the query string. With lengthy
queries the system may not function properly or the response times of the system
may increase.

9 http://www.yso.fi/kantapuu-qe/
10 http://www.kantapuu.fi/, follow the navigation link “Kuvahaku”.
11 To be precise, the ontologies are based on thesauri that have been used in annotation

of the items.
12 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/ontologies/mao/
13 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/ontologies/afo/



Fig. 3. Kantapuu.fi system with integrated ONKI widgets.

Future work includes user testing for finding out if users consider the query
expansion of the concepts and places useful. Also, systematic evaluation of the
search systems used would be essential to find out if the query expansion im-
proves the information retrieval, and specifically which semantic relations im-
prove the results the most. The user interface of the query expansion widget
needs further developing, e.g., the user should be able to select/unselect the
suggested query expansion concepts.
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Abstract Traditionally the structure of the controlled vo-
cabularies used for annotation can be utilised for reasoning
for information retrieval. However, this can be problematic
when applied in the Linked Data context. Linked data typi-
cally comes from different organisations and domains with
mutually incompatible vocabularies without explicit links
between them resulting in data silos. This paper argues that
to solve the problem one has to transform the annotation vo-
cabularies into a Linked Open Ontology cloud. We present
a method for transforming a set of legacy thesauri into a
cloud of interlinked ontologies while ensuring the validity
of the transitive subclass relations and the means for main-
taining the system when component ontologies are updated.
Our approach has been used and evaluated in practice build-
ing a cloud called KOKO of sixteen ontologies, with a total
of 47,000 concepts. KOKO has been published as an ontol-
ogy service and is in use in various organisations for both
data indexing and semantic search.

Keywords Light-weight Ontologies · Linked Open
Ontology Cloud · Ontology change propagation · SKOS ·
Ontologisation · Cross-domain interoperability

1 Introduction

Libraries, archives, museums, and other organisations have
been using classifications and thesauri for content indexing
(annotation) for a long time. There exist vast amounts of
high-quality annotations describing vast amounts of docu-
ments and other objects but these metadata descriptions are
often divided into silos without machine-traversable links

Semantic Computing Research Group (SeCo), Aalto University
P.O. Box 15500, 00076 Aalto, Finland
http://www.seco.tkk.fi/, firstname.lastname@aalto.fi

between the values used in the metadata. Semantic interop-
erability between heterogeneous cross-domain data reposi-
tories of distributed content providers has become the crit-
ical challenge for the Semantic Web and Linked Data [13].
Enabling different thesauri and vocabularies to link to one
another in meaningful ways would allow different organisa-
tions to benefit from each others’ work by enriching a com-
mon pool of linked knowledge [15].

1.1 Why a Linked Open Ontology Cloud?

The Linked Data movement1 has focused its efforts on build-
ing cross-domain interoperability by creating and using (typ-
ically) owl:sameAs mappings between the entities (e.g.
places, persons) in the datasets of the Linked Open Data
(LOD) cloud. However, when linking metadata, not only
the data entities but also ontologies used in describing them
need to be interlinked for interoperability. This calls for more
refined ontology alignment techniques [8] maintaining the
integrity of the concept hierarchies.

This paper focuses on aligning light-weight domain on-
tologies intended for metadata annotations. A light-weight
ontology in our terminology is a hierarchy of concepts with
subsumption, partitive, and associative relations like in a tra-
ditional thesaurus [2], and can be represented using RDFS2,
simple OWL3 constructs, or SKOS4.

The research hypothesis of this paper is that the LOD
cloud could be complemented by developing one or more
light-weight “Linked Open Ontology” (LOO) clouds. The
idea of LOO is to provide a shared cross-domain ontology
for data annotations based on a set of interlinked domain

1 http://linkeddata.org/
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
3 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/owl#stds
4 http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
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ontologies. This idea is also complementary with the idea of
”Linked Open Vocabularies”5 that focus on mapping meta-
data schemas (e.g. Dublin Core, FOAF, and Bibo) onto each
other. In our implementation of the idea, we created the LOO
cloud from light-weight ontologies based on existing the-
sauri. If the resulting LOO cloud is then mapped to, e.g.,
DBpedia, legacy data annotated using the original thesauri
can be linked to the LOD cloud quite easily.

Developing a LOO cloud is in many ways different from
linking entities in datasets or elements in metadata schemas.
A major difference is that in LOO the linked structure is used
for reasoning based on the hierarchical subclass relation, the
backbone of ontologies [31]. This fundamental task requires
special consideration at the ontology boundaries as other-
wise cross-domain reasoning and ontology-based query and
document expansion [3,17] in applications may fail [16].

For example, assume that the concept “Mirror” is present
in a given ontology A of daily utensils and has the subclass
“Make-up-mirror”:

a:Make-up-mirror rdfs:subClassOf a:Mirror.
In a related ontology B of furniture, the class Mirror is

used as a subclass of the class Furniture:
b:Mirror rdfs:subClassOf b:Furniture.
Without context, the concept of mirror looks like the

same in both ontologies, i.e.
a:Mirror owl:sameAs b:Mirror.
Reasoning and query expansion works fine in A and B

separately, but when using A and B linked together, expand-
ing a search query for “furniture” would return falsely hand-
held make-up mirrors in addition to pieces of furniture. A
larger context than the concept alone has to be considered
when linking ontologies.

There are also other difficulties specific to developing a
LOO cloud. For example, the principle of dividing a shared
concept X into subclasses in different ontologies may be
different. For example, “clothes” can be divided into sub-
classes based on the gender or the age of their wearers. Then,
from a human perspective, X may have a confusing mix-
ture of subclasses in the linked ontology, hampering its use
in user interfaces (e.g. as a search facet). Addressing issues
like these is hard to automate, and therefore LOO develop-
ment in practice requires more coordinated collaboration be-
tween the developers of linked ontologies than when linking
datasets of instances. By collaboration, better quality links
can be created and various critical issues of linked data qual-
ity6 can be addressed. Coordinated collaboration also facili-
tates larger scale ontology development, which prevents the
creation of interoperability problems, and minimises redun-
dant ontology development work in overlapping areas of on-
tologies.

5 http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
6 Cf. e.g. http://pedantic-web.org/fops.html

Our approach therefore emphasises the systematic de-
velopment process of a coherent aggregated ontology from
a set of component ontologies that are maintained by differ-
ent domain communities. This proactive idea of developing
a larger ontology based on different domain ontologies [16]
is different from traditional ontology mapping, where one
takes a set of existing, independently developed ontologies
and tries to map them together afterwards. In contrast to
simply mapping individual ontologies together we take the
mappings as an integral part of the ontologies. The ontolo-
gies are considered both as individual entities but also as
integral parts of the cloud forming a greater whole. This as-
pect is taken into account at all levels of the development
and publication of the ontologies, thus leading to a different
process and underlying philosophy compared with the usual
approach of linking independently developed ontologies.

1.2 A National Effort in Building a LOO Cloud

In order to test and evaluate these hypotheses in practice, a
LOO cloud called KOKO of cross-domain ontologies (e.g.
health, cultural heritage, agriculture, seafaring, government,
defence) has been realised in Finland on a national level dur-
ing the FinnONTO research project (2003–2012). Various
libraries, archives, museums, and governmental actors have
annotated vast amounts of documents, each with their own
thesauri. The aim of the KOKO cloud is to maintain back-
wards compatibility with the existing annotations while al-
lowing for better interoperability between different datasets.
Thus, the system is based on transforming a set of legacy
thesauri in use into light-weight ontologies and interlinking
them with each other. Currently, KOKO encompasses six-
teen ontologised thesauri with more to be integrated into the
system in the future. The current version of KOKO is a har-
monised global ontology of some 47,000 concepts aligned
into a single hierarchy.

In the centre of the KOKO cloud is the General Finnish
Ontology YSO, based on the General Finnish Thesaurus YSA7,
which has been developed since 1987 by the National Li-
brary of Finland and is used across various organisations in
Finland. YSO provides the upper hierarchy, originally in-
spired by the ideas of “foundational ontologies”, such as
DOLCE [9], and shared “upper ontologies”, such as IEEE
SUMO [27]. The idea is to provide the LOO cloud with the
common upper concepts needed in many domains. YSO is
then complemented by more refined ontologies for specific
domains. These component ontologies are developed by the
experts responsible for the original thesauri preserving the
domain know-how while allowing for asynchronous updat-
ing based on the resources of each organisation. From an
end user’s point of view, KOKO ontology is seen and used

7 http://vesa.lib.helsinki.fi/ysa/
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as a single ontology without boundaries; for the ontology
developers, domain boundaries are needed in order to di-
vide the responsibilities of distributed ontology work based
on domain expertise needed in different parts of the KOKO
cloud.

KOKO ontology was originally published in the ontol-
ogy library system ONKI8 [36,37] operating as a living lab
research environment. Over the years ONKI has been in-
tegrated into, e.g. several museums, libraries, and web por-
tals. In 2013 the National Library of Finland launched a joint
project with the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Ed-
ucation and Culture to build a permanent, national ontology
service Finto9 based on the ONKI system [35]. The National
Library also took on the responsibility of coordinating fur-
ther development of the KOKO cloud. Finto ontology ser-
vice provides a centralised publication channel for the on-
tologies with common interfaces for accessing them in vari-
ous applications.

1.3 Challenges in Developing a Linked Ontology Cloud

Several issues need to be taken into account when mov-
ing from developing individual thesauri into developing and
maintaining a cloud of interlinked ontologies. In this paper,
the following challenges are discussed.

– Creation of ontologies. How is an existing legacy the-
saurus transformed into an ontology? How is a new on-
tology mapped into the linked ontology system? How
are the URIs of the concepts formed?

– Development of ontologies. How are the overlapping
parts of ontologies recognised in order to minimise the
duplicate work of the ontology developers? How are the
changes in one ontology communicated to other related
ontologies? How are the errors and other quality issues
recognised in a system of several ontologies?

– Publication of ontologies. How should the linked ontol-
ogy system be presented to the end user in order to make
it comprehensible? What kind of services for using the
ontologies are needed for different user groups?

1.4 Structure of the Paper

This paper is divided into four main parts. Section 2 presents
a model for creating and updating a linked ontology cloud
and lists a set of seven principles guiding the process. The
following Sections 3–5 describe the development cycle of
the cloud in more detail with an emphasis on how a sin-
gle domain ontology is handled by the process. Throughout,
the KOKO cloud provides an illustrative use case on how

8 http://onki.fi/
9 http://finto.fi/en/

the process has been applied to practice. Since the tradi-
tional, comparative evaluation of the process is difficult, the
extensive application to practice has been used as a proof
of concept with the process being adjusted based on real-
life experiences in accordance with the principles of action
research [5]. The main user groups for this have been the
ontology developers on the one hand, and the systems that
KOKO has been integrated into on the other hand. In the fi-
nal Section 6, related work is presented and the contributions
of the paper are summarised.

2 A Model for Managing a Linked Ontology Cloud

Our ontology development work started by a field study on
how thesauri in use are actually developed. The result was
that thesauri are typically developed by independent expert
groups focusing on concepts in their own domains of inter-
est, with little collaboration between the groups. The situa-
tion seems to be more or less similar in other countries, too.
Obviously, this model leads to redundant work in develop-
ing overlapping areas of thesauri and, at the same time, to in-
teroperability problems between the thesauri, since different
parties define their concepts without considering each oth-
ers’ choices. To address these problems we propose a more
coordinated collaborative model for developing a linked on-
tology cloud, which is depicted in Fig. 1. Note that in the
following discussion the bolded numbers in parentheses re-
fer to the numbered parts in the figure.

2.1 Ontology Creation Phase

First, existing thesauri (1) and ontologies (2) are selected
for building blocks of the ontology cloud. A thesaurus is
converted into RDF format using a shared ontology schema
(3) and aligned with a general upper ontology (GUO) (4).
Aligning domain ontologies with a GUO forms the basis for
interoperability by providing a complete concept hierarchy
and is much easier to maintain than direct, pair-wise map-
pings between domain ontologies [12]. This idea was sug-
gested, e.g. by the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology (SUO)10

working group.
The alignment can be done in a semi-automatic fash-

ion by first generating equivalency mappings automatically
and then correcting them manually. In addition to equiva-
lency mappings, subsumption and partitive relations might
be used in the case of light-weight ontologies. For exam-
ple, the concept “antique furniture” in a museum domain
ontology may be aligned with the concept “furniture” in the
upper ontology using a subclass-of relation. In order to cre-
ate a complete, fully connected linked ontology, all concepts

10 http://suo.ieee.org/
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of a domain ontology should be mapped to the GUO either
directly or through other concepts in the domain ontology.
The transformation is discussed in more detail in [16]. In
our case study, a natural basis for a GUO was the General
Finnish Thesaurus YSA that was transformed into the Gen-
eral Finnish Ontology YSO. already as a reference in many
specialised thesauri.

Fig. 1 The model of Linked Ontology Cloud formation and manage-
ment

2.2 Ontology Integration Phase

The ontology integration phase begins after the domain on-
tologies have been aligned with the GUO (5). There may
be mutually overlapping parts between the domain ontolo-
gies because the alignments were made between the domain
ontologies and the GUO only. To facilitate the integration of
domain ontologies (DO) (6), processes, and tools for discov-
ering overlapping parts of the ontologies are needed. Based
on the analysis, it is possible to eliminate redundant devel-
opment work by deciding between domain ontology devel-
opers which ontologies maintain which overlapping parts.

Changes in the GUO create pressure for the domain on-
tologies to be updated accordingly to ensure the consistency
of the cloud (7). For example, in our case study system,
some 2,000 changes are made annually in the upper ontol-
ogy YSO. The changes should be taken into account in the
development process of the domain ontologies. Fortunately,
not all changes in the GUO are relevant to all domain on-

tologies, but only those related to them via equivalency, sub-
sumption or partitive relations.

2.3 Cloud Publication Phase

When a development cycle of an ontology cloud has been
completed, its logical consistency and other quality aspects
should be validated (8) making sure that the resulting ontol-
ogy adheres to the constraints of the properties and classes
used. Some of the problems encountered can be fixed au-
tomatically [34] (e.g. overlaps in disjoint semantic relations
and cycles in the concept hierarchy) but they should nonethe-
less be communicated to the developers. However, automatic
validation has difficulty in finding problems on the semantic
level, which usually requires manual checking. Finally, the
ontology cloud can be published as services for humans and
machines, e.g. via user interfaces, APIs, and downloadable
files (9).

2.4 Principles for Building a Linked Ontology Cloud

In our case study, the KOKO cloud based on the sixteen
ontologised thesauri presented in Table 1 was created. Be-
low, the lessons learned during the work are summarised as
a seven-point list of practical building principles. We con-
sider the proposed principles novel, as we are not aware of
previous ontology design patterns focused on managing an
ontology cloud as a whole.

I The ontology cloud consists of one general upper on-
tology and several domain ontologies that are linked to
the upper ontology with subsumption, equivalency, as-
sociative and partitive relations.
Reason: This means that the domain ontologies do not
have to be linked to each other pairwise, as the upper
ontology acts as semantic glue for joining all the on-
tologies together. Shared concepts are included in the
upper ontology. The idea is to minimise the links be-
tween the domain ontologies, which simplifies their de-
velopment since a given developer needs only concern
herself with her own domain ontology and the GUO.

II Every concept in a domain ontology has a subsumption
or equivalency relation to a concept in the GUO or a
subsumption relation to a concept in the same domain
ontology.
Reason: This means that every concept in a domain on-
tology needs to be able to trace a subsumption relation
to a concept in the general upper ontology. This en-
sures a consistent concept hierarchy for the whole cloud
and that domain ontologies can not define new top-level
concepts.
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Name of the
ontology

Domain Number of
concepts

YSO General upper ontology
(GUO)

27,200

AFO Agriculture and forestry 7,000

JUHO Government 6,300

KAUNO Literature 5,000

KITO Literary research 850

KTO Linguistics 900

KULO Cultural research 1,500

LIITO Economics 3,000

MAO Museum artefacts 6,800

MERO Seafaring 1,300

MUSO Music 1,000

PUHO Military 2,000

TAO Design 3,000

TERO Health 6,500

TSR Working and employment 5,100

VALO Photography 2,000

Table 1 The ontologies comprising the LOO cloud KOKO

III If a concept in a domain ontology has an equivalency to
a concept in the GUO, it may not have broader concepts
in the domain ontology, which lack an equivalency re-
lation to a concept in the GUO.
Reason: This is needed to avoid having dependencies
from the GUO towards a domain ontology by forbid-
ding domain ontologies from introducing broader con-
cepts to concepts in the GUO (through inference over
equivalency relation). Otherwise domain ontology de-
velopers could propagate contradictions or unwanted
concept (re)definitions into the GUO, especially in cases
where more than one domain ontology is involved.

IV The domain ontologies are focused on a clearly bounded
domain and are as self-contained as possible.
Reason: This allows the domain ontology developer to
concentrate on the area of her expertise. This also min-
imises dependencies between domain ontologies and
facilitates ontology development work.

V A concept in a domain ontology may not have an equiv-
alency to a concept in another domain ontology. A con-
cept in a domain ontology may have an associative re-
lation or have a broader concept in another domain on-
tology at the discretion of the developers.
Reason: Dependencies between domain ontologies can-
not always be avoided due to inherent relations across
the borders of different domains. This means that the
developers need to monitor the changes to the other do-
main ontology but this is allowed since it does not affect

the other domain ontology directly. The use of broader
and associative relations extends the target domain on-
tology but does not affect its semantics (strongly), whereas
the equivalency relation would possibly introduce new
broader concepts to concepts in the target ontology and
thus redefine their semantics.

VI The GUO and the domain ontologies use a shared on-
tology schema and are based on domain-independent
standards.
Reason: Thus the ontologies can be easily merged and
used together with various data sources outside of those
directly linked to the cloud, using standard software,
e.g. SKOS or RDFS/OWL tools.

VII The resulting ontology cloud should be logically con-
sistent, e.g. by ensuring the integrity of the concept sub-
sumption hierarchy over ontology boundaries (since tran-
sitivity is assumed).
Reason: This allows for reasoning and query expansion
over the whole cloud.

3 Creating a Thesaurus-based Ontology for the Linked
Ontology Cloud

The creation of a cloud of linked ontologies begins with
the formation of the general upper ontology. This ontology
provides a completely connected hierarchy of general con-
cepts including the topmost division, e.g. between abstract,
endurant and perdurant concepts [9]. This forms the basic
structure for the domain ontologies to map into, thus saving
them from having to repeat the higher parts of the hierarchy.

Fig. 2 Ontology Creation Phase

Fig. 2 depicts the process of creating a new domain on-
tology for the cloud of linked ontologies, which begins with
the conversion (3) of the domain thesaurus (2) from a legacy
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format into RDF, typically SKOS. This is often a straight-
forward operation but in some cases the original thesaurus
can include relations that are not easy to convert to SKOS.
In these cases it can be a good idea to retain the original re-
lations in the form of a temporary predicate which can then
be harmonised in the publication phase of the process.

In the FinnONTO case, we used ad-hoc scripts for the
transformation since the domain ontologies were in differ-
ent formats. We also transformed them originally into a cus-
tom OWL-based format since at the beginning of the project
SKOS had not yet been established as a standard way of rep-
resenting light-weight RDF ontologies. We continued this
practice in part because of existing tools, such as Protégé11,
but also because some thesauri used relations not present in
SKOS. An example of this was the Agriforest12 thesaurus of
agriculture and forestry, which uses different relations to dif-
ferentiate between names of concepts that were derived from
different sources. These the were preserved for the benefit of
the ontology developers but were then combined into a com-
mon predicate for publication.

The next step of the process is the automatic mapping
(4) to the GUO (1). This can be done roughly through string
comparison between labels or, alternatively, by also utilising
the structure of the ontologies, depending on the nature of
the original thesaurus. Since different thesauri may have dif-
ferent labelling conventions (for example plural vs. singular
forms) some sort of stemming or lemmatisation may also be
needed for the label comparison. The result is a preliminary
mapping which then needs to be checked manually in the
next part (5 and 6) by a domain expert ontologist since the
aim is to produce as good and reliable a result as possible.
Aside from checking the mapping, the human development
part also entails the ontologisation work proper, which needs
to be done when changing vaguely defined terms into more
precise ontology concepts [16,21]. In many cases, a term in
the original thesaurus becomes several concepts in the on-
tology depending on whether the term has multiple mean-
ings. When a single term corresponds to several concepts,
we have added a qualifier in parentheses to the preferred la-
bel for each concept in order to make it easier to differentiate
between them. For example, the ambiguous keyword ”child”
could be split into concepts ”child (age)” and ”child (family
relation)”.

In the FinnONTO project, we did the preliminary map-
ping between a domain ontology and the GUO by label com-
parison using lemmatisation and custom scripts, while most
of the actual ontologisation work was done by the experts
from the organisations that maintained the thesauri. Now
there exist specialised ontology matching tools, such as Agree-

11 http://protege.stanford.edu/
12 http://www-db.helsinki.fi/agri/agrisanasto/Welcome eng.html

mentMakerLight13, which could be utilised for the initial
mapping.

Finally, the URI scheme of the ontology needs to be con-
sidered. A good starting point is the URI design principles
presented by W3C in Cool URIs for the Semantic Web14.
Human-readable meaning-bearing URIs pose difficulties in
that they are language-dependent and, most importantly, in
the case where further development ends up changing the
label of the concept, the persistent URI can not keep up
with the changes, thus gradually leading to the degenera-
tion of the mapping between the labels and URIs. Since we
are building on thesauri that have been in active use and de-
velopment for long, we must also consider the long term ef-
fects of our current decisions. Therefore, we decided to use
language- and meaning-neutral URIs where the local name
consisting of a letter and a string of numbers (e.g. p3612).

Since ontologies evolve with new concepts and URIs
introduced and old ones possibly deleted, a system (7) is
needed for tracking the use of the URIs. In FinnONTO, we
created our own tool for this called Purify15. Purify har-
monises all local names in a given namespace to the letter
followed by a number format. The tool keeps a log of the
mappings between the possible temporary URIs used during
the early stages of the development since human-readable
URIs were found to be useful at the beginning of the ontol-
ogisation. Finally, Purify makes sure that no two resources
get the same URI and that if the URI generation needs to be
repeated, the result will be the same every time.

With the first version of a domain ontology completed
(8) and successfully mapped to the GUO, the next step is to
integrate it into the ontology cloud proper. Table 1 lists all
the ontologies completed for our LOO cloud KOKO at the
moment. The name of the ontology is followed by a descrip-
tion of its domain and the number of concepts.

4 Maintaining a Cloud of Interlinked Ontologies

There are two main concerns when integrating and manag-
ing domain ontologies in a cloud: how to manage the domain
ontologies with respect to one another and how to manage
their relation to GUO. This phase is depicted in Fig. 3, con-
tinuing from Fig. 2, and is explained in depth below.

4.1 Avoiding Overlap Between Domain Ontologies

The Principles IV and V presented in Section 2 posit that in
order to keep relations between domain ontologies to a min-
imum, the domains covered need to be precisely set. With

13 https://github.com/AgreementMakerLight
14 http://www.w3.org/TR/cooluris/
15 http://puri.onki.fi/info/
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Fig. 3 Ontology Integration Phase

minimal links between domain ontologies, they can be de-
veloped independently from one another, but it also means
that the curation of the ontological domains is an on-going
process. Overlaps can come into being especially in the bor-
der areas of two domains where a given set of concepts can
not be unequivocally said to belong to either one of two dif-
ferent ontology domains.

In Fig. 3, we can see that the process of discovering these
overlaps between a given domain ontology (1) and the rest
of the domain ontologies in the cloud (3) makes use of a
tool (4) to help the domain ontology developers in finding
and even analysing the overlaps. This tool can be based on
string matching similar labels and reporting on the poten-
tially overlapping concepts, but it can also make use of the
ontological structure and relations to find overlapping con-
cepts [8].

Once an overlap between two or more domain ontolo-
gies has been discovered, a dialogue (5) should be started
between the developers of those ontologies. Its possible end
results are as follows:

a) The concepts that overlap are really the same concept and
the developers of the domain ontologies and the GUO
can agree that the concept is general enough to be in-
cluded in the GUO. In this case, the concept can be re-
moved from the domain ontologies.

b) The concepts that overlap are really the same concept but
the developers can agree that the concept is not needed
in both (or all) of the domain ontologies and agree on a
single domain ontology that should host the concept in
question and handle changes and development further on
that concept and its subconcepts. This is most common
in situations where the concept is clearly in the domain
of one ontology and only included in the other due to
historical reasons, for example.

c) The concepts that overlap are really the same concept
and the ontology developers wish for it to remain present
in both (or all) of the ontologies. A note should be made
that if the concept is changed or developed further, the
other developers should be informed as needed.

d) The concepts that overlap are actually different concepts
but might share a preferred label. In this case, the labels
should be differentiated from one another if possible so
as to avoid confusion when the ontologies are used to-
gether.

Great care should be exercised when choosing option c)
since it clashes with Principle V and can easily lead to in-
creasing complexity in development. This should be avoided
as much as possible, since one of the main goals of the pre-
sented system is to make the asynchronous development of
ontologies possible and having the same concept in two do-
main ontologies means that both sets of developers need to
agree on possible further development.

In our case study, we implemented a tool called KOAN,
based on simple label matching, for finding ontology over-
laps since the light-weight ontologies do not offer much struc-
ture to use as a basis for the discovery task. Furthermore,
identical labels pose the most difficulty for the annotators
using the ontology since they would need to decide between
different concepts with the same names based on their place
in the hierarchy. Having concepts with different labels that
end up being the same is much less of a problem since, when
the mistake is discovered, it is relatively easy to combine the
annotations made using the duplicated concepts.

When applied to KOKO, KOAN found lots of overlap-
ping concepts even between ontologies of seemingly very
distinct domains. Table 2 shows some of the comparison re-
sults between ontologies by showing the per cent amount of
overlap. For instance, from the first row, second cell, we can
see that the agriculture and forestry domain ontology AFO
contains 8 % of the concepts of the government domain on-
tology JUHO. Comparing with Table 1 we can see that even
ontologies from seemingly very distinct domains can have
a lot of overlap between them. Maintaining the overlaps in
multiple places at the same time creates a lot of unnecessary
work and can lead to inconsistencies in the transitive rela-
tions. Our aim is to implement a systematic process for the
elimination of these overlaps.

In addition to overlapping concepts, a domain ontology
may have a concept with an associative relation or a broader
concept in another domain ontology because cross-domain
relations cannot always be avoided. For example, in our use
case, the museum domain ontology MAO contains the con-
cept ”catapults”, which is a subclass of the concept “weapons”
in GUO. On other hand, the military domain ontology PUHO
has the concept “single-shot weapons”, which could be used
as the superclass of “catapults” for more refined semantics.
However, using relations between domain ontologies may
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Ontology AFO JUHO KAUNO MERO TERO

AFO 8% 2% 3% 25%

JUHO 7% 16% 5% 40%

KAUNO 2% 12% 1% 28%

MERO 0% 1% 0% 2%

TERO 23% 41% 36% 13%

Table 2 Number of overlapping concepts in five domain ontologies of
KOKO

be a justification of moving such cross-domain concepts (“single-
shot weapons” in the example) into GUO in order to min-
imise dependencies between domain ontologies.

4.2 Keeping the Domain Ontologies up to Date Regarding
GUO

The second part of the cloud management process, as de-
picted on the right hand side of Fig. 3, is the handling of the
changes in the upper ontology. As an implication of Prin-
ciple II, the domain ontologies react to the changes in the
upper ontology. In other words, when the GUO developers
release a new version (6), the domain ontologies need to be
potentially updated.

The structure of the cloud aims to allow for the asyn-
chronous updating of the domain ontologies, which can re-
sult in long intervals between the updates of a given domain
ontology. Additionally, the ontologies are often developed in
different organisations, and using separate ontology editors
creates a challenge in how to communicate the changes be-
tween the developers. The two main approaches to convey-
ing the changes are push and pull synchronisation [6]. The
push version propagates the changes in one ontology imme-
diately to the other ontologies, whereas in the pull version
the change listing is requested when needed by the ontology
developer. The push approach is good for situations where
the ontologies are updated frequently, so that the ontology
developer can quickly ensure the consistency of the ontol-
ogy after the changes. However, this approach is challeng-
ing if the ontology reacting to changes is update infrequently
due to, e.g., lack of resources. Then it would be preferable
that the changes could be acquired when needed and not
propagated immediately. A long update interval also means
that the amount of changes can build up over time and when
the update process of the domain ontology is started, the
number of changes that need to be checked can be in the
thousands.

In order to ease the work of the domain ontology devel-
oper, a tool (7) needs to be used for propagating the changes.
It would also be beneficial to order or categorise the changes
of the GUO somehow according to their relevance to the do-

main ontology in question. A set of criteria for estimating
relevance should take into account the differences in ontolo-
gies and the relations between them as well as the likely
changes that are going to occur in development.

In the FinnONTO project, we created a change propaga-
tion tool MUTU and a set of accompanying relevance crite-
ria as described in [29]. The basic idea is that a change in the
GUO is likely to be relevant to domain ontology developers
if it concerns a concept that has been directly linked to from
the domain ontology (a connecting concept). If a concept in
the GUO has been marked as equivalent or as a superclass to
a concept in the domain ontology, any change to it is likely
to be of interest to the domain ontology developers. Further-
more, if the concept hierarchy of an ancestor changes for a
connecting concept in GUO, this is likely to be relevant to
the domain ontology developer due to the transitive nature
of the relation. If a concept is removed, rare though that is,
that is deemed as interesting due to the fact that this con-
cept could have been in use by the domain ontology users
but has not been duplicated to the ontology itself. Finally, if
a concept has been added that has the same label as a con-
cept already existing in the domain ontology, this is always
relevant.

MUTU simply finds out the changes between the new
version of the GUO and the one that was used for the map-
ping of the domain ontology, lists these changes according
to the type of the change and relevance, and adds helper
classes to the development version of the domain ontology
for grouping the concepts in the ontology editor suite that
need to be checked by the developer (8). MUTU also allows
the domain ontology developer to configure it according to
her needs based on, e.g., a specific priority of languages or
on blocking changes from certain properties deemed irrele-
vant to the domain ontology development.

5 Publishing a Linked Open Ontology Cloud

Once the individual component ontologies have been devel-
oped and the links between them have been curated, the on-
tology cloud needs to be published. The aim is to provide
the users with a single, unified whole that can be used es-
sentially as a single ontology like any other. The process
of publishing a Linked Open Ontology Cloud is depicted in
Fig. 4.

5.1 Validation, Merging and Publication

The publication phase starts when a new version of a do-
main ontology (1) is ready and the developer wants to pub-
lish it in the LOO cloud. The first step is to clean up the
ontology for publication (2), by removing structures needed
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only in the development of the ontology. For example, tem-
porary concepts that are used for grouping concepts that are
under development and editorial notes for internal use by
the ontology developers can be removed. Similarly, tempo-
rary ontology-specific predicates should be converted to the
common schema.

Fig. 4 Cloud Publication Phase

In the FinnONTO case, the domain ontologies were de-
veloped in a Protégé project with the general upper ontology
included. To help the ontology developer to focus on the
concepts of the domain ontology, the topmost concepts of
the domain ontology (the ones that do not have subclass-of
relation to a concept in the domain ontology) are connected
with subclass-of relation to a temporary concept acting as a
root concept for the ontology. This root concept is removed
in the clean up process as the goal is to present the resulting
ontology cloud to the end users as a single complete hierar-
chy with a single root concept.

Before the new domain ontology version is merged into
the cloud it is validated (5) for compliance with Principle VII,
e.g. by checking the logical consistency and spotting the vi-
olations of best practices. The results of the validation are
communicated to the ontology developer who can then fix
the problems. A validator may also fix some of the prob-
lems automatically, e.g. by removing cycles in the concept
hierarchy.

For the validation of the ontologies we are using the
Skosify tool [34], which converts RDFS/OWL/SKOS vo-
cabularies into proper SKOS format. Overlaps in disjoint se-
mantic relations (skos:related and skos:broaderTransitive)
are checked and inconsistencies are corrected automatically
by removing skos:related relations in problematic cases.
In cases where a concept has more than one skos:prefLabel

per language one of the labels is arbitrarily selected for use
as skos:prefLabel while the others are simply converted
into skos:altLabels. A check is performed in order to de-
tect overlaps in disjoint label properties (skos:prefLabel,
skos:altLabel, and skos:hiddenLabel) and the super-
fluous ones are removed. As a best practice, the cycles in
the concept hierarchy are removed, and finally extra whites-
paces are removed from concept labels. The violations are
also reported to the ontology developer so he may fix the
problems in a controlled way instead of relying on the auto-
matic fixing procedure. We also used Skosify to convert the
ontologies from the custom OWL format to SKOS for pub-
lication. SKOS was chosen due to the amount of tools avail-
able and for its suitability for our use case of light-weight
ontologies.

After the validation, the new version of the domain on-
tology is merged (6) with the GUO (3) and the other domain
ontologies (4). The idea is to build a single representation
of the linked ontology cloud (7) by merging equivalent con-
cepts and giving them a single URI. The differing ontology
schemas are harmonised so that the end user does not get
confused with the ontology-specific structures and naming
conventions.

When annotating using the linked ontology cloud, the
annotator should be making choices between concepts as
opposed to ontologies. To this end, the cloud is merged (6)
into a single whole (7) by taking all the concepts linked
with skos:exactMatch relations between them (marked as
equivalent) and combining them. In case a clearer division
between the development version of individual ontologies
and the published version of the cohesive cloud needs to be
made, new URIs can also be assigned to the concepts of the
cloud. Here care needs to be taken in order to ensure that the
same concepts always map to the same URIs even in cases
where that concept might at first originate from the upper
ontology and later have been moved to a domain ontology
or vice versa.

In FinnONTO, we gave all the concepts in the KOKO
cloud new URIs in a new namespace. The combination of
the ontologies listed in Table 1 resulted in a combined cloud
of some 47,000 concepts. In order to allow the end user to
select only from a single domain, we assigned domain ontol-
ogy specific concept types as subclasses of skos:Concept.

Once the ontology cloud is merged, it is ready for pub-
lication (8). In accordance with the “open” part of the name
LOO, the cloud is published as Linked Data [13], so that in-
dividual concept URIs can be referenced from various datasets
and URIs are resolvable to information about the concepts
in human- and machine-readable forms. The LOO cloud is
published for humans via user interfaces for searching, brows-
ing and visualising the ontologies, and as widgets for inte-
grating ontologies into applications. For machine use, addi-
tional REST and Web Service APIs are provided to facilitate
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even deeper integration of the ontologies. Finally, the ontol-
ogy cloud is published as a SPARQL endpoint enabling ad
hoc queries for more complex needs.

These services were provided by the ONKI Ontology
Service [37], part of which was further developed by the
National Library of Finland in the form of Finto thesaurus
and ontology service. These services act as repositories for
vocabularies, thesauri, and ontologies, providing support for
publishing, finding and accessing them. The main user groups
of ONKI and Finto are ontology developers, content index-
ers and information searchers. Ontology developers need a
way to visualise the ontology they are developing, and es-
pecially in the context of the LOO cloud, where the domain
ontology developers map their ontologies only to the gen-
eral upper ontology, there is a need for getting an overview
of the whole cloud. This way the developers can see how
their domain ontologies are situated in the LOO cloud and
discover possible overlaps with other domain ontologies.

Content indexers and information searchers need ways
of finding ontologies and concepts suited for their needs.
The Linked Open Ontology Cloud approach eliminates the
need for finding ontologies and making selections between
them, as one ontology system covering all domains of life
aims to fulfill the needs of everyone. For finding suitable
concepts, ONKI/Finto service provides an ontology browser
which visualises the ontologies as a tree hierarchy and shows
other relations between concepts. The user may use auto-
completion search for finding concepts based on their labels.
In addition to dereferenceable URIs, machines are served
with REST API, and a SPARQL endpoint16. The general
ontology service software powering Finto is developed cur-
rently by the National Library of Finland as an open source
project Skosmos17 and can be freely used to set up a similar
service. The ontology cloud is published under a permissive
Creative Commons Attribution license18.

5.2 Use Cases

During the FinnONTO research project, the adoption of KO-
KO was hampered by the uncertainty regarding its future.
With the ontology service project of the National Library
of Finland, the development and publication of KOKO was
given sustainable governmental resources thus securing its
future. However, due to the length of the process of securing
funding, the wide-spread adoption of KOKO is only begin-
ning.

KOKO and ONKI/Finto have been in daily use in many
museums, such as the Espoo City Museum, where it has

16 http://api.finto.fi/sparql; The KOKO cloud is available in the
named graph http://www.yso.fi/onto/koko/.

17 http://github.com/NatLibFi/Skosmos/
18 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

been integrated into the collection management system Kauko.
The first large scale system using KOKO was the seman-
tic cultural heritage portal CultureSampo19 [25] aggregating
contents from various data sources. KOKO is a basis of the
deployed BookSampo20 [24] literature portal of the Finnish
public libraries with some 60,000 monthly end users on the
Web.

At the moment, Finnish archives are integrating KOKO
ontologies via Finto into their common search registry ser-
vice for metadata on both digital as well as conventional
documents with the AHAA project [19]. A recent company
pilot user of KOKO has been the Swedish language divi-
sion of the national public service broadcasting company of
Finland, Svenska YLE. They have used KOKO in the anno-
tation of their web content and have complemented it with
Freebase21 for instance references, such as people and or-
ganisations. The pilot has been a success and they are con-
sidering adopting the system in the Finnish part of YLE as
well as their archive.

The multi-disciplinary nature of KOKO means that it
is especially suited to organisations that deal with cross-
domain contents such as media organisations, museums, li-
braries, and archives. Furthermore, using the concepts from
domain ontologies links the content to more in-depth data
from the specialist organisations that originally developed
the domain ontologies for their data annotation needs.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

We described a process for creating and managing a Linked
Open Ontology Cloud, based on existing legacy thesauri. To
conclude, we compare our approach to related work, sum-
marise our contributions, and suggest future work.

6.1 Related Work

Our work on linking ontological concepts used in annota-
tions complements the idea of the Linked Open Data cloud,
where emphasis is on data entity linking using (typically)
owl:sameAs properties [11]. We also complement the work
on Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV)22, which focuses on
metadata schema linking based on property hierarchies rather
than linking domain ontologies. Linking the data through
ontologies allows additional interoperability due to the in-
ferenced knowledge gained through the shared ontology se-
mantics [14]. Our approach follows this principle and pro-
vides a framework for interlinked ontology cloud develop-

19 http://www.kulttuurisampo.fi/
20 http://www.kirjasampo.fi/
21 https://www.freebase.com/
22 http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
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ment. Backwards compatibility with existing annotations is
retained by basing the ontologies on legacy thesauri in use.

Another example of highly linked ontologies can be found
in BioPortal23, an ontology repository that has features sup-
porting collaborative (inter-)ontology development. In addi-
tion to uploading new ontologies to BioPortal, users can also
create and upload mappings between the concepts of dif-
ferent ontologies [28]. The mappings can be used to bridge
overlapping ontologies or to extend general ontologies with
specialised ones. Users can comment and create discussion
threads on ontologies, their parts, and mappings, thus sup-
porting a collaborative and open inter-ontology development
process. However, a set of mapped ontologies does not ap-
pear as a single whole to the user though one can browse
the ontologies by following the mappings between concepts.
Moreover, the mappings are not utilised in the ontology de-
velopment process to propagate the changes of an (upper)
ontology to ontologies extending it, as they are in our LOO
model.

In order to move from a group of ontologies into a co-
herent ontology system, the ontologies need to be recon-
ciled. Ontology reconciliation [12] is a broad term, cover-
ing ontology merging, alignment, and integration. Most of
the reconciliation methods are automatic or semi-automatic,
which can lead to lower quality, especially if the ontologies
were originally expert-made [7]. Our approach emphasises
the importance of manual development work in the recon-
ciliation process.

In ontology modularisation [1], ontologies are divided
into smaller interlinked parts to facilitate distributed devel-
opment and re-use. Our approach merges ontologies based
on existing thesauri to form a Linked Open Ontology Cloud,
while the development of the individual ontologies contin-
ues in a modularised way. Furthermore, we present the re-
sulting interlinked cloud as single whole so that the end
users do not have to make selections between ontologies.

There have been several previous efforts on building a
general upper ontology [26] that can be used as a founda-
tional basis for domain ontologies. Some of the upper on-
tologies have been developed from scratch, while, e.g. the
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology SUMO [27] was cre-
ated by merging existing ontologies. We used the General
Finnish Ontology YSO, transformed from an existing gen-
eral thesaurus YSA, as the upper ontology in our Linked
Open Ontology Cloud. In contrast to the previous work on
upper ontologies, which focuses on the creation of an upper
ontology, our work emphasises the model for managing the
domain ontologies as part of the ontology cloud and keep-
ing them up to date and synchronised with the changes of
the upper ontology.

Related to the principles of forming and managing the
ontology cloud presented in this paper, similar guidelines

23 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/

have been presented in the context of the OBO Foundry
initiative [30]. However, in OBO Foundry the focus is on
coordinating the development of different ontologies under
shared principles, but not on merging them into a single on-
tology cloud and the challenges therein. General, domain-
independent ontology design principles have been proposed
by several researchers [10,38]. Our model uses their ideas as
a foundation, e.g. by organising orthogonal concept domains
into separate ontologies and supporting ontologies of differ-
ent granularity levels in the form of a GUO and the domain
ontologies extending it. The principles presented in this pa-
per extend the general ontology design principles by cover-
ing modelling issues related to the management of changes
in a linked ontology cloud.

Keeping domain ontologies up to date with the changes
of the GUO is closely related to the topic of ontology evo-
lution, which concentrates on addressing the changes in on-
tologies over time. Different change types have been listed
in [33], whereas [20] considers more abstract change pat-
terns constructed from atomic changes. According to [4]
users would have liked to see explicitly when a concept cre-
ated by them had been modified, indicating that not all the
changes occurring in an ontology are equally relevant to all
developers providing the impetus for our work on building
a set of priorities for different changes. The detection of
changes in an updated ontology can be done using logs [32]
or by comparing two versions of the ontology [22], which
was the approach we chose. Additionally, the extra chal-
lenges of distributed ontology development have been ad-
dressed in [20,23,18]. In our approach there is no assump-
tion that all the ontology developers use the same ontology
editor, as the support tools are implemented separately from
the ontology development suite.

6.2 Contributions and Future Work

We presented the idea of the Linked Open Ontologies (LOO)
for fostering data integration. LOO complements dataset en-
tity linking in LOD and metadata schema linking in LOV.
The realisation of the LOO cloud was achieved by facili-
tating an environment of interconnected but easily manage-
able set of cross-domain ontologies allowing for distributed
ontology development. This can be more efficient since the
mappings between ontologies can be re-used for different
datasets.

Furthermore, we presented a detailed description of man-
aging the overlaps between domain ontologies and the in-
consistencies resulting from the asynchronous updating of
the GUO compared with the domain ontologies. Finally, we
implemented a LOO in practice with sixteen ontologies and
a full set of tools for the development cycle from a set of
thesauri to a fully realised Linked Open Ontology Cloud.
Based on this work, we accompanied the LOO model with
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a set of seven principles that guide the process of building
and managing an ontology cloud. The principles are general
enough to be applied to other ontology clouds in addition to
the one we have built.

A central challenge in the linking process is in main-
taining the integrity of the transitive relations across differ-
ent ontologies and we have achieved this through the use
of a general upper ontology acting as a central hub for the
linking of various domain ontologies. We consider proactive
linking as an integral part of the development process itself
as opposed to simply mapping independently developed on-
tologies.

The model was piloted by implementing it into prac-
tice in extensive scale in various organisations encompass-
ing many different domains. The model evolved based on
lessons learned during the multi-year implementation and
development process. Feedback was gathered from ontology
developers as well from the systems integrating the linked
ontology cloud. Based on the success of the prototype, the
model is now being applied on a national scale in archives,
libraries, and museums, as well as in ministries and other
governmental agencies.

For our future research, we are focusing on building bet-
ter tools and refining the processes for tracking and com-
municating the changes in the GUO to the domain ontology
developers. To this end, we are also devising a more formal
administrative process for the development and overall co-
ordination of the KOKO cloud. Since it is a joint operation
by over a dozen different organizations the particulars of the
administration need to be both flexible yet well-defined.
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Abstract—Ontology repositories, such as NCBO Bioportal,
ONKI and Cupboard, help finding and using ontologies on
the Semantic Web. However, currently each ontology repository
constitutes a separate island with its own user interface, APIs,
users, ontology languages and set of ontologies. Because there
is not a universal way to access all ontology repositories, doing
global search, browsing, and inference over all available ontology
repositories turns out to be technically difficult and is generally
not done. Ontologies are not reused as much as they could and
hence the full potential of ontologies is not achieved. To address
the problem, we propose the Normalized Ontology Repository
(NOR) approach to make the ontology repositories universally
accessible while maintaining their unique functionalities and
strengths. The SKOS language is used as the lowest common
denominator for presenting the ontologies. In addition, a simple
API for searching and accessing the ontologies is defined. As
a proof-of-concept evaluation, we present three case implemen-
tations to demonstrate the NOR approach: 1) the distributed
architecture of the ONKI repository, 2) the metasearch for ONKI
and NCBO Bioportal, and 3) publishing informal ontological
concept collections as NOR end-points, demonstrated with the
semantic portal CultureSampo and the metadata editor SAHA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ontologies and ontology repositories have been considered
to be a key resource for enabling the vision of the Semantic
Web [1]–[3]. Ontology repositories are used for publishing,
sharing and reusing ontologies and vocabularies for content
indexing, information retrieval, content integration, and other
purposes. Current implementations of ontology repositories
include for example the NCBO BioPortal1 [4], the Finnish
Ontology Library Service ONKI2 [5], Cupboard [6], the forth-
coming Open Ontology Repository (OOR)3 [2], and there are
many other systems, too [3].

An ontology is a shared specification of a conceptualization,
defining concepts of a specific area of interest to allow
sharing of knowledge [7]. Ontologies typically contain textual
information about the concepts, relations between the concepts
and, perhaps most importantly, define the unique identifiers
(the URI in the context of the Semantic Web) of the concepts.
With the help of the identifiers, the concepts can be referred to,
for example, as values in metadata. Therefore, one typical use
case for ontology repositories is to support the user in finding
relevant ontological concepts from the underlying ontologies.
With the help of concept search and browsing functionalities,
the user can find the best matching concepts for her needs.

1http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
2http://onki.fi
3http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OpenOntologyRepository

For example, if the user is creating metadata about an article
about fishes, she could use an ontology repository containing
an ontology about fishes to find out the correct URI for the
concept ”fish”, and then use this identifier as the value in her
metadata.

In addition to formal ontologies, a vast amount of other
kinds of concept collections of various degrees of formality
exist that could be useful as identifiers for the Semantic
Web. We call them informal ontologies. One example of such
an informal ontology is Wikipedia, where the URL of each
Wikipedia page correspond to a concept. For example the BBC
is using the Wikipedia identifiers for interlinking content [8]
which is based on RDF representation of the Wikipedia, the
DBpedia [9]. Other examples of informal ontologies include
registries maintained by libraries, such as books and people
(e.g. ULAN4), and identifiers maintained by other organiza-
tions, such as locations (e.g. GeoNames5). In addition, many
websites and their underlying content management systems
use site specific categories and other types of concept collec-
tions that could be useful for others, too. For example, both
ebay6 and Amazon7 have extensive product categorizations.

A problem of current ontology repositories is that each
system constitutes a separate island with its own functionalities
and its own set of ontologies [10]. Each system has its
own user-interface, own API, and support different ontology
languages. This limits the user from using efficiently different
ontology repositories together because, for example, searching
for a specific concept simultaneously from many repositories
is not possible but requires visiting each repository separately.
As a solution to the problem, we propose a universal access
method to ontology repositories based on a normalized pre-
sentation of the ontology content and a shared API. We call
this the Normalized Ontology Repository (NOR) approach. In
addition to ontology repositories, we argue that it is relevant to
consider non-ontological concept collections also as valuable
sources for concept identifiers. Therefore, we suggest that
the NOR approach could be used for publishing such non-
ontological sources, too.

In the following, we first discuss why there is a need for a
multitude of ontology repositories with different functionalities
instead of just creating one application or web service to
address all the needs. Then we present the NOR approach

4http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/ulan/
5http://www.geonames.org
6http://www.ebay.com
7http://www.amazon.com



for creating universal access to different ontology repositories.
After this, three implementations of the NOR approach are
described. Finally, related work is presented, the results of
this paper are summarized and discussed.

II. MOTIVATION

To motivate our work, we discuss the following questions:
Is there a need for different ontology repositories? Would
simultaneous access to ontology repositories be useful? Do
existing Semantic Web technologies and practices address the
needs of ontology repositories?

A. One Size Does Not Fit All

Instead of using a multitude of different implementations
for ontology repositories, one could argue that a single imple-
mentation could address all the different needs of the users,
and the needs created by the different types of ontologies and
application domains. In addition, there could be a single global
ontology repository that would contain all ontologies. While
both scenarios could theoretically be possible, we argue that
there are a multitude of challenges in such approach due to
the following reasons:

Different ontologies and user needs require different func-
tionalities. For example, the ONKI ontology repository sup-
ports different types of ontologies and implements different
visualizations, such as a geographical map interface for ge-
ographical ontologies and a tree visualization for concept
hierarchies, as depicted in Fig. 1. This is done to address
the different needs of different ontologies such as general (ab-
stract) ontologies versus geographical ontologies. For example,
the BioPortal has been designed originally to address the needs
of the biomedical domain. Also different ontology languages
require different technical implementations to maximize the
benefits of the given formalism.

Fig. 1. Some of the user interfaces of the ONKI repository, including
ontology listing, map visualization for geographical ontologies, and concept
hierarchy visualization.

Some ontologies are not available as files but only as
services. Typically, ontologies are published as files that can
be uploaded to ontology repositories. For example, if the
ontology changes constantly or if the size of the ontology
is substantial, publishing the content as a file may not be

practical. In addition, due to business reasons, some ontologies
are not published as files but only as a service. In these
cases, the ontology is only available via the specific API or a
user-interface, but can not be uploaded to a shared ontology
repository.

Security or business reasons may require using internal
ontology repositories. For example, security reasons of an
organization may require that selected ontologies are avail-
able only for internal use or that the server logs of who
checked what ontological concepts remain confidential. Such
requirements can be addressed with private, internal ontology
repositories that are fully controlled by the organization itself.

All concept collections are not ontology repositories. As
we pointed out in the introduction, a vast amount of informal
ontological concept collections exists that are useful as identi-
fiers for the Semantic Web, such as the Wikipedia, the various
registries maintained by libraries and categorizations located in
various websites, such as ebay and Amazon. A single ontology
repository system most probably will not replace all of the
different systems that are used for maintaining such informal
ontologies and vocabularies of various degrees of formality.

B. Simultaneous Access to Repositories

The typical way to use ontology repositories and ontologies
in applications is that the application developers choose a
specific ontology repository and specific ontologies in advance
which are then used in the application. The end-user does not
have to bother what ontology repository or ontology to choose
when using the application. We argue that the practice of using
only one repository leads up to the following problems.

The optimal concept or ontology might not be found.
Because searching simultaneously ontology repositories is not
possible, the end-user or the application developer might not
notice that there exists a suitable ontology or ontological
concept for one’s needs. Due to this, the quality of ontology-
enabled applications and metadata may decrease when the
perfect concepts are not found and used. Also redundant new
ontologies and concepts may created if ontology developers
do not find existing ontologies, which makes it more difficult
to maintain the interoperability of data, because data origi-
nating from different sources is described using a different
(redundant) ontology, which means that the ontologies must
first be interlinked before they can be used for interlinking the
underlying data.

High quality ontologies might be underused. The more a
specific ontology is used, the more established it is to act as
the de facto standard for representing concepts and metadata
of its specific domain. This also increases the ontology de-
velopers and publishers benefits for creating and maintaining
the ontology. If a specific ontology repository is not found
by the potential users, then also the high quality ontologies
contained in the repository will be underused, and the benefits
from creating the ontology decreases. In addition, as pointed
out before, informal ontological concept collections might
not be considered as valuable sources for concept identifiers
such as the Wikipedia or subject heading thesauri maintained



by libraries because they are not published in an existing
ontology repository or made available using standard Semantic
Web formats. Publishing them as ontology repositories would
increase the benefits of existing work.

Ontologies are not interlinked between repositories. The
ontology repositories are currently not acting as model citizens
of the Semantic Web, since their ontological content is not
interlinked between repositories. That is, the ontologies and
the ontology repositories do not implement and follow the
Linked Data [11] practices at the moment. For example,
(automatic) linking to relevant concepts in other ontologies
could help the users to find the best ontologies and concepts
for each need.

Publishing same ontologies in many repositories creates
challenges. Some ontologies may be published in many On-
tology Repositories because they have been considered to be
useful by the repository publisher, or because they have been
uploaded by the ontology developer to as many repositories
as possible to reach as many users as possible. Maintaining
the same ontology in many repositories may lead to redundant
work because new versions of the ontology has to be updated
in all repositories. Also, some repositories may contain older
versions of the ontology which creates compatibly problems
when using metadata based on the ontologies.

Internal ontology repositories require maintenance. Inter-
nal, potentially confidential, ontology repositories may con-
tain public ontologies. Maintaining the public ontologies to
the latest versions require additional work. To avoid this,
simultaneously access to both internal and public ontology
repositories would be beneficial.

C. Shortcomings of Existing Technologies

General Semantic Web search engines, such as
Swoogle8 [12] and Sindice9 [13] are not focused on
ontologies but provide general search of all kind of RDF
data. Ontology search engines, such as Falcons10 [14] and
Ontosearch2 [15] address ontology specific needs, but do
not address the problem of accessing informal ontology
repositories. In addition, all of the previously mentioned
search engines are based on crawling the ontology sources,
which means, that they are may not always be up-to-date. In
addition, ontologies that are only available as services, via an
API or user-interface, may not be indexed.

Ontologies are represented using various languages, such as
the Semantic Web languages RDFS, OWL and SKOS, Com-
mon Logic, Excel, HTML, database tables, and application
specific languages. A shared practice is missing on how to
publish ontologies on the Semantic Web [2].

SPARQL11 is the standard way to provide an application
interface to Semantic Web databases, and it can be used
also to access ontology repositories. However, implementing
a SPARQL end-point can be difficult if the underlying system

8http://swoogle.umbc.edu
9http://sindice.com
10http://ws.nju.edu.cn/falcons
11http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

is not based on Semantic Web technologies. Making SPARQL
queries require also advance knowledge on what ontology
language has been used to be able to make a matching query
and to interpret the result.

To conclude our analysis, in the foreseeable future there will
be many different ontology repositories. Accessing simultane-
ously these repositories would be useful and is not solved in
an optimal way with current technologies.

III. THE NORMALIZED ONTOLOGY REPOSITORIES

As a solution to the problems presented above, we propose
the Normalized Ontology Repository (NOR) approach. NOR
consist of 1) a normalized presentation for ontology concepts,
making thus the different ontology language schemas inter-
operable, and 2) a simple API for accessing the ontology
repository.

A. Normalized Representation of Ontological Concepts

Ontologies are presented using different ontology lan-
guages, such as OWL, RDFS and SKOS, and there exists many
informal ontologies, too. From the interoperability point of
view, this creates a problem, because each ontology language
must handled as a separate case. In the worst case, an
application developer have to handle ontologies presented in
many different languages to build an application that utilizes
ontologies. Due to this, for example, the ONKI repository has
a rule-based configuration language to adjust the system to
support ontologies represented in various kinds of RDF based
languages.

To avoid complicated mappings and inference of hierarchi-
cal and other relations, we propose that each ontology reposi-
tory should provide a normalized, dumbed down presentation
of the ontology concepts in addition to the native format
of the ontology. As the normalization language we suggest
using the RDF based Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS)12, which is a RDF based language for presenting
thesauri, classification schemes, subject heading systems and
taxonomies within the framework of the Semantic Web. SKOS
is by design intended to serve as a common denominator be-
tween different modeling approaches and therefore we decided
to use it compared to other alternatives, such as OWL or
RDFS.

Hiding ontological details makes it easier for the applica-
tions using the NOR compatible ontology repositories. After
finding an interesting concept, the user can be directed to
the specific Ontology Repository with its full functionality
for using the specific ontology. Our intention is to make it
easier to access the basic information of ontological concepts
in an unified way, not to restrict the user from using the
original, full-blown ontology languages and functionalities of
the underlying ontology repositories for specific needs.

In practice, a NOR compatible ontology repository must
provide a concept lookup method:

• concept?uri=[concept identifier]

12http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/



which returns the normalized SKOS version of the given
concept, identified by the concept URI. For example, to get
the normalized concept representation of yso:p907 from the
ONKI ontology repository, the lookup request URL is:

http://onki.fi/nor/concept?uri=http%3A%2F%2F
www.yso.fi%2Fonto%2Fyso%2Fp907

which returns the following SKOS representation13 of the
given concept followed by the (optional) native representation:

# Namespace declarations omitted
# Normalized SKOS representation begins
<http://onki.fi/nor/concept?uri=http%3A%2F%2F
www.yso.fi%2Fonto%2Fyso%2Fp907>

a skos:Concept;
skos:prefLabel "fish"@en, "kala"@fi;
skos:broader

<http://onki.fi/nor/concept?uri=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.yso.fi%2Fonto%2Fyso%2Fp6580>;
#additional properties omitted
#link to the native concept format

nor:describes yso:p907
.
# Native representation begins (optional)
yso:p907

a ysometa:Concept;
ysometa:prefLabel "fish"@en, "kala"@fi;
#...additional properties omitted

.

The SKOS presentation above describes key information
about the given concept (yso:p907) such as the labels (in
English “fish”, in Finnish “kala”), and the URL to the nor-
malized broader concept yso:p6580 (foods). In addition, the
native representation yso:p907 is also presented as part of the
normalized concept lookup response.

To avoid cluttering the native presentation by adding addi-
tional RDF triplets to it, the native and normalized formats are
kept apart from each other with the following RDF property14:

• nor:describes
The property is used for referring to the native concept

presentation from the normalized SKOS representation. To
avoid making unintended conclusions, we did not use, for
example, the owl:sameAs property which would have meant
that the normalized and the native presentations would refer
to the same thing, which may not be true.

Finally, in some cases the ontology repository publisher may
have decided to use SKOS as the native representation for
the concepts. If so, the nor:describes relation and the native
representation can be omitted.

B. Concept Search

To make searches to a NOR compatible ontology repository
we define the following method:

• search?q=[query]&l=[language]
The search method is used for finding concepts matching the

given query string and language. Currently, the query string
can only contain a keyword, but in future the query language
may be extended. The method returns a list of matching

13presented using the RDF Turtle syntax
14nor namespace: http://purl.org/finnonto/schema/nor

concepts presented using a JSON based response format. Other
result languages and formats may be considered in the future,
but we deemed this representation to be simpler than, for
example, representing the same information as an ordered list
in RDF.

For example, a search for “fish” to the ONKI ontology
repository is done with the following URL:

http://onki.fi/nor/search?q=fish&l=en

The system responds with the following result:

{"results" : [
{"concept-label" : "fish",
"concept-label-language" : "en",
"concept" :

"http://www.yso.fi/onto/yso/p907",
"normalized-concept" :

"http://onki.fi/nor/concept?uri=http%3A
%2F%2Fwww.yso.fi%2Fonto%2Fyso%2Fp907",

"native-concept" :
"http://www.yso.fi/onto/yso/p907",

"ontology-abbreviation" : "yso",
"ontology-label" : "Finnish General Upper

Ontology",
"ontology-label-language" : "en",
"ontology-uri" :

"http://www.yso.fi/onto/yso"
}
...

],
"metadata" : {"containingHitsAmount" : 50,

"moreHitsAmount" : 1467}
}

In the result, concept is the URI of the concept, normalized-
concept is the URL of the normalized representation of the
given concept, and native-concept is the URL to the native
representation of the concept.

C. Ontology Repository Metadata

To find NOR compatible ontology repositories, a list of
repositories that conform to the NOR principles would be help-
ful. However, to avoid the problems of centralized systems, we
do not require ontology repositories to publish information
about themselves to any specific registries.

To help finding suitable repositories and ontologies for one’s
need, we suggest that the NOR ontology repositories publish
metadata about the available ontologies using the following
method:

• ontologies
which returns metadata about the ontologies in the repos-

itory and the NOR end-point URL of each ontology. The
metadata of the ontologies can be represented using, for exam-
ple, the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (voiD)15 metadata
language. Additional information about the ontology, such
as the title and description, may be expressed using e.g.
the Dublin Core metadata schema, the Ontology Metadata
Vocabulary (OMV)16, and the upcoming Catalogue Vocabulary
(dcat)17.

15http://rdfs.org/ns/void#
16http://omv2.sourceforge.net
17http://www.w3.org/egov/wiki/Data Catalog Vocabulary



To express the URL of the NOR end-point for a given
ontology, we define the following RDF property:

• nor:endpoint
For example, in the case of the ONKI ontology repository,

the ontology metadata is available at:
http://onki.fi/nor/ontologies

which returns following metadata (excerpt):
# Namespace declarations omitted
<http://www.yso.fi/onto/yso>

a void:Dataset ;
dc:title "Finnish General
Upper Ontology"@en ;

dc:creator
<http://www.yso.fi/onki-ns/onki/Finnonto> ;

dc:license <http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/3.0/> ;

foaf:homepage
<http://www.seco.tkk.fi/ontologies/yso>,

nor:endpoint <http://onki.fi/nor/> .
...

The metadata can be used for creating for example a cata-
logue of NOR compatible ontology repositories and concept
collections. In addition, this could be used for implementing
a metasearch service to search simultaneously multiple under-
lying NOR compatible ontology repositories.

D. General Remarks on the API
We argue, that a simple HTTP API is easy to implement

both for the ontology repository developers and for the de-
velopers that want to access the NOR compatible ontology
repositories. In addition, a simple API is easy to implement
even if the underlying ontology repository is not based on
RDF but is, for example, a relational database of people, which
could be highly relevant to publish as a NOR endpoint. Thus,
compared to e.g. using the RDF query language SPARQL, the
simple API approach makes it easier for both publishers and
users to benefit of the NOR network.

This does not limit, however, the underlying ontology
repositories from implementing in addition, for example, a
SPARQL end-point. A key idea behind NOR is that the
native functionalities of the underlying ontology repositories
are available for users that need more functionalities than what
the simple NOR API and normalized presentation can provide.

The proposed API is summarized in the Table I.

TABLE I
THE NORMALIZED ONTOLOGY REPOSITORY API.

Method name Parameters Return value
concept concept identifier normalized concept represen-

tation

search query string,
language

matching concepts

ontologies - ontology metadata

IV. CASE STUDIES AND EVALUATION

To analyze the idea of NOR, we have implemented three
proof-of-concept prototypes which will be presented and dis-
cussed in the following.

The NOR approach generalizes and unifies experiences
gained from our work on the ONKI repository and the ONKI
API. Therefore, a majority of the following case studies are
based on ONKI, viewed from the NOR perspective. The
functionalities of the NOR API is a subset of the ONKI API’s
functionalities, however, a key difference is that the ONKI
API represents the SKOS description of a concept in an ONKI
specific JSON format to avoid the overhead of parsing RDF
in the ONKI frontend, but in the NOR API we propose using
RDF to represent this information.

A. NOR as an Internal Architecture

The ONKI SKOS ontology server [16] has been used for
publishing over 70 ontologies in the Finnish Ontology Library
Service ONKI [5], which has been running as a pilot service
from September 2008. The system is in living lab use with ca.
10 000 unique human visitors monthly18, and there are over
300 registered users of the APIs and widgets. Even though
ONKI SKOS supports especially vocabularies presented in
SKOS, the server can be used for publishing ontologies pre-
sented in RDF(S) and restricted OWL. To access the multitude
of ONKI SKOS servers, the ONKI system implements a front-
end service for making metasearches to the ONKI SKOS and
other ONKI back-ends using a shared HTTP API (see Fig. 2).
The back-ends and their respective ontologies are described
with metadata to enable the front-end to locate the available
ontologies and to display information about the ontologies to
the users.

Searching for concepts using an ONKI backend server
is done with its HTTP API method search, which returns
concepts matching to the query string in a specified language.
The getFullPresentation method returns all information about
a given concept, such as the preferred and alternative labels,
the transitive parent concept tree, and the related concepts.
Independently of the language each ontology is presented in,
each concept is always returned in a uniform SKOS inspired
JSON format which describe the normalized basic information
of the given concept.

Building on this underlying distributed architecture, three
clients have been designed and implemented. The ONKI3
Browser19 is a metasearch and browsing user interface for
accessing the ONKI SKOS and other back-end servers. For
example, making a global query to all ontology servers can
be done. Also, a directory listing of the ontologies in the
ONKI Ontology Repository is provided based on the metadata
about the published ontologies. The ONKI3 user interface was
mostly implemented using PHP20.

Another client is the JavaScript-based ONKI Selector wid-
get [17] for adding ontological concept search to HTML
forms. The third client is a simple URI resolver for deref-
erencing the end-user’s ontology concept URI requests to a
suitable representation provided via the ontology repository
network, such as HTML or RDF.

18Measured with Google Analytics.
19http://onki.fi/en/browser
20http://www.php.net/



Fig. 2. The ONKI architecture is based on a distributed metasearch approach.

The loosely coupled ONKI architecture has turned out to
be a flexible and modularized approach for implementing an
ontology repository consisting of multiple back-end ontology
servers. The normalized representation of the underlying on-
tology repositories have made it easy to implement a user-
interface for accessing all underlying repositories. Making
multiple HTTP requests to back-end servers may be slow in
the worst case, but in our test implementation this lag has not
been a problem.

B. Searching Simultaneously BioPortal and ONKI

To test the NOR approach in a distributed setting of multiple
independent ontology repositories, we implemented a proof-
of-concept metasearch prototype to search simultaneously the
ONKI SKOS [16] servers described above and the NCBO
BioPortal [4]. The NCBO BioPortal is an open repository of
biomedical ontologies and it has been used for publishing over
200 ontologies [4]. BioPortal provides functionalities, such as
concept and ontology search and browsing, peer reviewing of
the ontologies, and support for creating and viewing mappings
between ontologies.

The ONKI-BioPortal metasearch prototype allows the user
to find the relevant concepts from the participating ontology
repositories, without having to know in advance which repos-
itory to make the search to.

Since the ONKI front-end [5] was already designed using
a metasearch approach, the ONKI-BioPortal prototype was
implemented by creating a wrapper for BioPortal which imple-
ments the ONKI API’s search and concept lookup (getFull-
Presentation) methods. When calling the wrapper, it makes
requests to BioPortal, parses BioPortal’s XML messages,
and transforms them to the ONKI JSON format. Since the
BioPortal API does not contain a concept lookup method that
would return all information about the specific concept with
a single request, multiple HTTP REST requests have to be
made to get all the needed information about a concept.

Fig. 3 presents the ONKI-BioPortal search prototype user-
interface displaying the result for a metasearch query for
“fish product”. The result consists of 22 hits which are found
from the BioPortal and the ONKI SKOS back-ends. The
hits originating from BioPortal are labeled as ”BioPortal”
for demonstrating purposes, but in actual use, instead of
”BioPortal” the name of the ontology should be displayed.

Fig. 3. The user-interface of the ONKI-BioPortal metasearch prototype.

C. NOR for Informal Ontological Concept Collections

Besides Ontology Repositories, applications often need to
refer also to informal ontological concept collections, such
as authority or place databases. However, the functionalities
required for such data sources are usually very similar to those
required for ontology repositories. For example, in an editor
environment, similar semantic autocompletion search func-
tionalities are used for both ontological and non-ontological
concept collections, along with the same functionality for
describing and visualizing the possible choices returned from
such a search. Informal ontological concept collections also
often change more rapidly than their ontological counterparts,
so it makes even more sense to access the original system
through programmatic APIs than exporting and publishing the
data in a ontology repository. In order to test how the NOR
approach fared in the context of such informal ontological
concept collections, the ONKI API was implemented in two
applications: the semantic portal CultureSampo [18] and the
SAHA metadata editor [19]. Both are Semantic Web applica-
tions, but their focus is not on ontologies but to display and
edit all kinds of semantic data.

For CultureSampo, the ONKI API was actually imple-
mented to benefit those using SAHA to edit data. This was
because the CultureSampo database contains, for example,
a large number of places, people and organizations that are
useful to people indexing new content. For added freedom,
the CultureSampo ONKI API was parametrized, so that the
types of objects that search operations return can be specified
dynamically. This way, one can say for example that they
want an autocompletion facility of all the organizations, all
the places, or all the historical events in CultureSampo.

While SAHA was already a client to the ONKI API of the
ONKI Ontology Repository and CultureSampo, the API was



implemented also into SAHA itself. This was done to make
possible the creation of a network of dynamically updated, col-
laboratively curated concept collections. The multiple projects
using the SAHA editor to index content often need to add
new places, organizations or people to their list of reference
values. However, until now, these have all resided in the
private data spaces of the different projects using SAHA. Now,
the intention is to move these created concepts into SAHA
projects of their own, so that one SAHA project will hold
collaboratively curated place database, while another contains
a database of organizations and people. These can then be
linked through the ONKI APIs to each other, as well as to the
primary indexing projects. In this way, the various projects
can start to directly benefit each other.

V. RELATED WORK

The work is partially based on our previous work on the
national ontology library ONKI [5], [20] and is related to
the open ontology repository (OOR)21 initiative which aims at
developing an interoperability infrastructure for ontologies [2].

Compared to more general methods of accessing RDF
data, such as SPARQL22 and Linked Data [11], the NOR
approach focuses on ontologies. For example, when searching
for concepts with the NOR API, one does not need to know
what RDF properties are used in the data to express the labels.
In addition, the ontology repositories can be optimized to
respond quickly to specific API queries. A normalized presen-
tation of ontological concepts (SKOS) could, however, also be
beneficial for querying the data via SPARQL, and browsing
the ontology repositories as linked data. For example, one does
not have to know which specific hierarchical relation (e.g.
rdfs:subClassOf or skos:broader) has been used, because the
normalized hierarchical relation is constant.

APIs for accessing ontologies and vocabularies published
by other authors previously include the SKOS API23 and
the OWL API24. Compared to them, the NOR approach pro-
vides a higher abstraction, independent from specific ontology
languages, and a lightweight and simple API. Compared to
the APIs of BioPortal [4], Swoogle25 [12], Watson26 [21],
ONKI SKOS and others, the NOR API focuses on a few
basic methods that reflects the basic functionality of ontology
repositories, e.g. concept search.

The Ontosearch2 [15] does a automatic complexity reduc-
tion of ontologies to ensure answering the ontology search
queries within a specific time limit. This automatic approach
however require using the OWL ontology language which is
a limitation since many ontologies are not presented in that
specific language. In contrast, the NOR approach is based on
defining the normalized language and the simple API with

21http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OpenOntologyRepository
22http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
23http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Europe/reports/thes/skosapi.html
24http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
25http://swoogle.umbc.edu/
26http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk/

the goal of publishing both ontology repositories and informal
ontological concept collections as uniform services.

Ontology Repositories such as BioPortal and Cupboard
support publishing interlinked ontologies, but the ontologies
have to be uploaded into a centralized service for a global
search. On the other hand, the OOR [2] initiative intends to
design an Ontology Repository framework that addresses the
needs of all users, and includes an inter-repository content
change protocol to keep the different OOR repositories up to
date. In contrast to these, the NOR approach does not restrict
the ontology publishers in where to publish the ontologies or
what software to use. Instead, the ontologies can be published
using an ontology service that is optimized for the specific
ontology and the user’s needs. If the organization wants to
promote and make their ontologies available to the NOR users,
they can implement the NOR API to make their repository
compatible with other NOR repositories. If needed, the NOR
API of a repository can be restricted to selected users or made
publicly available for anybody.

Compared to the Open Knowledge Base Connectivity
(OKBC) specification27 and the agent communications lan-
guages FIPA-ACL28 and KQML29, which all can also be used
to access ontological information, the NOR approach is more
focused on the specific use-cases of finding ontologies and
ontology concepts, and to get relevant information about them.

The OntoCAT is a programming interface to query multiple
ontology repositories seamlessly from an application [10]. A
wrapper is implemented for each supported ontology repos-
itory, such as the NCBO BioPortal. In comparison, to avoid
wrappers, the NOR approach is based on defining a shared,
unified representation for the ontology repositories. A well-
known limitation of wrappers is that changes in the underlying
representation often breaks the wrapper.

VI. DISCUSSION

This paper argues that ontology repositories should be made
accessible using a shared API that would provide a simple but
universal methods for accessing the repositories in a uniform
way. In addition, the ontologies should be presented using a
normalized concept representation.

The NOR approach has been evaluated with three case stud-
ies: The ONKI ontology repository case study demonstrates
using the NOR approach for building an ontology service
consisting of over 70 underlying back-ends with over 10 000
unique monthly users. The NCBO BioPortal and ONKI case
study demonstrates using the NOR approach for creating a
global search and browsing user-interface for accessing inde-
pendent distributed ontology repositories. Finally, the SAHA
metadata editor and the CultureSampo semantic portal case
study demonstrates that the NOR approach can be used for
accessing non-ontological concept collections.

The outcome of this work is that the NOR approach is
feasible for providing a unified access to a multitude of

27http://www.ai.sri.com/ okbc/spec.html
28http://www.fipa.org/repository/aclspecs.html
29http://www.cs.umbc.edu/csee/research/kqml/



ontology repositories. This makes it possible to provide for
example global search and global browsing functionalities
to a collection of separate underlying ontology repositories.
At the same time, the NOR does not restrict the individual
ontology repository providers from creating advanced ontol-
ogy, business, and user specific implementations because the
relation between the normalized representation and the native
representation is kept intact.

The NOR approach allows the ontology user to find relevant
concepts and ontology repositories in cases where the correct
ontology repository is not known in advance or when many
ontology repositories are used simultaneously. After finding
the relevant repository, the user may access the underlying
ontology repository for full-blown functionalities. For organi-
zations that maintain an internal ontology repository, the NOR
approach makes it possible to make simultaneous queries to
repositories outside the organization. For the ontology pub-
lishers, implementing the NOR API increases the findability
of the ontologies and therefore the benefits of publishing the
ontology in the first place.

Future work includes developing further the API and its
methods to support, for example, restricting queries to a
specific ontology, specific subpart of the ontology or to a
specific concept type. The normalized concept representations
could be improved by introducing links between ontologies in
the spirit of Linked Data. Such mappings between ontologies
could be produced potentially automatically by creating a
matching application on the top of the NOR compatible
ontology repositories. NOR based metasearch would benefit
from a ranking algorithm for ordering the results originating
from different underlying ontology repositories. Finally, to
evaluate the full potential of the approach, formal and informal
ontology repositories should implement the NOR API.
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Abstract. Biodiversity management requires the usage of heterogeneous
biological information from multiple sources. Indexing, aggregating, and
finding such information is based on names and taxonomic knowledge
of organisms. However, taxonomies change in time due to new scientific
findings, opinions of authorities, and changes in our conception about life
forms. Furthermore, organism names and their meaning change in time,
different authorities use different scientific names for the same taxon
in different times, and various vernacular names are in use in different
languages. This makes data integration and information retrieval dif-
ficult without detailed biological information. This paper introduces a
meta-ontology for managing the names and taxonomies of organisms,
and presents three applications for it: 1) publishing biological species
lists as ontology services (ca. 20 taxonomies including more than 80,000
names), 2) collaborative management of the vernacular names of vascu-
lar plants (ca. 26,000 taxa), and 3) management of individual scientific
name changes based on research results, covering a group of beetles.
The applications are based on the databases of the Finnish Museum of
Natural History and are used in a living lab environment on the web.

1 Introduction

Exploitation of natural resources, urbanisation, pollution, and climate changes
accelerate the extinction of organisms on Earth which has raised a common
concern about maintaining biodiversity. For this purpose, management of in-
formation about plants and animals is needed, a task requiring an efficient us-
age of heterogeneous, dynamic biological data from distributed sources, such
as observational records, literature, and natural history collections. Central re-
sources in biodiversity management are names and ontological taxonomies of
organisms [1,19,20,3,4]. Animal ontologies are stereotypical examples in the se-
mantic web text books, but in reality semantic web technologies have hardly
been applied to managing the real life taxonomies of biological organisms and
biodiversity on the web. This paper tries to fill this gap.1

1 We discuss the taxonomies of contemporary species, not ’phylogenetic trees’ that
model evolutionary development of species, where humans are successors, e.g., of
dinosaurs.

G. Antoniou et al. (Eds.): ESWC 2011, Part II, LNCS 6644, pp. 255–269, 2011.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Managing taxonomies of organisms provides new challenges to semantic web
ontology research. Firstly, although we know that lions are carnivores, a subclass
of mammals that eat other animals, the notion of ’species’ in the general case is ac-
tually very hard to define precisely. For example, some authors discuss as many as
22 different definitions of the notion of species [16]. Secondly, taxonomic knowl-
edge changes and increases due to new research results. The number of new or-
ganism names in biology increases by 25,000 every year as new taxa to science are
discovered [11]. At the same time, the rate of changes in existing names has accel-
erated by the implementation of molecular methods suggesting new positions to
organisms in taxonomies. Thirdly, biological names are not stable or reliable iden-
tifiers for organisms as they or their meaning change in time. Fourthly, the same
name can be used by different authors to refer to different taxa (units of classifi-
cation that commonly have a rank in the hierarchy), and a taxon can have more
than one name without a consensus about the preferred one.

As a result, biological texts are written, content is indexed in databases, and
information is searched for using different names and terms from different times
and authorities. In biological research, scientific names are used instead of com-
mon names, but in many applications vernacular names in different languages
are used instead. Data fusion is challenging and information retrieval without
deep biological knowledge is difficult.

We argue that a shared system for publishing and managing the scientific and
vernacular names and underlying conceptions of organisms and taxonomies is
needed. From a research viewpoint, such a system is needed to index research
results and to find out whether a potential new species is already known under
some name. Biological information needed by environmental authorities cannot
be properly indexed, found or aggregated unless the organism names and iden-
tifiers are available and can be aligned. For amateur scientists and the public,
aligning vernacular names to scientific names and taxonomies is often a prereq-
uisite for successful information retrieval.

This paper presents a meta-ontology and its applications addressing these
problems. Our research hypothesis is that semantic web technologies are useful
in practise in modelling change in the scientific perception of biological names
and taxonomies, for creating a platform for collaboratively managing scientific
knowledge about taxonomies, and for publishing taxonomies as ontology services
for indexing and information retrieval purposes in legacy systems.

In the following, biological classification systems are first discussed and a
meta-ontology TaxMeOn for defining such systems is presented [13]. Three use
case applications of the meta-ontology are then discussed: a system for manag-
ing vascular plant names collaboratively (26,000 species) based on the SAHA
metadata editor [12], application of the ONKI ontology service [25] for publish-
ing taxonomic species lists on the semantic web (over 80,000 taxa of mammals,
birds, butterflies, wasps, etc.), and a more focused application for managing the
names and scientific findings of the Afro-tropical beetle family Eucnemidae. Fi-
nally, contributions of our work are summarised, related work discussed, and
directions for further research are outlined.
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2 Biological Names and Taxonomies

The scientific name system is based on the Linnean binomial name system where
the basic unit is a species. Every species belongs to some genus and every genus
belongs to a higher taxon. A scientific name often has a reference to the original
publication where it was first published. For example, the scientific name of the
bumblebee, Apis mellifera Linnaeus, 1758, means that Linnaeus published the
description of the bumblebee in 1758 (in Systema Naturae 10th edition) and
that bumblebee belongs to the genus Apis. The upper levels of the taxonomic
hierarchy do not show in a scientific name. A confusing feature of scientific
names is that the meaning of the name may change although the name remains
the same. Taxon boundaries may vary according to different studies, and there
may be multiple simultaneous views of taxon limits of the same organism group.
For example, a genus may be delimited in three ways and according to each
view different sets of species are included in the genus as illustrated in Fig. 1.
These differing views are taxonomic concepts. The usage of the correct name is
not enough, and Berendsohn [1] suggested that taxonomic concepts should be
referred to by an abbreviation sec (secundum) after the authors name to indicate
in which meaning the name is used.

The nature of a biological name system is a change, as there is no single in-
terpretation of the evolution. Typically there is no agreement if the variation
observed in an organism is taxon-specific or shared by more than one taxon,
which makes the name system dynamic. For example, the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster was shifted into the genus Sophophora, resulting in a new name
combination Sophonophora melanogaster [7]. The most common taxonomic
changes and their implications to the scientific names are the following: 1) A
species has been shifted to another genus - the genus name changes. 2) One
species turns out to be several species - new species are described and named,
and the old name remains the same with a narrower interpretation. 3) Several
species are found to be just one species - the oldest name is valid and the other
names become its synonyms.

Taxonomic concept 1

Taxonomic concept 2 Taxonomic concept 3

Fig. 1. A genus is delimited in three different ways according to three different studies.
Black squares indicate species.
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Species lists catalogue organisms occurring in a certain geographical area,
which may vary from a small region to global. Often species lists contain valid
taxon names with author information and synonyms of the valid names. They
are snapshots of time and used especially by environmental authorities. The
problem with species lists is that not all organism groups are catalogued and
changes are not necessarily recorded in the species lists. Traditionally printed
lists tend to be more detailed than online lists and their status is higher.

Species lists often follow different hierarchies and species may be associated
with different genera according to the person who published the list. The hier-
archy in a species list is a compromise that combines several studies, and the
author can subjectively emphasise a view that he/she wishes. A taxon may also
have different taxonomic ranks in literature, for example the same taxon can
occur both as a species and a subspecies.

Common names tend to have regional variation and they do not indicate
hierarchy unlike scientific names. Vernacular names have an important role in
everyday language, but due to the variation and vagueness, they have little
relevance in science. Vernacular names are used mainly in citizen science.

3 TaxMeOn – Meta-ontology of Biological Names

We have developed a meta-ontology for managing scientific and vernacular
names. The ontology model consists of three parts that serve different purposes:
1) name collections, 2) species lists, and 3) name changes resulting from re-
search. These parts are manageable separately, but associations between them
are supported. Being a meta-ontology, TaxMeOn defines classes and properties
that can be used to build ontologies. The ontologies can be used for creating
semantic metadata for describing e.g. observational data or museum collections.
TaxMeOn is based on RDF using some features of the OWL. The model contains
22 classes and 53 properties (61 including subproperties), of which ten classes
and 15 properties are common to all the three parts of the model2.

The core classes of TaxMeOn express a taxonomic concept, a scientific name,
a taxonomic rank, a publication, an author, a vernacular name, and a status of a
name. Taxonomic ranks are modelled as classes, and individual taxa are instances
of them, for example the species forest fir forrestii (belongs to the genus Abies)
is an instance of the class Species. The model contains 61 taxonomic ranks, of
which 60 are obtained from TDWG Taxon Rank LSID Ontology3. In order to
simplify the management of subspecific ranks, an additional class that combines
species and taxonomic levels below it was created.

References embody publications in a broad sense including other documented
sources of information, for instance minutes of meetings. Bibliographic informa-
tion can be associated to the reference according to the Dublin Core metadata
standard. In biology, author names are often abbreviated when attached to taxon

2 The TaxMeOn schema is available at
http://schema.onki.fi/taxmeon/

3 http://rs.tdwg.org/ontology/voc/TaxonRank
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names. The TaxMeOn model supports the referring system that is typical to bi-
ology. Some of the properties used in TaxMeOn are part-specific as the uses of
the parts differ from each other. For instance, the property that refers to a ver-
nacular name is only available in the name collection part as it is not relevant
in the other parts of the model.

The most distinctive feature of the research part [14] is that a scientific name
and taxonomic concepts associated to it are separated, which allows detailed
management of them both. In the name collection and species list parts, a name
and its taxonomic concepts are treated as a unit. Different statuses can be as-
sociated to names, such as validity (accepted/synonym), a stage of a naming
process (proposed/accepted) and spelling errors.

The model has a top-level hierarchy that is based on a rough classification,
such as the division of organism classes and orders. Ontologies that are gener-
ated using TaxMeOn, can be hung on the top-level classification. A hierarchy is
created using the transitive isPartOfHigherTaxon relation, e.g. to indicate that
the species forrestii belongs to the genus Abies.

Taxon names that refer to the same taxon can occur as different names in
the published species lists and different types of relations (see Table 1) can be
set between the taxa. Similarly, research results of phylogenetic studies can be
mapped using the same relations. The relations for mapping taxa are divided
on the basis of attributes of taxa (intensional) or being a member of a group
(ostensive). If it is known that two taxa have an association which is not specified,
a class is provided for expressing incomplete information (see the empty ellipse in
Fig. 2). This allows associations of taxa without detailed taxonomic knowledge,
and especially between taxa originating from different sources.

Table 1. Mapping relations used in species lists and research results. The three rela-
tions can be used as intensional and/or ostensive, using their subproperties.

Relation Description

congruent with taxon taxonomic concepts of two taxa are equal
is part of taxon a taxonomic concept of a taxon is included in a taxonomic

concept of another taxon
overlaps with taxon taxonomic concepts of two taxa overlap

In TaxMeOn, a reference (an author name and a publication year) to the
original publication can be attached to a name. A complete scientific name is
atomised into units that can be combined in applications by traversing the RDF
graph by utilising the isPartOfHigherTaxon and publishedIn relations.

Name collections. Scientific names and their taxonomic concepts are treated
as one unit in the name collection, because the scope is in vernacular names.
The model supports the usage of multiple languages and dialects of common
names. There may be several common names pointing to the same taxon, and
typically one of them is recommended or has an official status. Alternative names
are expressed defining the status using the class VernacularNameStatus and
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references related to the changes of a name status can be added. This allows the
tracking the temporal order of the statuses. The model for vernacular names is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Species lists. Species lists have a single hierarchy and they seldom include ver-
nacular names. Species lists have more relevance in science than name collections,
but they lack information about name changes and a single list does not express
the parallel or contradictory views of taxonomy which are crucial for researchers.
Synonyms of taxa are typically presented and the taxonomic concept is included
in a name like in a name collection. Taxa occurring in different species lists can
be mapped to each other or to research results using the relations in Table 1.
In addition, a general association without taxonomic details can be used (see
Fig. 2).

Biological research results. In biological research results a key element is a
taxonomic concept that can have multiple scientific names (and vice versa). In-
stead of names, taxonomic concepts are used for defining the relations between
taxa. The same relations are applied here as in the speies list part (see Ta-
ble 1). The latest research results often redefine taxon boundaries, for example
a split of taxa narrows the original taxonomic concept and the meaning of the
name changes although the name itself may remain the same. The new and the
old concepts are connected into a temporal chain by instantiation of a change
event. In Fig. 3 the concept of the beetle genus Galba is split into the concepts
of the Balgus and Pterotarsus. The taxon names are shown inside the ellipses
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Fig. 2. An example of vernacular names in a name collection. The ellipses represent
instances of TaxMeOn classes and literals are indicated as boxes. Other parts of the
model are connected to the example taxon in the box with dotted line, in which the
empty ellipse illustrates a general representation of a taxon.
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Fig. 3. An example of name changes and taxonomies of eucnemid beetles based on
research results. The ellipses represent instances of TaxMeOn classes. Taxonomic hier-
archies are expressed with the isPartOfHigherTaxon (iPOHT) relations, and the name
change series of taxa are illustrated with a darker colour. The following abbreviations
are used for the change types: S = Split of taxa, NC = Name change, TCC = Taxon
concept change and CH = Change in hierarchy. The meaning of the numbers: 1) The
species description of Galba tuberculata was originally published in 1830, but the illus-
trations of the book were published in 1838. However, in the illustrations G. tuberculata
appeared with the name Pterotarsus marmorata (conflicting information). 2) Mean-
while, in 1831, the same taxon was independently described as Pterotarsus historio
(independent events). 3) Lameere was confused by the two independently published
works and changed the name to Galba in 1900 (uncertain relation between 2 and 3).
4a) Fleutiaux split the genus Galba into two genera. The name Galba was changed
into Pterotarsus as there turned out to be a crustacean genus Galba (S, NC,TCC).
4b) Fleutiaux re-examined the genus and concluded that it is new to science and de-
scribed it as Galbites (NC, TCC). 4c) Later Fleutiaux changed his mind and renamed
the genus as Pterotarsus again (NC, TCC). 4d) Muona discovered that Fleutiaux was
originally right and renamed the genus as Galbites (NC, TCC). 5a) When Galba was
split, a part of its species were shifted into the genus Balgus that was described as
new to science at the same time. Balgus was placed in the family Eucnemidae (CH).
5b) And changed into the family Throscidae (CH). This was originally published in a
monthly magazine in the 1950’s, but the magazines were published as a book in 1967
which is most commonly cited. 5c) Balgus was changed into the family Elateridae in
1961 (CH and conflict in publication years).
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representing taxonomic concepts in order to simplify the presentation. Other
change types are a lump of taxa, a change in taxon boundaries and a change in
a hierarchy. These changes lead to the creation of a new instance of a taxonomic
concept in order to maintain the traceable taxon history. An instantion of a new
concept prevents evolving non-existing name combinations and artificial classi-
fications. For instance, a species name is not associated with a genus name in
which it has never been included.

The status of a scientific name may change in time as an accepted name may
become a synonym. Multiple statuses can be attached to a name, but according
to the nomenclatural rules only one of them is accepted at time. The temporal
order of the statuses can be managed according to the same idea as in the name
collections part.

4 Use Cases

We have applied the TaxMeOn ontology model to three use cases that are based
on different needs. The datasets include a name collection of common names of
vascular plants, several species lists of different animal groups and a collection
of biological research results of Afro-tropical beetles. The use cases were selected
on the basis of the active usage of the data (vernacular names), usefulness to
the users (species lists), and the taxonomic challenges with available expertise
(scientific names based on research results). The datasets used are depicted in
Table 2.

4.1 Collaborative Management of Vascular Plants Names

The biological name collection includes 26,000 Finnish names for vascular plants
that are organised into a single hierarchy. A deeply nested hierarchy is not nec-
essary here as the classification used is robust, containing only three taxonomic
ranks. The need is to maintain the collection of the common names and to man-
age the name acceptance process. The number of yearly updates exceeds 1,000.
The typical users of the name collection are journalists, translators and other
non-biologists who need to find a common name for a scientific name.

The name collection of vascular plants is managed in SAHA4 [12]. SAHA is a
simple, powerful and scalable generic metadata editor for collaborative content
creation. Annotation projects can be added into SAHA by creating the metadata
schema for the content and loading it into SAHA. The user interface of SAHA
adapts to the schema by providing suitable forms for producing the metadata.
The values of the properties of the schema can be instances of classes defined
in the schema, references to ontologies or literals. The annotations created us-
ing SAHA are stored in a database, from which they can be retrieved for use
in semantic applications. SAHA also provides a SPARQL endpoint for making
queries to the RDF data.

4 http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/saha/VascularPlants/index.shtml
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Table 2. Datasets TaxMeOn has been applied to. Vascular plants are included in the
name collection, the false click beetles are biological research results, and all other
datasets are based on species lists.

Taxon group Region Publ. years # of taxa

Vascular plants World constantly
updated

25726

Long-horn beetles
(Coleoptera: Cerambycidae)

Scandinavia,
Baltic countries

1939, 1960, 1979,
1992, 2004, 2010,
2010

205, 181, 247,
269, 300, 297,
1372

Butterflies and moths
(Lepidoptera)

Scandianavia,
North-West
Russia, Estonia

1962, 1977, 1996,
2002, 2008

313, 256, 265,
4573, 12256,
3244, 3251, 3477

Thrips (Thysanoptera) Finland 2008 219
Lacewings and scorpionflies
(Neuroptera and Mecoptera)

Finland 2008 113

True bugs (Hemiptera) Finland 2008 2690
Flies (Diptera: Brachycera) Finland 2008 6373
Parasitic wasps
(Hymenoptera: Ichneumoidae)

Finland 1995, 1999, 1999,
2000, 2003

282, 398, 919,
786, 733

Bees and wasps
(Hymenoptera: Apoidea)

Finland 2010 1048

Mammals World 2008 6062
Birds World 2010 12125
False click beetles
(Coleoptera: Eucnemidae)

Afrotropics – 9 genera

New scientific species names are added by creating a new instance of the
Species class and then adding the other necessary information, such as their
status. Similarly, a higher taxon can be created if it does not already exist,
and the former is linked to the latter with the isPartOfHigherTaxon relation.
SAHA has search facilities for querying the data, and a journalist writing a non-
scientific article about a house plant, for example, can use the system for finding
a common name for the plant.

4.2 Publishing Species Lists as Ontology Services

The users of species lists are ecologists, environmental authorities and ama-
teurs searching for the correct scientific name occurring in a certain geograph-
ical area. In this use case ca. 20 published species lists obtained from the tax-
onomic database of the Finnish Museum of Natural History5 containing more
than 80,000 names were converted into TaxMeOn ontologies. In addition, seven
regional lists of long-horn beetles (cerambycids) with 100 species are available
from the years 1936–2010. The various names meaning the same taxon were
mapped by an expert. The most common differences between the lists are a
shift of a genus for a species, a change in a hierarchy and/or in a name status.
Similarly, ca. 150 species of butterfly names from five lists were mapped.

5 http://taxon.luomus.fi/
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Currently, the mapped beetle names are published as services for humans and
machines in the ONKI Ontology Service6 [25]. The ONKI Ontology Service is a
general ontology library for publishing ontologies and providing functionalities
for accessing them, using ready-to-use web widgets as well as APIs. ONKI sup-
ports content indexing, concept disambiguation, searching, and query expansion.

Fig. 4 depicts the user interface of the ONKI server [24]. The user is browsing
the species lists of cerambycid beetles, and has made a query for taxon names
starting with a string “ab”. The selected species abdominalis has been described
by Stephens in 1831, and it occurs in the species list Catalogue of Palaearctic
Coleoptera, published in the year 2010 [15]. The species abdominalis belongs to
the subgenus and genus Grammoptera. The taxonomy of the family Cerambyci-
dae is visualised as a hierarchy tree. The same species also occurs in other species
lists, which is indicated by congruentWithTaxonOst relation. Browsing the taxa
reveals varying taxon names and classifications. For example, the Grammoptera
(Grammoptera) abdominalis has a subgenus in this example, but the rank sub-
genus does not exist in the other lists of cerambycid. Also, the synonyms of the
selected taxon are shown (analis, femorata, nigrescens and variegata).

Fig. 4. The species of abdominalis shown in the ONKI Browser

The ONKI Ontology Services can be integrated into applications on the user
interface level (in HTML) by utilising the ONKI Selector, a lightweight web
widget providing functionalities for accessing ontologies. The ONKI API has

6 http://demo.seco.tkk.fi/onkiskos/cerambycids/
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been implemented in three ways: as an AJAX service, as a Web Service, and as
a simple HTTP API.

The ONKI Ontology Service contains several ontologies covering different
fields and is a part of the FinnONTO project [6] that aims to build a national
ontology infrastructure. The Finnish Spatio-temporal Ontology (SAPO) [8], for
example, can be used to disambiguate geographical information of observational
data. Combining the usage of species ontologies and SAPO, extensive data har-
monisation is avoided as both taxon names and geographical names change in
time.

4.3 Management of Individual Scientific Names

The use case of scientific names is the Afro-tropical beetle family Eucnemidae,
which consists of ca. nine genera that have gone through numerous taxonomic
treatments. Also, mistakes and uncertain events are modelled if they are rel-
evant to name changes. For example, the position of the species Pterotarsus
historio in taxonomic classification has changed 22 times and at least eight tax-
onomic concepts are associated to the genus Pterotarsus [17]. Fig. 3 illustrates
the problematic nature of the beetle group in a simplified example. A compara-
ble comparable situation concerns most organism groups on Earth. Due to the
numerous changes in scientific names, even researchers find it hard to remember
them and this information can only be found in publications of taxonomy. The
option of managing individual names is advantageous as it completes the species
lists and allows the mapping of detailed taxonomic information to the species
lists. For example, environmental authorities and most biologists prefer a simple
representation of species lists instead of complicated change series.

5 Discussion

We have explored the applicability of the semantic web technologies for the
management needs of biological names. Separating taxonomic concepts from
scientific and vernacular names is justified due to the ambiguity of the names
referring to taxa. This also enables relating relevant attributes separately to a
concept and to a name, although it is not always clear to which of these an
attribute should be linked and subjective decisions have to made. The idea of
the model is simplicity and practicality in real-world use cases.

The fruitfulness lays in the possibilities to link divergent data serving diver-
gent purposes and in linking detailed information with more general information.
For example, a common name of a house plant, a taxonomic concept that ap-
pears to be a species complex (a unit formed by several closely related species)
and the geographical area can be linked.

The most complex use case is the management of scientific name changes of
biological research results. The main goal is to maintain the temporal control
of the name changes and classifications. The instantiation of taxon names and
concepts lead to a situation in which they are hard to manage when they form a
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long chain. Every change increases the number of instances created. Protegé7 was
used for editing the ontologies, although managing names is quite inconvenient
because they are shown as an alphabetically ordered flat list, not as a taxonomic
hierarchy.

As Protegé is rather complicated for a non-expert user, the metadata editor
SAHA was used for maintaining the continuous changes of common names of
plants. The simplicity of SAHA makes it a suitable option for ordinary users
who want to concentrate on the content. However, we noticed that some useful
features are missing from SAHA. The visualisation of a nested hierarchy would
help users to compare differing classifications.

In many biological ontologies the ’subclass of’ relation is used for expressing
the taxon hierarchies. However, in the TaxMeOn model we use the isPartHigh-
erTaxon relation instead. If the ’subclass of’ relation was used to express the
taxonomic hierarchy, a taxon would incorrectly be an instance of the higher
taxon ranks, e.g., a species would be an instance of the class Genus. This would
lead to a situation in which queries for genera also return species.

5.1 Related Work

NCBO BioPortal8 and OBO Foundry9 have large collections of life science on-
tologies mainly concentrating on biomedicine and physiology. The absence of
taxonomic ontologies is distinctive which may indicate the complexity of the bi-
ological name system. The portals contain only three taxonomic ontologies (Am-
phibian taxonomy, Fly taxonomy and Teleost taxonomy) and one broader clas-
sification (NCBI organismal classification). The taxonomic hierarchy is defined
using the rdfs:subClassOf relation in the existing ontologies. Taxonconcept.org10

provides Linked Open Data identifiers for species concepts and links data about
them originating from different sources. All names are expressed using literals
and the following taxonomic ranks are included: a combination of a species and a
genus, a class and an order. Parallel hierarchies are not supported. Geospecies11

uses the properties skos:broaderTransitive and skos:narrowerTransitive to ex-
press the hierarchy.

Page [19] discusses the importance of persistent identifiers for organism names
and presents a solution for managing names and their synonyms on the semantic
web. The taxon names from different sources referring to the same taxon are
mapped using the owl:sameAs relation which is a strong statement. Hierarchy
is expressed using two different methods in order to support efficient queries.

Schulz et al. [20] presented the first ontology model of biological taxa and its
application to physical individuals. Taxa organised in a hierarchy is thoroughly
discussed, but the model is static and based on a single unchangeable taxonomy.

7 http://protege.stanford.edu/
8 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
9 http://www.obofoundry.org/

10 http://www.taxonconcept.org/
11 http://lod.geospecies.org/
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Despite recognising the dynamic nature of taxonomy and the name system, the
model is not applicable in the management of biological names as such.

Franz and Peet [3] enlighten the problematic nature of the topic by describing
how semantics can be applied in relating taxa to each other. They introduce two
essentially important terms from philosophy to taxonomy to specify the way, in
which differing classifications that include different sets of taxa can be compared.
An ostensive relation is specified by being a member of a group and intensional
relations are based on properties uniting the group. These two fundamentally
different approaches can be used simultaneously, which increases the information
content of the relation.

Franz and Thau [4] developed the model of scientific names further by eval-
uating the limitations of applying ontologies. They concluded that ontologies
should focus either on a nomenclatural point of view or on strategies for align-
ing multiple taxonomies.

Tuominen et al. [23] model the taxonomic hierarchy using the skos:broader
property, and preferred scientific and common names of the taxa are represented
with the property skos:prefLabel and alternative names with skos:altLabel. The
property rdf:type is used to indicate the taxonomic rank. This is applicable to
relatively simple taxonomies such as species lists, but it does not support ex-
pressing more elaborate information (changes in a concept or a name).

The Darwin Core (DwC) [2] is a metadata schema developed for observation
data by the TDWG (Biodiversity Information Standards). The goal of the DwC
is to standardise the form of presenting biological information in order to enhance
the usage of it. However, it lacks the semantic aspect and the terms related to
biological names are restricted due to the wide and general scope of the DwC.

The scope of the related work presented above differs from our approach as
our focus is on practical name management and retrieval of names.

Research on ontology versioning [10] and ontology evolution [18] has focused
on finding mappings between different ontology versions, performing ontology
refinements and other changes in the conceptualisation [9,21], and in reasoning
with multi-version ontologies [5]. There are similarities in our problem field,
but our focus is to support multiple parallel ontologies interpreting the domain
differently, not in versioning or evolution of a specific ontology. For example,
there is no single taxonomy of all organisms, but different views of how they
should be organised into hierarchies.

A similar type of an approach for managing changes and parallel views of
concepts has been proposed by Tennis and Sutton [22] in the context of SKOS
vocabularies. However, TaxMeOn supports richer ways of expressing informa-
tion, e.g. for managing changes of taxon names and concepts separately.

5.2 Future Work

The model will be tested using different datasets to ensure its applicability. Cur-
rently, the research results part covers animal names, but will be expanded to
plant names as well. The lack of user-friendly tools is obvious and the metadata
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editor SAHA is planned to be expanded to respond to the needs. Describing
evolutionary trees and their information content is a challenging application
area as phylogenetics produces name changes.
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Abstract

Background: The scientific names of plants and animals play a major role in Life Sciences as information is indexed,
integrated, and searched using scientific names. The main problem with names is their ambiguous nature, because
more than one name may point to the same taxon and multiple taxa may share the same name. In addition, scientific
names change over time, which makes them open to various interpretations. Applying machine-understandable
semantics to these names enables efficient processing of biological content in information systems. The first step is to
use unique persistent identifiers instead of name strings when referring to taxa. The most commonly used identifiers
are Life Science Identifiers (LSID), which are traditionally used in relational databases, and more recently HTTP URIs,
which are applied on the Semantic Web by Linked Data applications.

Results: We introduce two models for expressing taxonomic information in the form of species checklists. First, we
show how species checklists are presented in a relational database system using LSIDs. Then, in order to gain a more
detailed representation of taxonomic information, we introduce meta-ontology TaxMeOn to model the same content
as Semantic Web ontologies where taxa are identified using HTTP URIs. We also explore how changes in scientific
names can be managed over time.

Conclusions: The use of HTTP URIs is preferable for presenting the taxonomic information of species checklists. An
HTTP URI identifies a taxon and operates as a web address from which additional information about the taxon can be
located, unlike LSID. This enables the integration of biological data from different sources on the web using Linked
Data principles and prevents the formation of information silos. The Linked Data approach allows a user to assemble
information and evaluate the complexity of taxonomical data based on conflicting views of taxonomic classifications.
Using HTTP URIs and Semantic Web technologies also facilitate the representation of the semantics of biological data,
and in this way, the creation of more “intelligent” biological applications and services.

Keywords: Scientific name, Taxonomic concept, LSID, HTTP URI, Ontology, Semantic web, Linked data,
Species checklist

Background
Research on biodiversity requires integrating data from
distributed heterogeneous sources, such as scientific lit-
erature, observations, and biomedical resources. Data is
often presented using a variety of terms, vocabularies, and
languages, which presents a barrier to interoperability and
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makes data reuse and integration a challenge for both
human users and machines.

Scientific names are important for interlinking infor-
mation about taxa in all fields of the Life Sciences. A
taxon is a group of one or more organisms whose mem-
bers are considered evolutionarily related to one another;
a taxon typically has a name and rank, i.e., a species, genus,
etc. Taxon names are especially necessary when indexing
biological information and cataloguing biodiversity. The
nature of names, whether important or problematic, has
recently been re-examined by several researchers [1-6].

© 2014 Laurenne et al.; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly credited.
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Difficulties arise when a particular taxon can be referred
to using multiple names, since scientists’ opinions differ
on how evolutionary units should be organised into classi-
fications. Also, researchers may use the same name with a
different meaning when referring to taxa. Well-conducted
taxonomic studies may be 250 years old and still use-
ful but in most cases, the perceived boundaries of taxa
have been revised several times after the original publica-
tion. Contrary to popular belief, a generally agreed-upon,
single taxonomy of organisms does not exist, and this
fact is directly reflected in the scientific naming system
through the various usages of names. For a taxonomist,
a scientific name is a label that mirrors an evolution-
ary hypothesis that is under continuous testing. There
will never be a commonly agreed upon single taxonomy
and there will always be multiple competing current tax-
onomic views. Nevertheless, efforts are made to provide
usable taxonomies for non-taxonomists.

Checklists are species catalogues where taxa are organ-
ised hierarchically according to an author’s current view of
a classification. The coverage of a species checklist varies
from a geographically limited area to a worldwide list,
and it typically focuses on a particular organismal group.
An author’s view of research results is thus inevitably
emphasised, which opens the lists to interpretation if
they lack sufficient taxonomic details. A regional species
list indexes taxa of a given area, but it can also contain
additional information. For example, Fauna Europaea [7]
and the Atlas of Living Australia [8] provide distribution
maps and visualisation tools. The database Encyclope-
dia of Life (EoL) [9] covers the whole world and has a
considerable amount of species information. Also, unlike
most resources, it supports multiple classifications since
data providers can upload differing taxonomies into the
system.

Checklists were previously only published in journals
(static lists), but up-to-date checklists (dynamic lists) are
increasingly available on the web. For example, the most
notable database, Catalogue of Life (CoL) [10], aims to
include all known species and currently contains nearly
1,352,112 species from 132 taxonomic datasets (2013
Annual Checklist). The database of zoological names
ZooBank [11] currently has 101,777 nomenclatural acts.
The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) [12]
has made an effort to stabilise name usage by setting up
a Checklist Bank [13] for storing names and information
about them. The widely used Taxonomic Concept Trans-
fer Schema (TCS) [14] specifies the format (XML), in
which taxonomic information is presented when exchang-
ing data. Darwin Core (DwC) [15,16], created by Biodi-
versity Information Standards (TDWG) [17], is a stan-
dardised form of presenting biological information. The
metadata elements in DwC are not strictly defined as
the format and the element values are not fully specified.

This means that the interoperability of DwC records is
not achieved if the elements are not used in a consis-
tent way. For example, a taxon name may be a literal
value or referred to using a URI. Darwin Core Archive
(DwC-A) [18] is a data standard for producing a self-
contained dataset for sharing species-related data, such
as occurrence records and checklists. The CSV (Comma-
Separated Values) data files of an archive are organised
in a star-like manner, with one core data file and possible
extensions, e.g., for vernacular names or distribution data.

The scope of biomedical resources differs from check-
lists because the focus is on a gene or a cell level. Nev-
ertheless, the name question remains relevant because
scientific names are used for linking information. Cur-
rently, the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) [19] provides a single robust consensus hierar-
chy of taxa constructed by experts, but NCBI ambi-
tiously seeks to build a topology based on monophyletic
groups, i.e., taxa derived from a common ancestor. NCBI
allows flexibility in the acceptance of informal names
and surrogate names can be used when contributing
data and searching for taxa [5]. The majority of the
submitted DNA sequences do not have a binominal sci-
entific name because specimens are not identified into
a species level at the time of submission or only sur-
rogate names are used [5]. The significance of DNA
sequence data is increasing due to the rapid development
of molecular methods that are applied in constructing
evolutionary hypotheses and barcoding biodiversity. Con-
sequently, descriptions of new species based on molecular
evidence result in an increased number of species in
checklists.

A major source for ambiguity in scientific names is that
they change over time. One of the most common types of
change concerns a Linnean binominal name combination.
The genus of a binominal name changes when a species is
moved to another genus. For example, the parasitic wasp
species moscaryi once belonged to the genus Tetraconus,
but as a result of a taxonomic revision that synonymised
two genera, its new name combination is Monomachus
moscaryi [20]. Synonymisation happens due to assess-
ments of the identity of types (i.e., typically a physical
specimen to which a scientific name is attached). If two
or more taxa are lumped, the older name remains valid
but with a changed taxonomic circumscription, and the
more recent names become its synonyms. Consequently,
there is more than one name pointing to the taxon, and
the taxonomic concept associated with the older name
changes. The opposite situation is the split of taxa, where
one taxon is divided into two or more taxa. The diver-
gence between a name and its meaning is characteristic
of taxonomy, because a scientific name does not neces-
sarily change despite the fact that taxon boundaries are
redefined. Researchers can also classify the same species
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in various ways, thus leading to the existence of multiple
name combinations.

Berendsohn [21] introduced the concept of a poten-
tial taxon, which is a scientific name with information
on a circumscription. He proposed the term “secundum”
(abbr. “sec”) be attached to a scientific name when refer-
ring to a particular taxonomic circumscription. This was
a concrete suggestion on how to interlink differing tax-
onomic views while continuing to retain the adequate
taxonomic information in databases [22]. Having infor-
mation on circumscriptions in databases is an improve-
ment, but machine-readable semantics need to be used in
order to enhance the machine-processability of taxonomic
information.

In this paper we present two models for describing tax-
onomic information in a machine-processable way. The
first model describes species checklists as a relational
database and the second one is further developed repre-
sentation of taxonomic information using Semantic Web
technologies. We explore the reasons for moving away
from relational databases towards semantic technology,
and we also discuss options for managing scientific names
as they change over time.

Towards semantic handling of biological names
A biologist understands the semantics of scientific names
by reading scientific literature, but computers require
explicit identifier systems and data models to process
semantics. It is obvious that persistent identifiers for taxa
should be used instead of ambiguous name strings to
increase the processability of scientific names. Using iden-
tifiers allows information to be connected unambiguously,
which enables interoperability between systems. Further-
more, there is a need to interlink taxa between the differ-
ent versions of checklists as they are updated. Otherwise,
data indexed using an earlier version of a checklist can-
not categorically be found using a later version of the
checklist.

Recognising taxa using identifiers
The most commonly used identifiers in biology are Life
Science Identifiers (LSID) [23]. An LSID consists of six
parts (Figure 1): the first two indicate that the type of
URN (Uniform Resource Name) is an LSID, the third

part expresses the authority, and the fourth specifies the
namespace (which specifies the type of an LSID, e.g., sci-
entific name, living thing, picture, or museum specimen),
the fifth points to the object ID, and the optional sixth part
is for versioning information. An LSID can be accommo-
dated to a single name or to a set of taxonomic details,
depending on its purpose [2,24]. For example, identi-
fiers are given to scientific names in the World Register
of Marine Species [25], but in the Catalogue of Life [10]
they are given to taxonomic concepts. The Universal Bio-
logical Indexer and Organizer (uBio) [26] has 11,106,374
namebank records where LSIDs are used for referring to
taxonomic concepts [6]. Also, an RDF (Resource Descrip-
tion Framework) representation [27] is provided but some
of the essential information is expressed as literals (a
classification, taxonomic rank and a typing of resources)
instead of URIs, which hampers machine-processability.

The data carried by an LSID is obtained using a specific
resolver. Locating the resolver via the Domain Name Sys-
tem (DNS) of the Internet requires that the resolver be
configured in a DNS SRV record (DNS service record) of
the domain used as the authority part of an LSID. LSIDs
can also be used without a resolver if they are presented as
HTTP URIs using an LSID HTTP proxy. According to the
TDWG guidelines for using identifiers, an LSID resolver
should return metadata about the requested resource in
RDF form [27]. The application of LSIDs in the Catalogue
of Life is thoroughly discussed by Jones et al. [2]. GBIF has
published recommendations for the adoption of LSIDs
and HTTP URIs [28,29].

The URN scheme applied to LSIDs is a URI scheme
standardised by the Internet Assigned Numbers Author-
ity (IANA) [30]. HTTP is also a URI scheme, but there
is a fundamental difference between URNs and HTTP
URIs. HTTP URIs are based on the DNS, where the global
uniqueness of identifiers is guaranteed by the DNS infras-
tructure, which also facilitates addressing and retrieving
information about HTTP URIs. In contrast to URNs, sep-
arate web services are not necessary to manage identifier
creation or resolve them for data retrieval because these
functions are already available in the infrastructure of the
web. As a result, HTTP URIs are used as the identifier
mechanism for the Semantic Web and Linked Data [31].
In addition, the form of an HTTP URI is flexible because

Figure 1 The structure of an LSID. An LSID of a cerambycid beetle species obtained from the Catalogue of Life database.
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it does not have strictly defined parts like LSIDs. HTTP
URIs allow linking data across the web on the basis of the
meaning of concepts that are identified with HTTP URIs,
which enables the creation of the Web of Data.

LSIDs were the first attempt to solve the name problem,
but due to the rapid development of Semantic Web tech-
nologies, the trend now favours standardised web technol-
ogy. The main differences between LSIDs and HTTP URIs
are presented in Table 1. The technology applied does not
solve the problem of the divergence between a name and
its meaning, but it does provide an appropriate solution
for publishing and interlinking data in an interoperable
way on the web.

Both LSID- and HTTP URI-based checklists can be
published for humans via a user interface and for
machines as APIs (Application Programming Interface) to
provide access to the data in multiple ways. For example,
the user interface can be used to check a valid name for a
taxon and browse a classification. The same information
can be obtained using a specialised API, but more general
query interfaces can also be provided. In Linked Data, an
API for reading the RDF description or a human-readable
HTML page for a resource is typically provided, as well
as a general purpose endpoint service that can be queried
using the Semantic Web query language SPARQL. In addi-
tion, checklists can be made available as downloadable
files [31].

Semantic modelling of taxonomies
On the Semantic Web, taxonomies are represented using
RDF resources, i.e., entities with URI identifiers, and
explicit relations between them. A relatively new approach
is to express taxonomic information as an ontology. The
first ontology model for a taxonomic classification was
presented by Schulz et al. [34], with taxa organised into
a single hierarchy. Franz and Peet [35] and Franz and
Thau [36] have offered further insight into the issues of
taxonomic ontology modelling. So far, a few taxonomic
ontologies have been published in the NCBO BioPortal

Table 1 The main differences between LSIDs and HTTP
URIs

Life science HTTP URIs
identifiers

Standardised by Object Management Internet Engineering
Group [32] Task Force [33]

Reuse existing Defines a new Uses an
URI schemes URN subscheme existing scheme

Data retrieval/ Specific resolving Uses existing
dereferenceability service needed web technology

(DNS, web servers)

Structure of identifier Strict Flexible

Linked Data compatibility No Yes

[37-41] and the ONKI ontology service [42]. The most
comprehensive of them is the NCBI Organismal clas-
sification [41], which contains more than 352,000 taxa
in a single hierarchy. Common to the classifications in
the NCBO BioPortal is that the hierarchy is constructed
using subclassOf (isA) relations and presented in the OBO
ontology language [43]. TaxonConcept.org [44] tackles
the name problem of taxonomic information in prac-
tice and shows how to publish the information as Linked
Open Data. It also demonstrates how data from external
sources are integrated and investigates how to combine
taxonomic concepts with specimen data. However, some
of the important information about names are described
as literals, e.g., the classification of taxa. Also, the taxo-
nomic change types are not described (split or lump of
taxa). The Taxonomic Meta-Ontology TaxMeOn [45,46]
aims to respond to the practical needs of managing bio-
logical names over time, and it links taxonomic infor-
mation to names. This meta-ontology differs in that it
offers a greater level of detail and supports differing
classifications.

An increasing number of ontologies are available and
therefore ontology evolution has become an important
issue. The world – and our conceptualisation of it – is
continually changing, which makes ontology versioning
essential [45,47,48]. Existing data that refer to a concept
should be kept consistent when its meaning changes or
when it is removed from an ontology. Data described
using different versions of an ontology then can be inte-
grated by utilising mappings (alignments) between the
ontology versions [49]. Khattak et al. [50] document ontol-
ogy evolution by keeping a log of changes in concepts.
Small changes in an ontology are grouped into sets, which
can later be used to revert to previous stages. An alter-
native solution is to recognise concept changes instead of
versioning an ontology. Wang et al. [51] show how the
changes in concepts and their impacts can be identified
automatically by comparing the concepts both extension-
ally and intensionally in cases where they do not have fixed
identifiers.

Methods
In order to develop two models for presenting taxonomic
information in a machine-processable way, four design
principles were applied to satisfy the following conditions:

1. use as few terms as possible to express as much
information as possible in the schema of the model.
The taxonomic terminology and its usage is
established in biology, and the terms are used in
consistent way. As few new terms as possible are
introduced.

2. focus on a restricted domain, that is, scientific
species checklists including all taxonomic
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information and excluding any other taxon-related
information (e.g., distribution).

3. support information on various levels of granularity,
as the source material is heterogeneous in its level of
detail.

4. accept all views of taxonomy equally legitimate
regardless of the time they were disseminated.

The focus of the models is in representing the taxo-
nomic relations between taxa in a single checklist (clas-
sification, synonymy), in different checklists (mapping
taxonomic concepts) and in individual versions of a check-
list (managing taxonomic changes).

The datasets utilised in the study consist of 20 published
species checklists that cover mainly northern European
mammals, birds and several groups of insects and assem-
ble ca. 78,000 taxon names (Additional file 1). Two models
are applied to the same datasets. Name mappings between
the checklists are provided for eight families of papilionoid
and hesperioid butterflies.

Results
Taxonomic database
The main elements of the Taxonomic Database (Figure 2)
[52] are a binominal scientific name and a taxonomic
concept that connects the names that refer to the same
taxon. Each concept is identified with a concept LSID. In
addition, three other attributes are assigned to the sci-
entific name: 1) a reference to the original publication
(author name and year of publication) in which the taxon
description was first published, 2) a status of a name indi-
cating its validity in the checklist, and 3) a taxonomic rank

Figure 2 A simplified structure of the relational taxonomic
database. The boxes illustrate the tables of the database, and the
lines present the relations between them. LSIDs are given to
taxonomic concepts and scientific names (illustrated with a darker
colour). Taxonomic concepts are linked to each other using the
relations described in Table 3 and each concept is linked to a
scientific name. External LSIDs and common names are connected to
the concepts. An author reference, validity, and a taxonomic rank are
assigned to the scientific names.

expressing level in a hierarchical classification (species,
genus, etc.). A taxonomic hierarchy between scientific
names is constructed using a hierarchical part-of relation.

An LSID that is obtained from an external source can
be assigned to a taxon concept as an attribute. Common
names in multiple languages can be connected to the con-
cept, but no taxonomic rank can be specified for them.
In order to recognise the orthographic variants of scien-
tific names, LSIDs are accommodated to the names as
well.

A new LSID is given to a concept if it changes, such as a
taxonomic change, an addition or removal of a synonym,
or a change in relations between taxa. An LSID is assigned
to a new taxon when added to a dynamic checklist. LSIDs
are versioned in the case of minor changes using the
optional part of the identifier. The decision whether to
create a new object identifier of an LSID or a new version
is made by a maintainer.

Taxa can be searched using a complete or partial sci-
entific name via a user interface, and the system returns
a currently valid name and its synonyms. If the taxon
is found in other checklists, their interrelations are also
described. The information is also provided as an RDF
representation for machine consumption. Only the latest
versions of dynamic checklists can be seen in the system.
However, older ones are stored internally in the database.

Taxonomic concepts are linked on the basis of their
equivalence at a species level, but at higher levels the
alignment of taxa is based on the species content. For
instance, two species that have the same name and the
same authorship citation are linked as congruent by
default, but two genera are linked as congruent only if the
species belonging to the genera are the same. The rea-
sons for treating species and taxa above the species level
differently are debated in the Discussion.

Taxonomic meta-ontology
TaxMeOn is an ontology schema for biological names, and
here we present the part that describes species checklists.
The model is based on RDFS (RDF Schema) and some fea-
tures of OWL (Web Ontology Language); it contains 12
classes with 49 subclasses (excluding 61 subclasses of the
class TaxonomicRank) and 28 properties. The core classes
and their relations are illustrated in Figure 3.

The class TaxonInChecklist represents both a scientific
name and its concept. The relation rdfs:label expresses the
unominal name of a taxon which is 1) the last epithet of a
name combination, or 2) a name of a taxon at higher lev-
els, e.g., a family. The taxonomic hierarchy is constructed
using the relation isPartOfHigherTaxon.

The author references are presented in two ways:

1. The property hasScientificNameAuthorship
expresses the author of the original publication (if the
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Figure 3 The core classes of the taxonomic meta-ontology. The classes are illustrated with ellipses (colours are to improve the readability of the
figure). The arrows indicate relations (properties) between the classes. The subclass relations are indicated with lighter-coloured arrows and a few
examples of the subclasses. To demonstrate how the TaxMeOn model is applied, an example taxon depicted using dotted lines is illustrated. The
example taxon is an instance of the class TaxonInChecklist and of a specific taxonomic rank. The properties associated with the example taxon are
marked with dotted-line arrows. The properties with literal values are not shown in the figure.

full reference of the original publication is not
provided in a checklist).

2. The properties publishedIn and
publishedOriginallyIn refer to the publication.

The way the taxonomic authority information is worded
differs between zoology and botany. Author names are
often abbreviated in diverse ways in zoology; for exam-
ple, both L. and Linn. stand for Linnaeus. In botany, the
abbreviations are standardised, but if a species is shifted
into another genus, a new author name is catenated into
the author reference (unlike in zoology). For instance, Lin-
naeus first described the species Bassia scoparia in the
genus Chenopodium and later A.J. Scot shifted it into the
genus Bassia. The order of multiple authors comes out in
the literal, i.e., (L.) A.J. Scot.

A binominal name combination of a species with a refer-
ence to the original author (e.g., Arhopalus ferus (Mulsant,
1839)) is formed by traversing the RDF graph where a
genus name is obtained using the isPartOfHigherTaxon
relation and the other parts of the name from the lit-
erals. The literal completeTaxonName is for facilitating
the usage of the model for humans, and is generated
from a genus name, a species name, and an author ref-
erence. Dublin Core attributes [53] are supported (e.g.,
bibliographical details). Figure 4 presents an example
of the species Arhopalus ferus which was described by
Mulsant in 1839 and is a valid name. The same RDF

example as Turtle [54] presentation is in Additional
file 2.

In Figure 3, the relation hasStatus is associated with the
class TaxonInChecklist and indicates: 1) the nomenclatu-
ral status of a name (nomen alternativum, nomen correc-
tum, etc.), 2) the orthographic variants (altered spelling,
incorrect spelling, etc.), and 3) the current opinion of
a taxonomic concept (valid, synonym, etc.). Modelling
the changes is further discussed in the Discussion. Other
important properties and their explanations are listed in
Table 2.

The taxonomic concepts are mapped using the rela-
tions described in Table 3. An additional relation isAs-
sociatedWithTaxon is provided for linking concepts in
taxonomically unresolved cases. The relation describes
an undetermined connection between taxa, which is use-
ful if deeper expertise is not available when mapping the
concepts.

The taxa can be mapped to an external source as shown
below, where the genera Arhopalus are mapped congru-
ently between two checklists.

@prefix cerambycids: <http://www.yso.fi/onto/cerambycids/>.

@prefix taxmeon: <http://www.yso.fi/onto/taxmeon/>.

cerambycids:p2090 taxmeon:congruentWithTaxonInt

<urn:lsid:catalogueoflife.org:

d782a602-29c1-102b-9a4a-00304854f820:col2012acv16>.
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Figure 4 Core taxonomic information represented according to the taxonomic meta-ontology. Ferus is described by Mulsant in 1839 and it
belongs to the genus Arhopalus.

Table 2 The core properties of the Taxonomic
Meta-Ontology and their explanations

Property Explanation

Citation-related properties

occursInChecklist Reference to a species checklist

auctorumYear The year of original publication

completeAuctorumString Author name(s) expressed according
to the established practices of taxonomy

Name-related properties

hasNonvalidName Expresses synonyms, homonyms
and orthographic variants of a valid
scientific name

hasVernacularName The common name equivalents for
the scientific names

hasNomenclaturalCode Specifies the set of rules that are applied
(ICN [55] or ICZN [56])

hasVernacularNameStatus Expresses whether a common name is
accepted or an alternative one

rdf:type Expresses the hierarchical level in
a classification. The ranks are obtained
from TDWG Taxon Rank LSID Ontology [57].
Every taxon is an instance of a specific
taxonomic rank and the class
TaxonInChecklist (Figure 3).

See other properties in the Results section, in subsection Taxonomic
Meta-Ontology.

The URI of the scientific name and its concept (Tax-
onInChecklist) is duplicated when there is a taxonomic,
nomenclatural, or hierarchical change. In this way, a par-
ticular taxon can be explicitly referred to at a particular
time. The old and the new URIs are connected with the
relations described in Table 3. Temporal management
is based on the time stamps of scientific names’ taxo-
nomic status in dynamic checklists. In static checklists,
the temporal order of the taxon instances is traced by the
publication year of the checklist.

Two examples of concept mapping and taxonomic
changes are presented below. Each scientific name is given
a new URI in each static checklist. Different URIs for the
same scientific name enable the presentation of alterna-
tive classifications and different sets of taxonomic details.
The first example presents four cases presented in static
checklists:

1. Two species of long-horn beetles, pubescens
Fabricius, 1787 and revestita Linnaeus, 1767 belong
to the genus Leptura Linnaeus, 1758 in the checklist
that was published in 1992 [58].

2. Both species belong to the genus Pedostrangalia
Sokolow, 1758 in the checklist published in
2011 [59].
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Table 3 The relations used for mapping underlying taxonomic concepts

Relation between taxa Intensive Ostensive Notation Properties

Congruent Share the same characters Share the same species A = B Symmetric, transitive

Part of All characters of a taxon are
included in another taxon

All species are included in
another taxon

A ⊂ B Non-symmetric, transitive

Overlap At least one character is shared
between taxa, but not all of them

At least one species is shared
between taxa, but not all of them

A ∩ B �= ∅, A �= B Symmetric, non-transitive

The division into intensional and ostensive relations [35] is only available in TaxMeOn (not in the Taxonomic Database).

3. The species L. aethiops Poda, 1761 remained in the
genus Leptura while two other species were shifted
in 2011 [59].

4. Pedostrangalia was a synonym for Leptura in
1992 [58].

The corresponding RDF representation is presented in
Additional file 3.

The second example describes a fictitious dynamic
checklist with three artificial taxa. The species bus and cus
belonged to the genus Aus in 2012. Later, these two species
were synonymised and bus remained a valid name while
cus became its synonym. The URIs of the scientific names
are duplicated in order to: 1) preserve the name combina-
tions of the genus Aus (i.e., the lower-level classifications),
and 2) present a change in taxonomic concepts and in sta-
tus of the species bus and cus. The corresponding RDF
representation is presented in Additional file 4.

The checklists are managed using the scalable generic
metadata editor SAHA [60], but more complex taxonomic
information of the scientific names is managed using
the ontology editor Protégé [61]. The species ontologies
are accessible with several user interfaces and APIs via
the Finnish Ontology Library Service ONKI [42,62]. The
ONKI browser is used for searching and browsing taxa,
finding currently valid names, and tracing the tempo-
ral changes in scientific names. The ONKI service also
provides an autocompletion widget which can be inte-
grated into user applications, e.g., a content management
system. ONKI provides HTTP and SOAP APIs for pro-
grammatic access and a SPARQL endpoint for querying
the ontologies. The checklists in ONKI are the same as in
the Taxonomic Database described earlier.

The HTTP URIs were generated for the data
resources in the following form: http://www.yso.fi/onto/
CHECKLIST_ID/LOCAL_ID where CHECKLIST_ID is
a human-readable identifier for a checklist (or a group
of checklists, if there is more than one checklist about
the same group) and LOCAL_ID is a local identifier
for a resource (e.g., scientific name, taxonomic status).
Similarly, the URIs of the authors have namespace, with
the CHECKLIST_ID replaced with the string “author”.
The URIs of TaxMeOn are constructed in the same
way, but the CHECKLIST_ID is replaced with the string
“taxmeon”. LOCAL_ID is in the form “p[NUMBER]”,

where NUMBER is a randomly generated unique identi-
fier for the checklist data. For the authors and TaxMeOn,
the LOCAL_ID is human-readable. The number of RDF
triples after the data conversion (TaxMeOn) is over 1,2
million. The details are presented in Additional file 1.

TaxMeOn is applied in a broader context as one of the
use cases of the European research program, the “Envi-
ronmental Observation Web and its Service Applications
within the Future Internet (ENVIROFI)” [63] which aims
to harmonise biodiversity observation data gathered from
heterogeneous sources.

Discussion
Identifiers should not embed semantics according to the
recommendations of GBIF [28,29], a practical approach
to ensure the persistence of the identifiers should the
concepts change. In practise, it is helpful if URIs are intu-
itively understandable to some degree when reading RDF.
Here, human-readable checklist identifiers are embedded
in the namespace of the URIs in the data, which is justified
because the namespaces are permanent. The local names
of the URIs, however, do not carry meaning. The identi-
fiers of the classes and properties in ontology models and
schemas are typically human-readable, as is the case in
TaxMeOn.

The HTTP URIs used in the data and in TaxMeOn act as
locators for relevant metadata, that follows the best prac-
tices of Linked Data [31]. The metadata is presented as an
HTML page to humans and in RDF format to machines
via content negotiation.

Comparison of the two models
The differences between the Taxonomic Database and the
Taxonomic Meta-Ontology are summarised in Table 4.
The Taxonomic Database is a relational database, and
therefore its structure is strictly specified in a database
schema. The advantage of RDF-based TaxMeOn is that
it can easily be extended by adding new classes and
properties. Global identifiers (URIs) are given to taxa in
TaxMeOn which allows publishing them as Linked Data
and linking and re-using heterogeneous data on the web.
TaxMeOn can also be utilised via standard SPARQL query
language and additional APIs. In contrast to the RDF
model, linking other datasets to the Taxonomic Database
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Table 4 A comparison of the features of the taxonomic
database and the taxonomic meta-ontology

Taxonomic TaxMeOn
database

Technology

Structure easily No Yes
extensible

Global linkability No Yes
to other contents

Public interfaces Simple search API, HTTP and SOAP APIs,
LSID resolver Linked Data,

SPARQL endpoint

Need of a resolver Yes No

Content editing Web interface SAHA [60], Protégé [61]

Content

Granularity of Low High
taxonomic information

Linking additional No Yes
scientific publications

Treatment of botanical Identical Not identical
and zoological names

Semantics applied to No Yes
author names

Tracking temporal Publication year Versioning of checklists
changes of a checklist (static) and duplication

of taxa (dynamic)

or re-using its data is not straightforward because the
data can only be accessed with a separate LSID resolver
and a simple search API. The datasets of TaxMeOn can
be edited with standard RDF tools, such as ontology edi-
tors, whereas the Taxonomic Database is managed with
its own web interface. TaxMeOn supports more detailed
taxonomic information than the Taxonomic Database, for
example nomenclatural treatments. It also allows link-
ing taxa to additional scientific publications and applying
semantics to authors instead of presenting them as simple
strings. Moreover, TaxMeOn provides versatile methods
for managing dynamic checklists by representing tempo-
ral changes of taxonomic concepts.

Managing changes in time
In the Taxonomic Database, the goal was to create connec-
tions between the scientific names of published checklists
where the timeline is evident due to the year of publica-
tion. Less emphasis was placed on dynamic lists. However,
evincing temporality is achieved by tracking changes in
dynamic lists, an activity that requires: 1) keeping a log of
taxa removals and additions, 2) creating a new version of a
checklist when taxa are removed or added, and 3) linking
older LSIDs to the new ones. An original link to a genus
should be kept if a species is shifted into another genus.

Also in TaxMeOn, the versioning of a static check-
list is the solution for managing names over time given
its simplicity in comparison to modelling the changes
(Figure 5). Consequently, a large number of URIs are
created, which is impracticable for a maintainer if spe-
cial tools are not developed. Updating taxonomic changes
in a dynamic checklist requires the duplication of the
URIs at the species and genus level so that the situation
before and after can be presented and interlinked. This
step is especially necessary if there is a change in a tax-
onomic concept. The whole upper classification is not
duplicated because that would generate a large number
of URIs, and here we are more interested in names than
classifications.

A machine does not understand that there was a taxo-
nomic change if the change is not modelled. Two alterna-
tive ways of describing the changes are demonstrated in
Figure 5. One approach is to present a change in a tax-
onomy, classification, or nomenclature by forming a class
that describes the change type (Figure 5A). The situa-
tion is described before and after the change, and the two
instances are connected with relevant relations (Table 3).
In this way, it is possible to refer to a taxonomic concept at
a particular time. An alternative approach is to represent
the relations as instances (Figure 5B). The relations are
ordered temporally by assigning them a time stamp. If the
URIs assigned to the concepts are not duplicated, then it
is not possible to refer to a taxonomic concept at a partic-
ular time. This might be practical in some cases, because
a new URI is assigned only to genuinely new informa-
tion (new hierarchical relations). The former alternative
is included in TaxMeOn, and the latter can be used if the
model is extended with an additional class that describes
the relations between taxa.

Mapping taxonomic concepts
A species checklist is an understandable way of presenting
information to non-taxonomists, but unfortunately only a
small proportion of species are catalogued, and they cover
only limited geographical areas. Moreover, the informa-
tion is often insufficient because name combinations are
not necessarily listed. Cross-linking taxon names between
checklists helps a user to piece together the changes in
scientific names and determine the approximate number
of taxonomic treatments (none vs. many). Linking higher
taxa between checklists is rather artificial because the tax-
onomic concepts are seldom referenced. The problem is
therefore how to reconcile the differing classifications of
regional checklists. A pragmatic option is to compare the
species included in a higher taxon. However, this approach
fails to distinguish taxonomy and regionality, leading to a
situation where the occurrence of a new species in a cer-
tain area changes the existing relations between the higher
taxa of checklists.
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Figure 5 Taxonomic changes in relation to time presented in RDF. (A) The change is modelled as an instance. (B) The relation is modelled as
an instance. The instances are depicted as lighter-coloured ellipses and literals as rectangles.

The challenges of concept mapping have been discussed
by many researchers [2,35,36,64], and it is suggested that
it should be stated whether comparisons are based on
being a member of a group or on characters that unite
the group [35]. In the Taxonomic Database, higher taxa
are not only aligned on the basis of underlying taxo-
nomic concepts, but the occurrence of species are also
taken into account due to the lack of information about
taxonomic concepts in checklists. Higher taxa of the Tax-
onomic Database are not mapped with the CoL’s taxa
identifiers because only the part-of relation could be used
(because a regional species list is always part of a world-
wide list). Instead, external identifiers (CoL) are treated
as additional information about the taxonomic concepts.
Despite the discrepancy between taxonomy and region-
ality, a non-taxonomist is more likely to be interested in
the species inhabiting a certain geographical area than in
those found in the entire world. On the other hand, a
maintainer decides how the model is applied. The taxa in
both models are mapped equivalently, but TaxMeOn sup-
ports more than one way of expressing a relation between
taxa (Table 3), which benefits users with differing needs
and levels of expertise.

Franz and Peet [35] present how phylogenetic relation-
ships are described using ostensive (i.e., based on being
a member of a group) and intensional (i.e., based on
characters) relations simultaneously, which increases the
semantic precision of the relations between the concepts.
In species checklists, there is no satisfactory solution to
defining relations at the species level. If ostensive rela-
tions are used, there is an assumption that the species
have subspecies; however, most species do not have
any subspecies. Applying intensional relations assumes
that the circumscriptions are known; species lists lack

the information on circumscriptions. We decided to use
ostensive relations as our default when mapping the con-
cepts at the species level because the nature of the check-
list can be interpreted as ostensive because they present a
classification. However, intensional relations can be set if
there is information about the underlying taxonomic con-
cepts. The comparison of higher taxa (above the species
level) is always based on the species (see the discussion
of the Taxonomic Database above). The use of osten-
sive relations (Table 3) differs slightly from Franz and
Peet’s [35], which is explained by the difference of the data
(phylogenies vs. species checklists).

Linking the taxonomic concepts automatically is a
quick way of handling datasets. Automatic mapping
immediately links new content to existing without time-
consuming work by experts that could be done later. A
general taxon class (TaxonGeneral) represents a taxon at a
high level of abstraction, and an instance of it is generated
for all taxa. If the taxa share the same name and author-
ship, then they will be automatically mapped to the same
instance of the class TaxonGeneral. The idea is to keep
the machine-generated mappings separate from the man-
ual ones. The advantage is that if the mappings are used
in information retrieval, then search results can be clas-
sified according to reliability. Mistakes generated in auto-
mated work are inevitable, but most links are likely to be
correct due to the non-specific nature of the class Taxon-
General. Different levels of abstraction increase a model’s
flexibility. For instance, the International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions’ (IFLA) [65] Func-
tional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)
entity-relationship model [66], which is used in online
library catalogues, represents the products of intellectual
or artistic endeavour at four levels of abstraction.
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Challenges
Detailed information is considered more reliable and
therefore more likely to be linked to other content than
vague information. However, most taxonomic informa-
tion in checklists is inaccurate in one way or another.
Therefore the data model should support the expression
of information at various levels of detail, resulting in the
complexity of an ontology model. For instance, a taxo-
nomic author citation can include a set of bibliographical
details or it simply can be an abbreviation of a name.
Our aim was to create a practical model that suits diverse
situations, but there is a clear trade-off between prac-
ticality and complexity. Combining the scientific name
and its concept into a single unit in TaxMeOn increases
simplicity but decreases the granularity of information.

The biggest obstacle in using Semantic Web technolo-
gies is the lack of suitable tools. Few ontology editors
are available. The most commonly used editor is Protégé,
which is not practicable in this case because taxonomic
classifications cannot be viewed hierarchically unless the
rdfs:subClassOf relation is used.

In the real world, scientists who study the evolu-
tionary relationships of organisms are often unaware of
the advance of biodiversity informatics, or they simply
ignore it because they evaluate the usefulness of available
resources on the basis of content. Misleading or insuf-
ficient information in databases that is copied from one
place to another does not encourage scientists to con-
tribute or follow best practices. Taxonomists cannot be
expected to follow what happens in biodiversity informat-
ics because it might not be their field of interest. However,
it would be very helpful if they were willing to report
mistakes in content, though it would be frustrating if
the corrections were not made. One can debate whether
harmonising names is realistic due to the fact that sci-
entific names are constantly changing. However, applying
semantics to the content better enables the presenta-
tion of parallel views reflecting the nature of research.
Databases and ontologies might not be useful for tax-
onomists because they rely on scientific publications, and
are familiar with their own subject. Regardless, their input
is fundamentally important for non-taxonomists, because
the need exists for reliable taxonomic information. In
general, maintaining and updating ontologies is complex
compared to databases. The work is worthwhile, though,
because it facilitates interoperability and the semantically
enriched processing of content, and brings expert knowl-
edge into wider use in the environmental and biological
sciences.

Conclusions
Semantic Web technologies provide a suitable way to
describe species checklists because they enable the
compatibility with Linked Data. This compatibility is

advantageous when reusing and integrating data as well
as deepening the level of biological information. Linked
Data efficiently prevents the formation of silos, where
distributed information is not interlinkable. The advan-
tages of using a Semantic Web approach are presented in
Table 4.

Linked Data increases the utility of data gathered from
multiple sources, as their reliability is easier to evaluate.
For example, the existence of multiple classifications usu-
ally indicates that a taxonomic group is complex and many
opinions of it exist. Traditional databases are not compat-
ible as such with Linked Data, and they tend to be used
internally by organisations rather than shared. The struc-
ture of a relational database has to be strictly specified in
advance because it cannot be easily changed later, unlike
Linked Data, which is more extensible.

The next challenge is to develop a model that addresses
both zoological and botanical nomenclatures that are
independent of one another and separated by distinct
features. We aim to develop an ontology model that cov-
ers both nomenclatures without losing the practicality.
Applying Semantic Web technologies is a promising step
in enhancing the linkability of biological contents and
distributing environmentally important information.

Availability of supporting data
The datasets are accessible in the Taxonomic Database,
http://taxon.luomus.fi, and in the ONKI Ontology Ser-
vice, http://onki.fi. The ontology schema of the TaxMeOn
model is available at: http://schema.onki.fi/taxmeon/.
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Additional file 2: Core taxonomic information of a checklist
expressed in RDF.

Additional file 3: Alternative classifications in static checklists
expressed in RDF.

Additional file 4: A synonymisation of taxa in a dynamic checklist
expressed in RDF.
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Abstract. Animals and plants are referred to using scientific or com-
mon names depending on the expertise of an audience or a source of
data. The names change in time and therefore their usage as identifiers
as such is problematic. We present a solution for managing and using
plant names as an ontology. The ontology is based on the TaxMeOn
meta-ontology for biological names. In order to refer to organisms un-
ambiguously and publish information as Linked Data on the web, the
names are given URIs. The ontology is developed collaboratively and
it supports the approval process and temporal tracking of the common
names. We introduce an ontology service of plant names for end-users
and provide user interfaces and APIs for integrating the ontology into
applications.

1 Introduction

The scientific names of plants and animals have a major role when indexing,
querying, and integrating information about species. Biologists use scientific
names although the vast majority of people use the common name equivalents.
Contrary to common belief, neither the scientific nor common names identify
organisms unambiguously as one name may point to multiple species and one
species may have multiple names.

New research results change the name combination of the scientific names be-
cause taxa are constantly split and lumped. For example, if a species is changed
into another genus, the name combination changes accordingly. Approximately
25,000 new species descriptions are published in thousands of journals annu-
ally [6] which makes it hard for researchers to keep up-to-date the biodiversity
of the nature. Not all organisms need a common name but still there is huge
work to be done in developing the vernacular nomenclature and in terms of es-
tablished names, the dialect expressions remarkably expand the spectrum of the
biological names.

The international commissions of the nomenclatures (IBC, ICZN) specify the
rules how the scientific names should be used in various taxonomic treatments.
The nomenclatures of plants and animals are independent of each other and
the rules are applied only to the scientific names. The common names are not



regulated but they also change in time because there is often a need to update the
common names at intervals. The changing nature of the names poses challenges
for their management [5, 10, 13].

The diversity of the names causes problems when combining data from het-
erogeneous sources, e.g., observational records, literature and museum collec-
tions [11, 9]. The data cannot be easily integrated if a taxon is referred to using
multiple names and vice versa the existence of homonyms (the same name refers
to multiple taxa) causes errors when merging the data.

Comprehensive reference lists and catalogues of the names have been pro-
posed as a solution to facilitate the access to the names [1, 10]. However, this
is not enough because the biological names ought to be machine-processable in
order to refer to them unambiguously and semantically enrich the biological con-
tents. Ontologies remarkably increase the re-use and utilization of the available
resources which minimizes the amount of manual work when harmonizing data.

We present an ontology model for managing the common names of organisms
and linking them to the scientific names. The model supports temporal tracking
of name changes and an approval process of the common names. The model is
used for maintaining and publishing plant names in Finnish as an ontology. The
ontology is published as Linked Open Data [3] and can be used as an ontology
service.

2 Ontology Model

TaxMeOn1 [14] is an RDF-based meta-ontology for modeling and managing bi-
ological names and classifications. TaxMeOn introduces classes and properties
for expressing biological names as ontologies. The model consists of three parts
according to the level of taxonomic details, which are common names, species
checklists, and detailed taxonomic information respectively. In this paper, the
focus is on the common names although many of the classes and properties are
common to all three parts. The simplified structure of the model is presented
in Fig. 1, where the core classes are Scientific name, Common name and their
statuses. The status of the Scientific name indicates if a name is an accepted or a
synonymized one, etc. The synonyms are linked to an accepted name. The hier-
archical structure is constructed setting relations between the Scientific names.

The Common names (in one or more languages) that refer to the same taxon
are connected through a Scientific name. The model also allows mapping the
scientific names to each other based on the underlying taxonomic concepts (con-
gruence, overlap, part-of, general association). A taxonomic rank expresses the
hierarchical level in a classification (e.g., a species, a genus) and it is specified
for every scientific name. The taxonomic ranks are presented as a separate vo-
cabulary which contains 61 ranks, of which 60 are obtained from TDWG Taxon
Rank LSID Ontology2. In order to avoid the complex details of the botanical and

1 http://schema.onki.fi/taxmeon/
2 http://rs.tdwg.org/ontology/voc/TaxonRank



Fig. 1. The ontology model of the common names of organisms. The ellipses represent
classes and the arrows depict relations between the classes.

horticultural nomenclatures, the species level and the taxonomic levels below it
are treated as one unit.

The approval process of the common names is the following: first, a new
name is proposed; then the name becomes accepted; and finally, the name may
become an alternative, if there is a new accepted name for the same plant. The
model allows the maintainers to propose a new name which then can be com-
mented by the other maintainers until the name finally gets accepted, rejected or
synonymized. The temporal management of the names is based on time stamps
which are given to the statuses of the names in the approval process. If a name
is given a new status, the old status is not removed from the system. This makes
it possible to track the chain of changes of the names and to see the period of
time period when a particular name was accepted.

3 Managing Plant Names as an Ontology

We applied the TaxMeOn ontology model to a database of the Finnish names
of plants maintained by the Finnish Biology Society Vanamo3. The original
database contained nearly 26,000 plant names in Finnish in a single classification.
The taxa were divided into three taxonomic levels (a species, a genus and a
family) but it is possible to specify more taxonomic levels in the current ontology.

The database of the plant names was converted into RDF format based on
the TaxMeOn ontology model. The ontology is managed in the metadata editor
SAHA4 [7] by the Vanamo association. Currently, the ontology contains 21,797
species, and the number of updates exceeds one thousand names yearly. The

3 http://www.vanamo.fi
4 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/services/saha/



utilization of the ontology facilitates the management of the names because the
approval process is integrated into the ontology.

The association has an active role in developing new Finnish names for plants
and the public availability of the ontology releases voluntary based work for more
relevant activities than responding to various queries by journalists, translators
etc. The development of the new names is based on the needs, therefore the
coverage of the taxa is not systematically or geographically restricted into any
particular plant group or a region.

The browser-based SAHA editor allows collaborative editing of the ontology,
providing the simultaneous access of multiple users and a chat functionality. The
TaxMeOn model has been extended to support the management of the ontology
in SAHA, by adding a property indicating the current status of the processing of
a proposed common name. If a new name is suggested for a species, a maintainer
can add it into the ontology and mark it as “in process”. The proposed but not
yet processed names can be found easily at later stages of the process.

4 Using Plant Names as an Ontology Service

The ontology is published as Linked Open Data in the Finnish Ontology Library
Service ONKI5 [15], as part of the Finnish semantic web infrastructure project
FinnONTO6 [4]. The ONKI service provides user interfaces and APIs for ac-
cessing and using the plant names in applications. For example, end-users can
browse and search the ontology to find a common name for a taxon that they
know only by the scientific name. The ONKI selector widget can be integrated
into legacy CMS systems to provide an autocomplete and URI fetching features
to support the annotation of plant related information.

One of the advantages of the ontology service is that the end-users can now
access the ontology themselves. Users are directed to the ONKI service via search
engines, and they have adopted the service by extending Wikipedia articles about
plant species with links to Finnish plant names in ONKI. End-users actively
send feedback, comments and corrections to the maintainers, which help them
to improve the quality of the content.

The ontology is also accessible as a SPARQL endpoint. An example query
below shows how the accepted Finnish common names of species (and taxa below
it) that belong to a genus “Quercus” (oak) can be retrieved:

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX taxmeon: <http://www.yso.fi/onto/taxmeon/>
PREFIX taxonomic-ranks: <http://www.yso.fi/onto/taxonomic-ranks/>

SELECT ?vernacularName WHERE {
?species taxmeon:isPartOfHigherTaxon ?genus .
?genus rdf:type taxonomic-ranks:Genus .
?genus rdfs:label "Quercus"^^xsd:string .

5 http://onki.fi/en/browser/overview/kassu
6 http://www.seco.tkk.fi/projects/finnonto/



?species taxmeon:hasVernacularName ?vernacularNameRes .
?vernacularNameRes taxmeon:hasVernacularNameStatus ?status .
?status rdf:type taxmeon:AcceptedVernacularName .
?vernacularNameRes rdfs:label ?vernacularName .
FILTER langMatches(lang(?vernacularName), "fi")

}

The result of the query is a list of the Finnish names of oak species, such as
the sessile oak and white oak. The query demonstrates the use of the ontology
for cross-language query expansion.

Currently, the plant name ontology is used by several cultural museums and
libraries for annotating their collections. The ontology is also applied as a use
case in the EU FP project ENVIROFI7 which focuses on the environmental usage
area of the Future Internet. The ontology is used in the project as a conceptual
hub for referring to the plants in the observational data on biodiversity. The
ontology has been extended with the English and German names of plants used
in the project pilots (these names are not available in the ONKI ontology service).

5 Discussion

5.1 Related Work

The importance of persistent identifiers for organism names and solutions for
managing them on the semantic web have been discussed by several workers.
Page [8] presented how taxon names are modeled as semantic metadata in RDF
form. Taxon names are identified with using Life Science Identifiers (LSID) and
the names are connected using taxonomic relations. Taxon names that are ob-
tained from various data sources and which refer to the same taxon are mapped
using the owl:sameAs relation. Schulz et al. [12] presented the first ontology
model of biological taxa and its application to physical individuals. The model
is based on a single unchangeable classification. Franz and Thau [2] evaluated
the limitations of applying ontologies to the scientific names and concluded that
ontologies should focus either on a nomenclatural point of view or on strategies
for aligning multiple taxonomies.

The Darwin Core (DwC)8 is a metadata schema developed for taxon oc-
currence data by the TDWG (Biodiversity Information Standards). The goal
of DwC is to standardize the form of how biological information is presented.
However, it lacks the semantic aspect and when it comes to the names, the scope
of DwC is quite general.

Taxonconcept.org9 provides Linked Open Data identifiers for species concepts
and links data from different sources. All the names of species are expressed
using literals. Also, the machine-processability is weakened by the usage of literal
values for expressing the hierarchies. The data contains scientific and common
names, and taxonomic statuses.

7 http://www.envirofi.eu
8 http://www.tdwg.org/standards/450/
9 http://www.taxonconcept.org



Many existing databases aim to be comprehensive online catalogues that
aggregate individual species checklists, such as the Catalogue of Life (CoL)10 and
The International Plant Names Index (IPNI)11. The IPNI database contains only
scientific names, but the Catalogue of Life also includes their taxonomic statuses
and common names. They both provide the names in a machine-processable
form, as RDF conforming to the TDWG Taxonomic Concept Transfer Schema
(TCS)12 using LSIDs as identifiers of the names [5]. In the Catalogue of Life
the requirement to use a separate LSID resolver for fetching metadata about an
LSID prevents the Linked Data compatibility of the dataset. The IPNI database
provides an LSID proxy that allows Linked Data compatibility. In the IPNI
database, the hierarchy is not expressed explicitly in the RDF (e.g., the genus
of a species is shown only in the binomial name literal).

There are several other plant name databases available on the web, e.g., the
Royal Horticultural Society Horticultural Database13, The Plant List14 and the
Euro+Med PlantBase15. Most available resources contain the scientific names,
but in few, the common names are included. Common to these systems is that
they are intended for human usage, and they are not available in a machine-
processable form with unique name identifiers.

5.2 Contributions and Future Work

Most of the related work concentrate on the scientific names, but our focus is on
the common names. The common names expand the cross-domain use of the on-
tology because they are in wider spectrum of use than the scientific ones. The on-
tology is available in machine-processable RDF format, with explicit semantics,
e.g., the hierarchical relations are set between the plant URIs, and the statuses
of names are supported. The TaxMeOn model provides a solution for managing
the approval process of common names, supporting the temporal tracking of the
name changes via statuses and their time stamps. The model connects together
different names of a taxon facilitating data integration and information retrieval
in cases where data is combined from heterogeneous sources.

We have also demonstrated the complete workflow from a collaborative devel-
opment of an ontology to publishing it as Linked Open Data and as an ontology
service which makes it accessible to the general public. The plant name ontol-
ogy helps harmonizing the terminology which in turn enhances communication
between various users. Application developers can utilize the ontology by using
the plant name URIs for unambiguous referencing to plants species.

Currently, hybrid taxa are modeled in the ontology in the same way as the
ordinary species. An idea for the future development is to extend the model to

10 http://www.catalogueoflife.org
11 http://www.ipni.org
12 http://www.tdwg.org/standards/117/
13 http://apps.rhs.org.uk/horticulturaldatabase
14 http://www.theplantlist.org
15 http://www.emplantbase.org



support the representation of hybrid names at a deeper level. Another area for
development is to link the scientific names of plants to their author URIs in
DBpedia, connecting the ontology to the Linked Data Cloud (LOD).

Ontologies are a bridge between experts and ordinary people in communica-
tion and popularizing science. Additionally, the Linked Data approach provides
a way how to easily extend an ontology with additional information which in
turn increases the information value of contents.
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